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executive loans by mail program.
a member of the National Asso-

riation of Accountants you can apply
for a line of credit up to $25,000 ... on
your signature only. No collateral
whatsoever. No endorsers. No cosigners. And, most importantly, no
hassles.
• A Line of Credit from $5,000 to
$25,000. Major funds for your major needs. While current earnings or
credit cards can take care of most
smaller needs, today's busy executive
requires larger amounts of cash from
time to time.
• All Transactions Handled by Mall.
This special feature makes borrowing
convenient and guarantees privacy.
No personal meetings. No complicated, time - consuming procedures.
The few necessary steps are made
by you in the privacy of your home
or office.
• Your Signature is the Only Collateral Required. No need to tie up
any of your assets.

• The Convenience of a Revolving
Credit Line. Once your line of credit
is approved, a phone call from you

activates the credit and your check
is mailed to you immediately. If you
want additional funds the next month
...or the next day ... just call and your
money will be in the mail.
• You Pay Interest Only for the
Amount You Actually Use. There
is no charge to establish your credit
line. No loan processing fees and no
prepayment penalties. Once you
activate your credit, interest is

charged only on the amount you
actually use at the Annual Percentage
Rate of 18%.
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. There's
no risk. If you activate your line of
credit and you're not completely
satisfied, return the money within
30 days at no cost to you.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging a national program, the
Association receives a small fee. This
offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of
the Lender or any other products or
services included in the Group Discount
Programs.
This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive/ Profession al

Services, Inc. and, in California, by
Bankers Investment Company. Both
Security Pacific Executive/Professional
Services, Inc. and Bankers Investment
Company have the experience and
financial strength to serve the membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the
nation's 9th largest bank - holding company, with assets over $40 billion.
Both lending institutions are equal
opportunity lenders and approval of all
credit lines, regardless of amount, is
subject to their normal credit policies.
To take advantage of this special
offer, act today. You'll find it easy to
apply for your line of credit. Simply
write us, or call today toll -free. By
return mail you'll receive the one page
application —it's that easy.

SECURrrY PACIRC
14201 East 4th Avenue
Aurora, Colorado 80011
1 -800- 525 -1344
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• Using Electronic Spreadsheets to Best Advantage
• Eight General Ledger Programs: How They Rate
• Creating Charts and Graphics for Your Reports
• Computers and Software for Your Practice
• 10 Pitfalls in Selecting Software
• Portable Computers: How They Streamline Audits
• What to Look for in a Computer Service Contract
• Client Automation: A New Source of Fees
• How to Help a Client Select an EDP System
• Word Processing to Speed Up Financial Reports
• What Users Say About Accounting Software
• Computerizing a Small Accounting Firm
• A Guide to the Available Income Tax Programs
• Buying a Printer —Letter Quality vs. Dot Matrix
• A Program for Making Buy -Lease Decisions
• How to Create Client Data Files

COMPUTERSIN ACCOUNTING brings you

the latest on accounting, tax and business software . .
on using electronic spreadsheets to save time .. , on
selecting hardware and peripherals ... on using word
processing in your office ... on what you need to
know to keep up with —in fact, to stay ahead of —the
computer revolution.

YES, please send me myy FREE copy of the Charter Issue of COMPUTERSIN ACCOUNTING.
I would like to examine it— absolutely without cost or
obligation —to see whether it will help me in my work.
I understand that you will add my name to your list of
Charter Subscribers for the next year —subject to my
unqualified right to cancel at any time and for any rea-

son —and that I will be billed at the Special Introductory
Rate of $29.50. If I do not wish to continue receiving
COMPUTERS IN ACCOUNTING. I will simply mark your
invoice "Cancel,'' and I will owe absolutely nothing —
and can keep the Charter Issue.

IMMIEN M ACCOIMiM
964 Third Avenue New York, NY 10155

PLEASEPRINT
Firm (if applicable)
Name
Address
tate Zip
City
Public Accounting
Partner
Manager
Staff
Private Industry
Financial Executive
Corporate Accountant
I nt ernal A udit or
MA
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Remember, if you don't keep up with the computer revolution in accounting, your clients will turn elsewhere for advice.
The Charter Issue of this exciting new magazine is
yours for the asking—no strings attached. To reserve
your FREE copy, simply return the coupon below.

a

COMPUTERS INACCOUNTING, published by
the editors of The Practical Accountant magazine, is the
first computer magazine designed exclusively for the
accounting profession. It provides the same kind of
practical, bread - and -butter assistance that you've come
to expect from The Practical Accountant. Themany
helpful articles,COMPUTERS
features and departments
appearing
in
INACCOUNTI
N G will
each issue of
enable you to harness the power of the computer to
help your clients or company, streamline your firm's
operations, and increase your income. Among the many
helpful articles you'll be reading are:
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JACKPOT!

26

By Virginia Bakay and Steven Michel
Behind the glitter, excitement, and color of a modern casino is a skilled, highly detailed accounting operation. This system ensures control whenever money changes hands —from
the initial release of the "banks" to handling of "markers" to the meticulous "counting"
operation in the vault.

Cost
Control

Cost Reduction: a `Get Tough' Action Plan

37

By Raymond B. Jordan
Aggressive, comprehensive cost improvement does not mean recklessly reducing the
work force or using inferior parts to the point that product quality, and, ultimately, sales,
suffer. Cost reduction is a policy which is declared by top management and orchestrated
by management accountants working with and through every level of operations. This professor, a former accountant for General Electric Co., provides a step -by -step blueprint you
can start implementing today.

Minimizing Your Legal Costs

47

By Robert W. Breslin
Here is a persuasive brief by a corporate lawyer on how companies can make more effective use of legal counsel —and at the same time control the cost of such counsel.

Managing Your Inventory: New Use for an Old Tool

52

By Richard W. Swalley
Inventory—and its control—is the name of the game in business for almost all profitable
companies. A simple and familiar tool for controlling inventory is Day's Cost of Sales in Inventory (DCSI). While DCSI traditionally has been used as a measurement device, it can
be an invaluable aid in budgeting for inventory.

Small
Business

Closing the Small Business Management Gap

57

By James R. Kilzer and Gary G. Glausser
Entrepreneurs flush with early success often overlook business planning. This oversight
results in a management gap as a company grows in size and the owner is forced to
relinquish direct control. To avoid becoming one of the 80% of new businesses that fail in
the first four years, an astute owner should develop plans that will guide his company to
continued profitability.

Computers

The Dark Side of Small Business Computers

62

By Paul E. Dascher and W. Ken Harmon
Microcomputers and small business systems have empowered managers and staff by giving them the information resources needed to make the right business decisions. Unfortunately, there is a dark side to the potential for increased productivity: the failure to control
data. Management accountants must take the initiative and ensure established internal
controls include procedures for small computer security.
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Conferences

Accounting for Income Taxes: an NAA Conference

68

By Stephanie Miller
Accounting leaders supported and opposed different views on income tax accounting.

Seattle '84: Annual Conference Focuses on Change

74

By Robert F. Randall
Operations chairman Robert F. West says program for Annual Conference, June 24 -27, is
ready.

NAA Reports

Amendments to the Association's Bylaws

72

Nominating Committee Report

78

Nominees for 14 national officers and 65 directors are presented for election at the Annual
Conference in Seattle, June 25.
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PERSPECTIVES

The Certainty of Change
in Our Personal Lives and Careers
At various times in our lives, we are faced with new opportunities
and challenges such as being promoted or losing our job, passing
or failing the CMA or CPA exam, transferring to another location,
winning or losing an election, marriage
or divorce, birth of a child, personal
health problems, and the death or serious illness of a loved one. Just how we
cope with these changes makes all the
difference in the world to our happiness
and success in our personal lives and
careers.
So how can we plan for these
changes? In 1969, the NAA chapter of
which I was president distributed several
thousand copies of a small booklet titled
Success Today at our 50th Anniversary
CHARLES T. SMITH, JR.
Annual Conference in New York. Even
President, 1983 -84
today, 15 years later, I am asked for
copies of this booklet as I travel around the country visiting our
chapters. I believe that the booklet is as relevant and helpful today
as it was back then. The philosophy outlined therein has helped me
cope with numerous challenges and changes over the years.
The foreword follows: "The Western Carolinas Chapter of NAA
planned and worked for success during 1968 -69. In so doing, we
subscribed to the philosophies contained herein, Result: The Stevenson Trophy. We sincerely hope that this booklet will assist you in
achieving your long range goals by thinking, planning, and working
for 'Success Today. "' The text of the booklet follows.
Success is not a goal to be achieved. Success is a day -by -day
journey toward a goal. It is not something vague in a hazy future. It
is something concrete and present now — today. In the business
arena, success is doing today the things which will make us more
capable and more successful tomorrow.
Today is the first day of our future. Today is all we will ever
have —we cannot relive yesterday, nor can we live tomorrow because it does not yet exist, but we can start to be a success today,
because today mirrors all of the days of our future.
The farmer who plants seeds today has had a successful day.
When tomorrow comes —it will be today and he will cultivate the
seeds — another successful day. A series of todays will bring the
harvest, the final achievement of his goal. The day of harvest is but
the result of many successful todays.
Success is not limited to any one area of your life. It encompasses all the facets of your relationships: as parent, as husband or
wife, as citizen, as neighbor, as worker, and all of the others. Success is not confined to any one part of your personality but is related to the development of all parts: mind, heart, body, and spirit. It is
making the most of your total self. Success is discovering your best
talents, skills, and abilities and applying them where they will make
the most effective contribution to you and those around you. Suc► ► 56
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Why Accountemps

personnel
outperform
other temporaries.
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f your accounting department has problems they
didn't count on. If your bookkeeper is backed up with work. If
your data processing people have more data than they can
process. Accountemps specialists are available to help your staff
catch up —or prevent it from falling behind.
Accountemps employees are available at a moment's
notice to work a day, a week, a month or longer And there's
almost no time wasted orienting our people because they're
slightly over - qualified to get the job done quickly, accurately
and cost effectively.
Call any one of 80 offices in the United States, Canada
and Great Britain. Accountemps will send you one specialist or
a staff of 25 right away. We help keep your temporary problems
temporary.
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Opinion
Robert L. Shultis

The Case for Involvement
A few weeks ago the papers here in New York
recalled the 25th anniversary of the celebrated
Kitty Genovese case where a girl was murdered on a quiet residential street, despite her
cries for help and despite many of her neighbors having heard her. No one was about to become involved.
This is not a plea for vigilante justice nor are
most of us ever faced with the situation which
Kitty Genovese's neighbors found themselves
in, but we certainly can find instances where
our involvement can contribute to the good of
our own business and professional lives and
others as well. It is a truism, of course, that the
more we put into something the more we'll get
out of it. It's also true that most of us, for one
reason or another, don't put the time and effort
int o our end eavors t o t he ext ent th at we
should.
At the recent NAA Executive Committee
meeting, the constantly recurring theme was
the need to develop stronger in -depth leadership at the chapter level. The current class of
national vice presidents echoed this unanimously. They have recognized, of course, that
there are lots of hard - working, talented, interested folks out there, but they also recognize
that many members of some chapters are
prone to let a few people do all the work. In other chapters —the ones who consistently score
high by every measure —are the ones who
have developed a tradition of in -depth leadership over many years. And the really sad part
for the non - participants is that it is the interested, hard - working members who are getting the
most out of NAA and are enjoying themselves
in the bargain.
One question, please, before we move on to
another part of this subject —and the question
is for both NAA workers and nonworkers alike:
Can you think of better leadership and management training exposure, with so many challenges and so little cost or risk, than to be an
NAA chapter officer or director? It is an experi6

ence that will serve you in good stead during all
of your business career.
Involvement in the Profession
One of the hottest topics in accounting right
now is the FASB's project on Income Tax Accounting. The Board has issued an excellent
discussion memorandum on "Accounting for
Income Taxes." Two of our current MAP Committee members, Dennis Beresford and Art Wyatt, were members of the task force that helped
prepare this document. It is an issue which affects every preparer of financial statements —
large and small —and one on which the FASB
is anxious to hear from all its constituencies.
NAA, as you probably know, undertook an
opinion survey on the issue, The survey indicated clearly that there was a distinct dichotomy of
opinion between small and large statement
preparers —one group favoring one method,
the other favoring a second method. But, and
here's where involvement comes in, at a recent
briefing in Stamford the MAP Committee heard
from members of the FASB staff that nearly all
of the responses to the discussion memorandum they have received to date came from
large organizations of one sort or another. Very
few small companies or small practitioners
have expressed an opinion to the Board on the
subject. Yet isn't it this same group who are
commenting most forcefully on "the standards
overload" or "Big GAAP /Little GAAP "? If the
constituencies don't respond, if they don't become involved, the Board itself can hardly be
expected to respond to a vacuum.
On the National Level
The "Fact and Comment" section of the
April 9th issue of Forbes Magazine had the following comment:
"GRACE UNDER FIRE
"The only trouble is, he isn't, and that bodes
ill.
"When the Peter Grace commission issued
its devastating, documented report covering —
uncovering— countable cases of unbelievable
waste in federal spending, I expected he'd be
bitterly assailed from many sides, since so
many sides are involved. But he and his commission have been so little shot at, it's dishearteningly discouraging.
"It seems to signal that not too many of
those whose fun and gains are at stake seem
to think there's any serious threat of action."
That same week we wallowed through knee deep water and slush to interview Mr. Grace at
► ►46
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Taxless Application
With over 1,000 popular and
specialized packages to choose from,
the Rainbow's Software Portfolio
makes choosing the right applications
for your practice a lot less taxing — and
a lot more efficient.
These industry standard programs
let you efficiently manage every
aspect of your practice — from Client
Accounting and Thx Preparation to
professional time and billing, and
electronic worksheets.

quality and ease of use that's unmatched by any other personal
computer in its class.

And, if at any time you need help
operating your Rainbow, just call our
"Hotline" Advisory service for the
answers you need — free.
Taxless Customer Support
These services are just part of Digital's
Digital stands behind the Rainbow's
Customer Investment Protection
commitment to make your practice less Plan * * — the industry's most compretaxing. Should your Rainbow need
hensive customer support policy.
service during the first year, just call
us, and IL come to you and take care For more details on how the Rainbow
of it —at no additional charge.
can help make your financial practice
we

The Rainbow microcomputer
can make your practice a lot
less taxing. In fact, it's
virtually taxless.

The Rainbow
Can Handle It.

less taxing, call 1 -800- DIGITAL
(ext.150) for the nearest location
where you can see the Rainbow.
",

11MU010
Digital Equipment Corporation

Taxless Operation

*1983& 1984 iF "Good Industrial Design" award,
Hanover Fair, W. Germany.

The Rainbow is easy to learn, easy to
use. You can master it in minutes, in a
few easy "on screen" steps. It combines
award- winning design features* with
specialized software applications for
financial professionals to offer you

"Limited warranty. For full details. contact your
participating Rainbow dealer, distributor or Digital
Business Center.
Rainbow and Digital are trademarks of Digital
Equipment Corporation.
O Digital Equipment Corporation. 1984.
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now will permit a securities offering notwithstanding an accountant's report that is qualified
because of uncertainties about an entity's continued existence, provided that full and fair disclosure is made of the financial difficulties and
of the plans the entity has made to overcome
such difficulties_

MAP Comments on Timely Guidance
Louis Bisgay, Editor

New Interim Reporting Proposals
The Securities & Exchange Commission has
proposed rules that, if adopted, would increase
disclosure requirements related to segment information and short-term financing. Some proposed provisions are:
• Disclosure of interim sales, operating profit or
loss, and indentifiable assets for each reportable segment.
• Requirement for a discussion in the management's discussion and analysis of reportable
segments.
• Separate disclosure of amounts of notes
payable, accounts payable and the current
portion of long -term debt at interim dates.
• Presentation in quarterly reports of the balance sheet as of the end of the previous
year's corresponding interim period — instead
of the last year -end balance sheet.
The Commission also is soliciting comments
on a possible proposed standard footnote that
would summarize and highlight off - balance
sheet arrangements.
Comments on the release (33 -6514, 3420657) are due by May 15.

SEC Changes Its Mind
on `Qualified' Audit Reports
In Accounting Series Release No. 115, issued
February 19, 1970, the SEC stated that financial statements would not be considered certified if the auditor's report on those statements
was so qualified as to indicate serious doubt as
to whether the financial statements should be
presented on a going concern basis.
The Commission has concluded that ASR
115 is inconsistent with the objectives and operations of its integrated disclosure system. It

NAA's Management Accounting Practices
Committee submitted a letter to the FASB in
which the MAP Committee aired its views on
the Board's Invitation to Comment, "Proposed
Procedures for Implementing Recommendations of the FASB Task Force on Timely Financial Reporting Guidance." The MAP Committee
fully supports the Task Force's recommendations (1) to expand the scope of Technical Bulletins and (2) to establish an advisory group,
and generally agrees with the Board's proposed procedures to implement those recommendations. Among its detailed comments, the
MAP Committee asserted that:
The proposed revision calling for, in come
cases, formal action by the Board before the
staff embarks on development of a Technical
Bulletin is contrary to the objective of placing
more reliance on FASB staff.
All proposed Technical Bulletins should have
some outside exposure, even for a very limited period, before being adopted.
The advisory group should include a reasonable number of representatives from industry
to ensure that preparers, as well as public
accountants, are fairly represented.

FASB Statement on Business
Combinations Eases Disclosure
FAS 79, "Elimination of Certain Disclosures for
Business Combinations by Nonpublic Enterprises," relieves privately held companies from
having to disclose pro forma results of operations for business combinations accounted for
by the purchase method.
Accounting Principles Board Opinion 16 has
required firms making an acquisition to disclose
their results of operations for the past two
years as though the companies had been combined during that period. As a result of research
on accounting by private and small public companies, the Board concluded that the costs of
providing pro forma disclosures for acquisitions
by private companies generally exceed the
benefits the information provides, and decided
to eliminate the requirement for such disclosure
by private companies.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

"Two years after starting
ourownaccountingpractice...

"We've Got
It Made!"
B r uce & J an B uc ha n
E l Cajo n, CA
our own lives out there. That
did it!"
Bruce: "After I got my degree
in Accounting in 1975, 1 worked
as an IRS Agent. Then, in 1977,
1 joined COMPREHENSIVE as a
sales representative, eventually
becoming manager of
Marketing Training in 1978.
"In those three years I saw
enough independent local
accountants sign up with
COMPREHENSIVE and achieve
their personal goals to convince
me that we could do it, too.
1 knew by their experiences
that the COMPREHENSIVE
systems for Marketing,
Production, Data Processing
and Practice Management
made it easier to get new
clients — and to service a large
number of clients promptly and
efficiently.
"The systems are based on
nearly 35 years of practical
knowledge, and are backed by
a professional support team
and national advertising."
Jan: "We finally made the
decision to open our
COMPREHENSIVE practice by
summer of 1980.
"When we arrived in El Cajon
in August we didn't know
anyone. But within a week we
had found a place to live, rented
an office, opened our own
accounting practice and signed
up our first three accounts."
Bruce: "At the end of 1981
we were up to 73 accounts, and
by our second anniversary we
had over 100 accounts. Even
though the economy was off,
we were able to add new
accounts every month.
"We know the market is there
for continued growth to our goal
of over 200 clients. We have
the kind of service small
businesses need — at the right
price."
Jan: -Of course we both
have to work very hard,

especially during rush periods,
in order to keep up to date.
That's nothing new. Many wives
work these days.
"But that doesn't keep us
from having a happy home life,
enjoying our children, our trips
together, and our leisure time."
Bruce: "Owning a successful
practice makes a big difference
in a lot of ways. We bought a
new home on three acres of
property on top of a mountain
with a spectacular view and a
swimming pool — only ten
minutes from our office.
''And we have recently
purchased the commercial
building where our office is
located — partly because we
needed more space and partly
for investment reasons."
Jan: ''We don't mean to say
we have suddenly become
millionaires. But I think we are
well on our way to that goal.
"Meanwhile, we certainly do
live much better than we did
when we were both working for
a salary."
Bruce: "It's not just the
convenience of being able to
afford more pleasures for
ourselves and for the kids ...
what's more important is the
equity we are building up in our
accounting practice, and in our
home and other property.
"There's no better peace of
mind than knowing that you
r

Bruce: "If this sounds like
we're boasting — well, maybe
we are, just a little.
"But there's a good reason.
"We'll bet there are a lot of
good accountants out there who
could be just as happy as we
are — IF they could only make
the big decision to go into
business for themselves."
Jan: "That's right. We know.
We were there. We both had
secure jobs in the Midwest. It
wasn't easy to give up that
security to see it we could make
it on our own in California."
Bruce: "But job security was
not enough. Not for us, anyway.
We wanted more.
"We wanted to live better. To
be able to afford better things. A
better home. A better education
for the kids. More travel. More
recreation. More freedom.
''And we wanted to build
asset value in our own
business, not someone else's.'
Jan: "Even so, we wasted a
whole year trying to decide.
"Then we took a vacation to
California and realized how
great it would be to work for
ourselves, and be free to live

control the financial security of
your family, and that you don't
have to worry about losing your
Ob. That's what COMPREHENSIVE
as meant to us.
For more details on what a
COMPREHENSIVE practice could
mean to you, call toll free or
mail in the coupon below. There
is no obligation — and what you
learn may change your life!
W h at is COMPREHENSIVE?
COMPREHENSIVE Is the nation's
largest organization of its kind
providing monthly accounting,
bookkeeping, tax and business
consultation services. Currently
over 350 franchisees across the
country serve more than 20,000
small and medium -sized
business clients of all types.

Le g a le s e
These sales, pro fits or
earnings are of a specific
franchise and sho uld no t be
considered as the actual or
potential sales, profits or
earnings that will be realized
by any other franchise. The
franchisor does not represent
that any franchisee can
expect to attain these sales,
pro fits o r earnings.
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CallS. J. Lewis
Toll Free (01) 323 -9000

Anywhere in the Continental U.S.
In Illinois, call collect (312) 898 -6868

' like=to know
= more=about:
= Starting
= =my own
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= m m 9
E] Expanding

Relocation

'

Name .
Address

,

City _
' Phone

_.State
_

Zip

(Best time to call)

Mail to: Comprehensive Accounting Corporation
2111
Comprehensive
Drive
'
Aurora,
Illinois 60507 -1288
This is not an offering An offering can only be made by a prospectus filed first with
the N.Y Dept of Law Such filing does not constitute approval by N Y
MA-5
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Management
Information
Systems
Gerald R. DeMaagd, Editor

Data Access Control in an
On -line Environment
Today's central DP topic is computer security
and how to protect corporate data from being
accessed from outside the company. But what
is the real need, and what can financial management do to protect the data under its control? Most security experts agree that there is
greater risk of loss from the legitimate users of
a computer system than from outside sources.
The reason for increased concern about the
security and confidentiality of computerized
data originates with the change in the computer
environment from batch jobs to on -line processing. Management is right to be concerned
when data that formerly was restricted to a few
individuals is made available through a communications network to potentially any terminal in
the company. Physical locks on the computer
room door are not sufficient to prevent access
to sensitive files available through other means
via the teleprocessing network, including access by your own unauthorized employees.
The protection of information related to business operations is a basic management responsibility. Managers should be responsible
for protecting data within their area of control,
regardless of whether it is computerized or not.
Your company may have a corporate computer
security department to establish overall goals.
Computer security is an emerging organizational function in many companies, usually located
within the information services group. A corporate computer security function typically is responsible for developing means and methods
for safeguarding computerized data against accidental or intentional disclosure, modification,
or destruction.
Access Control Software
The principal tool for computer security on a
corporate level is the acquisition and installation of access control software. These pro10

grams for example, can run in conjunction with
the MVS operating system on large IBM mainframe computers, and control access to all its
resources. We use TOP SECRET from CGA
Software Products Group, Inc. Other popular
products for MVS operating systems are ACF2
marketed by the Cambridge Systems Group
and IBM's Resource Access Control Facility
(RACF).
These programs can control any access to a
file from on -line or batch programs, i.e., they
provide universal protection. Access to data
stored on any media —tape, disk, or on -line
storage —can be restricted to authorized personnel attempting to gain entry through any attached device. It is important to control all access paths. Security software that operates
within the teleprocessing subsystem alone
leaves your data exposed to knowledgeable
data processing individuals.

Applications Software
Financial applications software also is an important, and sometimes overlooked, area in
which financial management should take an interest. Financial software should have its own
security "umbrella" for regulating who can read
or change your financial data base. The determination of which individuals can perform the
function of entering journal vouchers into an
on -line general ledger system, for example,
should be controlled through a system of operator identification codes and passwords. In the
Millenium Systems, McCormack & Dodge goes
a step further and provides the capability to restrict access at the field level within a record.
Field level security is difficult to provide except
through custom programs, and often is needed
in financial applications where changes to dollar amounts must be tightly controlled.

Microcomputer Security
Another area of increasing concern is the
data on microcomputers. The principal means
for protecting data on micros is physical security. Restrict who can use your machine and who
has access to your data diskettes, including
backup copies. The standard 5-1/4" and 8"
diskettes are not difficult to store in a locked
drawer or vault.
Micros with Winchester "hard disk" drives
are another matter. If the machine is not in a
locked room the only other alternative at the
present time is a $100 device from Anchor Pad
International, Inc., which attaches to the unit in
such a way that won't allow the system on /off
switch to work without a key_ Many micro users
don't take any precautions at all. At a minimum
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Announcing a Remarkable
Advancement m
Financial Software:
It Works.
Finance and accounting managers at hundreds of
major corporations have found they can rely on the
financial software systems by Data Design.
Why? Our Financial Applications Software
Packages —all of which are developed by Data Design
—are given the most extensive reliability testing in the
industry, guaranteeing ease of use and trouble -free
installation.
We have enjoyed less than a five percent
employee turnover rate in over a decade (industry
average is 30010) so you can be confident that the person who developed the Data Design system you
bought is still with the company. Ready to provide the
responsive, knowledgeable support— through implementation and beyond —that is consistently rated
the highest in the software industry in nationally
recognized independent software surveys.
Follow -up maintenance (each customer is assigned their own personal Account Manager), telephone
consultation and a 24 hour emergency hot -line service
are included with the purchase of each system. So are
full installation assistance and in -depth training (at
Data Design or at your facility).
There are many reasons why we have attained a
reputation for supplying the finest financial applications software packages and service available. Among
them are the shared commitment of our employees to
product quality and service (we are 100% employee
owned) and their high level of data processing and accounting skills -40010 have graduate degrees in
business management.
Our reputation for excellence has been built on
years of providing the highest quality mainframe
software for:

General Ledger Financial Control
Accounts Payable I Purchase Control
Fixed Asset Accounting
Capital Project Management System
To learn how these systems work for a broad
range of medium to large size companies on most
major computer systems, call today at 800 -556 -5511
(408- 730 -0100 in California), or complete and mail the
coupon below.
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

importance by the largest number of surveyed
executives. Ranking behind ROI in both use
and importance is absolute net earnings. The
survey, "Measuring Business Performance" by
Francis J. Walsh, Jr., covers chief executives
and other top corporate policymakers in 101
major companies.

FAF Raises $5.7 Million in 1983

NAA Offers Dissertation Grants
NAA has inaugurated a new dissertation research grant program. There will be two $4,000
grants awarded each year to doctoral students
doing research in the area of management accounting. Through this program, NAA aims to
encourage research and writing that will advance the profes sion of managem ent
accounting,
The deadline for grant applications for the
1984 -85 school year is June 30, 1984. Award
recipients will be announced on or about Sept.
1, 1984. The recipients will be selected by a
committee of two professors of management
accounting, two practicing management accountants, and the NAA director of research.
Terms of the grants and application forms may
be obtained by writing to NAA, Attn: Stanley M.
Hunt, 919 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.
The establishment of these grants is an activity of NAA's new Committee on Academic
Relations. Another important activity of this
Committee is the appointment of a management accounting coordinator at each college
and university to serve as liaison, including the
distribution of management accounting materials to faculty and students.

Too Much Emphasis on
Short -Term Results?

excuse

More than 70% of business leaders in a recent
Conference Board survey denied that their
companies tend to emphasize short -term results at the expense of long-term considerations. Nearly half of those surveyed, however,
said that intense external pressures for earnings performance can have a significant impact
on business in general. Notes one chief executive: "A complete manager must keep both outlooks in focus and control. A lot of so- called
long -term approaches by foreigners is nothing
so much as an
to cover poor short-term
performances." The most widely used financial
barometer is rate of return on investment (ROI);
it also was ranked first and second in relative
12

In a combined annual report, the Financial Accounting Foundation reported gross contributions for the support of the Financial Accounting Standards Board structure increased in
1983 to $5.7 million, with 53% of the total coming from industry, 6% from banks, 39% from
the public accounting profession, and 2% from
other private sector sources. The FASB issued
seven standards last year, as compared to the
18 issued in 1982; however, seven of these
1982 standards were merely Board restatements of accounting principles enunciated in
Industry Audit Guides, Industry Accounting
Guides, and Statements of Position of the
American Institute of CPAs.

Leasing Is Largest External Source
of Funds for U.S. Corporate Investment
More than $60 billion worth of equipment was
acquired through leasing in 1983, making leasing the most important single source of funds
for supplying capital equipment to American
business. This amount, which represents
16.6% of total business fixed investment and
27.9% of expenditures for durable equipment
in 1982, surpasses corporate bonds, bank
loans, corporate equities, and commercial
mortgages as a source of capital financing.
These findings are based on a survey conducted by the economic consulting firm, Brimmer &
Co. A summary of survey results is published in
the most recent issue of The Journal of Equipment Lease Financing.

Business /Accounting Briefs
The Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA)
has initiated a Professional Accounting Fellow
Program to foster a mutual exchange of insights and perspectives on complex accounting
issues. Interested persons should contact the
DCAA headquarters Personnel Office at (202)
274 - 7328.... Arthur Andersen Worldwide Organization reports fee income of $1.2 billion,
making it t h e world 's larg est CP A firm
.... Booklets of questions likely to be asked at
shareholders' meetings are available from Peat
Marwick and DeIoitte Haskins & Sells.
jJ
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First time ever published simultaneously!
Reorder your completely updated 1984 Guides
today.
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Mille r' s C ompre he ns ive 1984 GAAS
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and many nonpromulgated standards, practices,
methods and procedures — for any type of
accounting service. UPDATED FOR 1984 to
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techniques and procedures, providing full
coverage of SAS 39 and the new Audit Sampling
Guide. Also new — an extensive review of
personal financial statements. More than 1,200
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Taxes
Stephanie Miller, Editor

Supreme Court Supports IRS Review
of Tax Accrual Workpapers
The Supreme Court unanimously decided that
the IRS has the right to review a company's tax
accrual workpapers.
The IRS, during an investigation of Amerada
Hess' corporate income tax, had summoned
papers prepared by Arthur Young & Co. in conjunction with their audit of the company's financial statements. The tax accrual workpapers
are an assessment of the company's tax liability and possible areas of tax vulnerability. Arthur Young argued that the papers are not relevant to a tax investigation because they are not
used in the preparation of the company's income tax return and refused to comply with the
summons. The company also claimed that it
was protected by a privilege of confidentiality
between accountants and their clients.
The Court rejected both arguments and gave
the IRS access to the papers. The workpapers
are highly relevant to the IRS audit, said Chief
Justice Burger, and the Court never extended
the privilege that lawyers have with their clients
to accountants.
Arthur Young also argued that a ruling in favor of the IRS would hamper communications
and candor between accountants and clients.
Although the impact of this decision is not yet
known, the Court believes the accountant's
"obligation to serve the public interest assures
that the integrity of the securities market will be
preserved."

Completed Contract Method Clarified
Several new decisions are clearing up some of
the confusion over the regulations on the completed contract method of accounting. One
case involved a partnership that stopped work
on a project because of a conflict when the
project was only 60% completed. The partnership claimed the excess costs as losses in the
current year. In doing so, it relied on regulations
that state that a contract can be considered
completed when there is a dispute; however,
14

the Tax Court clarified the regs by stating that a
project must be at least 98% complete to be
considered terminated.
Another case involved a painting contractor
who elected to report his income under the
long -term contract method. Under the IRS definition, a long -term contract means a building,
installation or manufacturing contract not completed within one year. In previous decisions,
the IRS said that architects, engineers and engineering management companies cannot use
the completed contract method of accounting
even though they are functionally related to
qualified activities. Similarly in this case, the
IRS decided that a painting contract would not
qualify as a long -term contract.
In a third case, the IRS reinforced the rules
on when a taxpayer must apply to the Commissioner to change his method of accounting.
This case involved a company that changed its
reporting of income from when a contract is
substantially completed to when it is fully completed and accepted. Because this change resulted in a shifting of income, the IRS found it
was a change in the taxpayer's accounting
method that required approval.

IRS Kills Some Flexible
Spending Programs
Certain types of flexible spending programs
have been shot down by the IRS. The IRS attacked plans with zero balance accounts where
employers pay with pretax dollars the eligible
benefit expenses of employees. These accounts are usually set up as part of a flexible
benefits or cafeteria plan. An administrator adjusts the employee's paycheck to reflect the
pretax payment of the claim and both the employee and employer consider it a tax -free
payment.
The payment should be considered part of
the employee's taxable income because there
is no element of risk for the employee, said the
IRS. The IRS further explained that the employee would receive the same amount regardless
of whether the expense occurred or not. It does
not matter if the payment goes directly to a
third party. Employers and employees who use
zero balance accounts will be responsible for
additional taxes, interest, and penalties.
While the IRS distinguished these flexible
spending plans from valid cafeteria plans, this
announcement might dampen enthusiasm for
this popular innovation in employee benefits.
Thus far, the IRS has not issued any final regulations on cafeteria plans which allow employees to choose their benefits from a variety of
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MICRO -LINE 1120

Now you
can put
the states
all together
n your
personal
mputer.
T TAKES A LOAD of
fragmentary data— and a lot of fiddling around —to
put together your company's state tax picture. That's
why personal computers look so good to corporate tax
professionals.
And that's where MICRO -LINE fits.
With MICRO -LINE, you get the friendliness, independence, and immediacy of micro technology hooked up
to the world's most comprehensive system — FAST -TAX.
Now you can put tax information in, change it, see it on
your screen, print out reports right in your office, automatically accrue state taxes to the Federal return, pursue
planning alternatives, monitor deadlines, and still get
laser- printed final returns.
Get a head start with
independent "A and A." MICRO- LINE's stand -alone
allocation and apportionment feature means you don't
have to wait for the Federal return to begin your states
procedure. With immediate summary and detail reports,
you can verify schedules as you go and finish returns in
a fraction of the usual time.
State Computational
Control changes the picture. The FAST -TAX system is
up -to- the - minute, and by the book. But If you want to
try a more aggressive stance, MICRO -LINE shows you
how. Simply call the pre - programmed logic up on your
screen and make changes for any and all states, return
by return. Not only is each change documented, it's

I

automatically factored into next year.
Picture the
"What- ifs." Served up on MICRO -LINE, VIDEO -PLAN taps
your compliance data base to explore virtually unlimited
tax planning scenarios. (Including "entity with states"
and "states only.") It only takes a few minutes to recompute liabilities, account for carryforwards and backs, or
measure the impact of RARs and changes in corporate
structure.
MICRO - CONTROL keeps you "running
ahead." MICRO -LINE even helps track timely preparation
and filing of state tax returns. Suppose you want "all
filings in March" or "all CA filings" or "all filings for Subsidiary X." The dynamic MICRO -LINE tax calendar displays the deadlines in green - and -black or prints them
out in go od o ld black -and- white.
. . . . Nothing
puzzling about the technology .... All you need is an

IBM',* Apple 11, or TRS 80*' personal computer: a communications modem; and a printer for on -the -spot hard
copy of your screen displays. Add the FAST -TAX Link,
and you get menu - driven applications easy enough to
learn by the seat of your pants.
Everything you need

to turn your personal computer into ayear -round assembly line for state compliance, planning, and tax administration is within your reach. Your
last missing piece is the coupon
MOREPOWER

at the bottom of this page.
And you know where that fits.

TOYOU,
EVERYTAX

`The MICRO- CONTROL tax calendar runs on IBM`s personal computers only.
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major use of PCs, while only 28% think use of
PCs will be as stand -alone units. An additional
54% stated that PCs will be used in local -area
networks within five years. This intensified linking of PCs will mean greater demand for software and hardware that can facilitate such networks or that is compatible with such systems.

Peat Marwick Goes Portable

SEC Explores Electronic
Filing of Disclosure Forms
The SEC has contracted with Mitre Corp. for a
study to lead to a pilot project for the electronic
filing of disclosure forms by reporting companies, as well as for instant dial -up access to the
information by interested investors. Under the
current system, approximately 9,000 publicly
held companies file more than 175 types of
forms with the SEC including annual reports,
tender offers, and stock prospectuses. The pilot program will involve a predetermined number of companies and will be tested and debu gg ed for at least on e year. Current ly,
companies print reports that are put on microfiche and made available through SEC public
reference rooms. Some summary information
from the reports is distributed through commercial and public data -base services but not
quickly enough to benefit most investors. The
new system would allow investors to analyze
opportunities and immediately execute buy and
sell orders from their offices or homes. In addition, complete portfolios can be maintained in
data files and priced to the market instantly,
and software tools can be used to analyze the
on -line data.

Big Business PC Use Shifting
A quiet but steady change is occurring in the
way large companies use PCs. This change is
part of the increasing interest in interconnecting business micros. A Future Computing Inc.
survey found that 54% of the respondents will
use PCs as stand - alones in the next year. Forty -seven percent believed they would begin to
use PCs in distributed data processing (DDP)
systems this year, and 29°ie indicated local area networks would be a primary use. When
asked about plans for the next five years, however, a strong shift toward DDP use was predicted. In five years, 64% expect DDP to be the
16

Peat Marwick
use Apple Inc.'s new Macintosh portable microcomputers on all audit engagements starting this spring. The Big 8 firm
has purchased an initial 2,500 of the micros as
part of its campaign to increase efficiency and
productivity in the audit process. The firm predicts that with use of the Macintosh in conjunction with its own proprietary software, full implement at ion of the Systems Evalu at ion
Approach— Computerized Audit Support (Sea Cas) will be realized before the 1987 target.
The combined systems will put more sophisticated analytical and modeling capabilities at
the auditor's disposal, will enhance communication between audit locations, and permit access to both public and the firm's own data
bases. The SeaCas software automates: Preparation of working trial balances, posting of adjustment and reclassification entries, entering
and accumulating of audit differences, and
preparation of draft financial statements. The
system also features a consolidation feature for
combining and consolidating trial balances.
will

Charles Pridemore, Editor

Computer Industry Update.
Accounting software sales for office personal
computers reached nearly $300 million in 1983,
up from $170 million in 1982.... The total minicomputer and micro- minicomputer market will
increase from $9 billion in 1982 to an estimated
$25 billion in 1987, according to a study by
Electronic Trends Publications. But the share
held by 16 -bit minis, it notes, will decline from
66% to 18 %. Use of micro - minicomputers, on
the other hand , will inc reas e from 6% to
48 %.... More than 40% of the 200 members
of the Data Processing Management Assn. responding to a survey already have information
centers. Another 19% said their firms will have
one by the end of the year.... CAD/CAM industry sales by vendors who market software,
processors, and graphics workstations, registered $1.7 billion in 1983, up 28% from 1982,
according to Daratech Inc.... Users will spend
more than $500 million on micro -to- mainframe
communications in 1984, compared with $220
million in 1983, according to International Resource Development, Inc.
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DATA GENERAL'S NEW COMPREHENSIVE
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS GETS YOU
INFORMATION FASTER

immediately throughout the system, not batch processed.
The result: timeliness of information, increased productivity, improved financial control and reduced costs.

If your mainframe's overloaded, it can take days or
even weeks for decision - makers to get key financial
information.
You need Data General's Comprehensive Financial
Operations, our financial software package with
mainframe capability that runs on a mini - computer, and
is truly integrated.
In conjunction with Data General hardware, it can
help�distribute�financial�information�where�it's�needed�—
to both local and remote offices.
Data General's system has all the financial functions
of the most sophisticated mainframe software: general
ledger, accounts payable, purchase order, materials man
agement & inventory control, and accounts receivable.
INTEGRATED AND INTERACTIVE SYSTEM
And, unlike most other accounting software
packages, Data General's entries are recorded
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With Data General's Comprehensive Financial
Operations, you can add the capability of our CEO
system�any�time�—with�all�the�benefits�of�integrated�office
automation.
And of course, with Data General, you only deal
with one source for both hardware and software service.

CALL NOW
For complete information on
Comprehensive Financial
Operations, call 1- 800 - 554 -4343,
Operator 42H, or write:
Data General, M.S.
42H, 4400
Computer Drive,
W e s t b o r o ,
MA 01580.
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Small
Business
Kathy Williams, Editor

Establish a Good Credit Policy
"A good credit standing is one of the most important intangible assets a firm can have," says
Kenneth W. Hufford. "It does not show up separately on the balance sheet, but it is reflected
in receivables, payables, bad debt losses, and
cash discounts given and taken." Mr. Hufford,
a CPA and active consultant to small businesses, is now adjunct professor of accounting and
financial management at Golden State University in San Francisco and at John F. Kennedy
University, Orinda, Calif. In order to manage
well, a smaller company must have a sound
system of receivables and payables, he notes.
Elements of a good credit policy include
credit standards, the credit period, discounts allowed for prompt payment, and the collection
policy because it costs money to carry accounts receivable.
An aging schedule should be prepared for
outstanding receivables on a regular basis.
Past -due accounts identified should be collected. The accounts receivable turnover ratio and
days outstanding should be prepared quarterly.
These ratios are calculated like this:
Credit Sales
= Turnover Ratio
Average Accounts
Receivable
360 Days
Turnover Ratio

= Average Days to Collect

A "rule of thumb" is that the average days to
collect should not exceed 1 1/2 times the credit
terms. Quarterly ratios should be compared
and maintained.
An analysis should be made to determine
which customers are regularly taking cash discounts broken down to (A) those paying within
the discount terms, (B) those paying after the
discount date but still taking the cash discounts. The B's are stinging you.
On payables, he recommends that firms es18

tablish a firm policy of paying all bills by their
discount dates. Find out if discounts may be
taken within so many days from the invoice
date or from the date the invoice is received_
Date stamp all invoices received.
Apply an audit stamp on each invoice to
show calculations checked, compared to purchase order, compared to receiving report, discount date, discount taken, date paid, check
number. Enter invoices in records at amounts
net of discounts.
Establish a general ledger account in the
chart of accounts for "Purchase Discounts
Lost." Invoices paid in full after the discount
dates will have the lost discounts charged to
this account. Review this account periodically
to b e s u re th at amou nt s are in fac t los t
discounts.

Small Businesses Redefined
The Small Business Administration has redefined a small business. In the financial area, accounting, auditing and bookkeeping services
are considered small if their annual gross revenues do not exceed $4 million. Previously the
ceiling was $2 million, which had been adopted
in 1975.

New Newsletter Offers Tax- Saving Tips
Thomar Publications, Inc. has started a monthly
newsletter, "You and Your Finances," containing tax - saving and wealth - building ideas. It is
designed specifically for distribution to customers and prospects by financial - related institutions, such as commercial and savings banks,
brokerage firms, and insurance companies, but
it also can be used by persons advising smaller
businesses.
The newsletter is customized for each customer with its own masthead, logo, and editorial material interspersed throughout the publication. Subjects covered include how to reduce
insurance costs, what you need to know about
tax shelters, how to maximize after -tax income,
financial strategies, and the like. For detailed
information about the publication, contact Carol
S. Pearlman, publishing director, Thomar Publications, Inc., 383 S. Broadway, Hicksville, N.Y.
11801, (516) 681 -2111.

SBA Wants Volunteers for
Management Assistant Program
Most small businesses fail because of poor
management —which doesn't have to happen,
according to SBA research. To help smaller
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MSA:s Payroll /Personnel System
helps you meet deadlines with time to spare
Its five minutes before your
payroll runs and you have to
add three new employees.
Your company president

calls. He needs a ratio analysis
of senior managements performance to salaries... within the
next hour.
Now these and other "panic"
situations can be handled fast

and efficiently... thanks to MSAs
Payroll/Personnel System, with
its realtime and Information
Quick'" capabilities.

On -time Realtime
Our complete online realtime
system lets you respond to
payroll changes instantly. Data
is validated before you update,
and late revisions can be made
literally minutes before you run

your payroll.

The result: adjustments are
minimized and your employee
information is accurate and
current.

Information Quick
With Information Quick (IQ),
MSNs new reporting facility,
you can dramatically simplify
and speed up your search for
information.toUse
ig'lific
ish instructions
pull

rtogether information on man-

agement levels, performance
ratios with values and salary
increases, and combine them in
one single creative report.
Of course, these are just two
examples of how MSA's Payroll/
Personnel System can help you
manage your employee popula-

Information Quick is trademark of Managemcnt Science America. Inc.

tion at peak efficiency. There
are literally thousands of others.
And our micro - mainframe
link with database sharing, plus
a new Taxing Subsystem rein-

force MSNs commitment to
your present and future needs.
To learn more about the
Payroll/Personnel System that
meets your deadlines —and
your expectations —call Robert

Carpenter at (404) 239 -2000.
Or write Management Science
America, Inc., 3445 Peachtree

Road, N.E., Atlanta, GA 30326.

The Software Company

NAA
Research
By Suzanne G. Connors

Health Care Costs: an NAA Survey

Last December, NAA conducted a
survey among 200 members soliciting
their views on health care costs. We
received a 27% response rate. The
survey results indicated that total
health care costs have doubled in the
last five years. And total health care
costs, spent per employee, last year
averaged app roximat ely $1,3 00,
which is a little under the national average. Despite this startling data,
64% of respondents indicated that
they were not planning on changing
their companies' health care benefits
program in the near future.
This finding indicates that either respondents do not know what to do to
control these costs or they believe
that these escalating costs will drop in
the near future. Those planning on
changing their health care benefits
(36 %) noted some of the planned
changes: increasing deductibles, providing self insurance or alternative

coverages for their employees to
choose from. The most frequent reason given why respondents were
planning on changing their benefits
was to alleviate inflated costs.
The benefits provided by the participating companies were:
Benefits
Major Medical insurance
Dental insurance
Blue Cross & Blue Shield
Post - retirement benefits
Optical coverage
Other

As indicated, most of the companies
provide their employees with Major
Medical insurance, but only 2% provide optical coverage.
The majority of responses were
from small businesses, 60% having
total payroll under $6 million and employing fewer than 150 people. Thirty six percent were in manufacturing,
26% in the service industry, and 20%
in wholesale /retail. Just under 60%

Program
Increase deductibles so the employee bears a greater burden of the
cost of medical coverage.
Promote employee health education programs, such as: CPR, firstaid, on- the -job safety education programs, and drug rehabilitation
counseling.
Encourage out -of- hospital treatment for such things as x-rays and
blood tests.
Insist that employees receive a second opinion prior to surgery.
Offer reimbursement for routine check -ups such as dental cleaning,
blood pressure, and breast cancer.
Review alternative delivery systems (ADS) such as Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), preferred provider organizations
(PPOs), and primary care networks (PCNs).
Promote health management programs to educate employees and
their families on positive health strategies such as proper diet and
exercise programs, and stress management programs.
Provide reimbursement accounts that give employees a specified
amount of money for medical coverage. Each employee is held responsible for his own medical expense, and the unused portion of
the money remaining at the end of the year reverts to the
employees.
Provide child care centers for employees with children.
20

Responses
88%
48%
34%
12%
2%
16%

Responses
54%
50%

44%
42%
32%
22%

14%

10%

4%

had annual revenues of less than $25
million , and 36 % less th an $1 0
million.
More than 80% did not have a flexible benefit plan (sometimes referred
to as a cafeteria plan), and most said
they had not even considered a flexible plan. This seems to indicate that
companies are not too concerned
about the increasing costs of health
care. The majority of the responding companies have never surveyed
their employees to determine their
preferences in health care benefits,
and 78% have never conducted a
cost /benefit analysis on the various
alternative health care options. Some
of the programs are shown in the
large table below.
According to both these survey results and most of the research done
in this area, health care costs are going to increase significantly in the future. Therefore, companies should
seriously consider ways of dealing
with this problem. Some suggestions:
1. Ensure management involvement.
2. State specific objectives of an improved health care plan. Employees should be involved in the initial
stages of changing and modifying
the health care program.
3. Look at the costs associated with
the anticipated changes in the
health care plan.
4. Inform all employees of alternative
benefits, and directly involve them
in the decision- making process.
5. Promote programs such as smoking cessation, exercise and physical fitness classes, stress management, nutrition information and
weight reduction programs, and
drug rehabilitation counseling.
Healthy employees will help to increase
your
comp an y's
productivity.
6. Evaluate the improved health care
program to determine if it accomplishes the objectives set forth.
Health care costs are increasing
and will continue to increase in the future, so action must be taken to reduce them. The programs above can
help reduce these costs somewhat
painlessly. Finally, the involvement of
=i
all employees is essential.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984
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NVangHRMS,
The easiestwav
tomem"age youir
asset.

Aft

Now you can have
Int. interactive access
very important
oloyee record in your
II the security you
need, and without the need for
multiple systems or the aid of data
processing experts,
It's theWang Human Resource
Management System
(HRMS).
A complete system dedicated to your

makean inquiry , update
,.
. .. -issue a paycheck or produce
a file,
a report, there's no waiting.
HRMS consists of three software
modules— Personnel, Payroll and
Benefits —you can purchaseand use
separately, or all together as one integrated system. And, best of all, HRMS
runs on the industry's most versatile
family of business computers —the
WangVS line.
For more information about the Wang
Human Resource Management System, call
1-800-225-9264. Or send this coupon to:
Wang Laboratories, Inc., HRMS Marketing,
MS 5427, One Industrial Avenue, Lowell,
MA 01851.
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

Stale

Zip

Telephone

I
J

The Office Automation
Computer People.

01984 Wang Wboratones. Inc

Success Rates on the CMA Examination

Institute of
Management
Accounting

Dec. June Dec.
1982 1983 1983

James Bulloch, Editor

December 1983 CMA Exam Results
A record number of candidates, 482, completed the CMA examination with the December
1983 offering. A total of 2,320 candidates took
5,822 parts at 62 examination sites. The successful candidates are employed by a variety of
organizations including Abbott Laboratories,
ARCO, Arthur Andersen & Co., ChesebroughPonds, Coopers & Lybrand, Deloitte Haskins &
Sells, Ernst & Whinney, Geisinger System Services, General Electric, IBM, ITT, Johnson &
Johnson, Monsanto, Pillsbury, Sundstrand,
Touche Ross & Co., Westinghouse_ Over 4,500
Certificates in Management Accounting have
now been issued to persons who have completed the CMA examination and satisfied the
two -year experience requirement.
The tables below and in the next column
compare the profile and performance of the
candidates for the past three examinations.
The proportion of students taking the examination was down as normal this December because most students graduate in the spring.
Summary Profile of CMA Candidates
Dec. June Dec.
1982 1983 1983

Educational Background
Undergraduate degrees
Advanced degrees
Employment Background
Industrial
Government
Teachers
Practicing CPAs
Graduating students
Other
Average age
Average number of years
elapsed since last
degree
22

65% 66 % 66%
35% 34% 34%
74% 69% 74%

5% 5%
5% 5%
8%

7%

4% 10%
4% 4%

6%
4%
7%
4%

5%

31

31

31

5

5

5

Examination Part
Part 1 Economics and
Business Finance
Part 2 Organization and
Behavior, Including
Ethical Considerations
Part 3 Public Reporting
Standards, Auditing
and Taxes
Part 4 Internal Reporting
and Analysis
Part 5 Decision Analysis,
Including Modeling and
Information Systems

47% 46% 54%

43% 50% 47%

41% 47% 56%
48% 39% 47%

38% 36% 48%

Weighted average for
entire examination

43% 44% 50%

All five parts passed
in one sitting

19% 20% 25%

Completed examination by
taking and passing
remaining parts

40% 38% 52%

The June 1984 Examination
The June 1984 CMA examination is scheduled
to be given at 65 sites on June 13, 14, and 15.
The June examination will be offered for the
first time at Indianapolis, Indiana; Lynchburg,
Virginia; and Odessa, Texas. The IMA plans to
continue to expand the number of examination
sites to new locations whenever there is sufficient interest in the CMA program, especially to
locations distant from present sites.
C M A Program Inform ation
The IMA has just prepared two new brochures
and a 35mm slide presentation on the CMA
program. The CMA program announcement
brochure contains complete information on the
program and is accompanied by application
materials. A smaller summary version has been
prepared for distribution to students and others
to acquaint them with the program. The 35mm
slide presentation, which is accompanied by a
script, can be borrowed from the IMA for presentations on the CMA program to groups.
For the above items or for any other information regarding the CMA program, write or call
the Institute of Management Accounting, 215
City Center Building, Ann Arbor, Mich., 48104,
(313) 662 -1986.
Karl E. Reichardt, CMA
Director — Examinations
Institute of Management Accounting
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984
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LetterS

TO THE EDITOR
CMAs Are Experts, Too
[For] F. D. Bowman (Feb. '84) to imply
that only the CPA is a professional financial expert is not only shortsighted,
but ludicrous. 1 personally know of
many CPAs who are experts in the field
of auditing, taxation, P &L preparation,
and financial position disclosure, but
are honest enough to admit that they
have limited knowledge of cost allocation, investment analysis, quantitative
analysis, or information systems implementation to ensure internal control.
Did it ever occur to F. D. Bowman
that there may be many "third parties,"
i.e., small business concerns who can't
afford a permanent cost specialist or financial analyst and who may need and
benefit from the expertise of individuals
who have spent their whole careers in
industry solving exactly these types of
problems. I cannot think of a better way
to identify the most competent people in

this area than by the CMA designation.
I agree with C. W. Rawlinson (Dec.
'83) when he states that "licensing of
the CPA" is controlled by the state in
which the person practices. However,
except for pas sin g th e exami nat ion
(which is a must), you must agree that
each state's requirements differ somewhat on the education and experience
requirements needed to be granted a
professional license, i.e., "Certified Public Accou ntant. " One state onl y requires a high school diploma, accounting background experience, and passing
the CPA examin ation. Two s tat es I
know require either public or private
experience for a two -year period. Obviously, there seems to be some inconsistency in what professional credentials
are necessary to be a "financial expert,"
depending on your state of residence.
Perhaps what is needed is for the Institute of Management Accounting to
petiti on the licen sing b oards of the

Designed specifically for the

,

IBM System /38
and the Management Accountant

A comprehensive

General Ledger,
Financial Reporting
and Budgeting System
with an integrated, optionally available

Accounts Payable System

DFDial

Company

Financial Accounting and Reporting Systems
Murray Financial Center, Suite 465
5550 LBJ Freeway, LB -1
Dallas, Texas 75240 • (214) 458 -0987
IBM
a Lotus
istered
International
Business
Machines Corporation.
I -b3isandreg
are trademark
trademarksofofthe
Lotus
Development
Corporation,
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states to issue a license to CMAs to acknowledge and sanctify their fields of
expertise. They could use the system of
examination (CMA exam), establish experience requirements, and verify their
experience with the same quality control as used to grant the CPA license.
This system could establish a new Licensed Professional, i.e., "The Certified
Management Accountant."
In conclusion, to put F. D. Bowman's
mind to rest, let me assure him /her I
have no intention of advertising and going out to "third parties" to sell my services. I am quite happily employed in
private industry. But, I do resent the
implication that I am not a financial
professional because I don't have the
letters "CPA" after my name.
T. J. Grabowski, CMA
West Chester, Pa.
Are the Conclusions Relevant?
In the March 1983 issue, Mr. Govindarajan, assistant professor of accounting,
Ohio State University, has seen fit to defend the conclusions of "How Firms
Use Cost Data in Price Decisions," July
1983. In his letter he states the main
conclusion: "The fact is that 83% of the
respondents to our survey of the Fortune 1,000 companies reported that they
typically used full costs (variable costs
plus an d al located po rtio n o f ot her
costs) in arriving at pricing decisions."
In my letter which appeared in the
October issue I did not criticize this
conclusion, only its relevance. Mr. Govindarajan fails to recognize or at best
did not mention in his letter that his article dealt with the marginal cost /revenue theory of economics and related
this marginal cost /revenue theory to
variable pricing. His research found little support for variable pricing, so he
concluded the theory is unfounded.
The pri nci ple regard ing margi nal
costs and marginal revenues suggests
that man will cont inue to produce a
product or provide a service as long as
the marginal revenue from so doing exceeds the marginal cost of manufacture.
This is a macro concept (it describes the
110-10- 84
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JACKPOT!
An accounting walk- through
that illustrates the painstaking,
rigorous accounting controls
in a typical casino.

By Virginia Bakay and Steven Michel

C

ASINO GAMBLING isn't all glamor and glitter
and masses of glassy -eyed engrossed players
surrounding a whirling roulette wheel or blackjack
table or slot machine paying off the $50,000 jackpot. It's also teams of security officers, cashiers,
floormen and other assorted casino employees silently watching over the house and its earnings
amid the hubbub of gamblers. From checking every
coin that is dropped into every slot machine, to reconciling all receipts from every shift every day, to
following every human transaction on the floor by
hidden cameras, they operate behind the scenes to
make sure no one — except genuine winners —pockets the inventory.
The accounting operations, unique to gambling
casinos, are perhaps the most intricate, detailed
procedures of any business and require endless
amounts of paperwork. Just establishing credit for a
customer, for instance, may take five steps involving three people and seven forms. And that's for
one customer. Each game has its own accounting
procedures, and employees have to watch every
coin and scrap of paper to make sure they end up in
the right box and not in someone's pocket.

Who keeps track of all these details? Who is accountable for all the monies changing hands all
day? Let's walk through a typical casino for a
look behind the scenes at the accounting and financial controls that ensure the integrity and efficiency of casino operations.
Virginia H. Bakay is an
associate professor,
Department of
Accounting, University
of Nevada, Las Vegas,
Nev. She has a Ph.D.
degree in accounting
from the University of
Alabama. The
cooperation shown to
her by many "casino
people" in Las Vegas
has been greatly
appreciated.

Steven Michel is vice
president of finance,
Hilton Nevada Division,
Las Vegas, Nev. He
teaches "casino
accounting" at the
University of Nevada.

The Cage Is the Center of Accounting Activity
In the back of the casino stands a 20' x 40'
room called the cage. It has several windows like
those you see in a train station. This is where customers come to establish credit, leave deposits,
and collect their winnings and where employees
come to deposit money from various games and
take money back to replenish the tables. From
this small room, millions of dollars flow back and
forth daily, with every penny accounted for. Reflecting the stacks of money —or inventory—are
the endless piles of forms that must be filled out
and retained. Loose accounting systems here
could wreak havoc on the most profitable casino.
This cage is the hub of the entire casino. All
gross revenue from every casino operation flows
into it daily where it is accounted for and maintained until it can be dis persed again. Three
shifts —day, swing, and graveyard— handle all
transactions, and all outgoing and incoming shift
cashiers make sure totals are correct before anything is sent further up the ladder to accounting
and auditing.
One of the key windows is the employee's win-

Millions flow back and forth daily from
the cage, with every penny accounted for. Loose
accounting systems here could wreak havoc
on the most profitable casino

dow. Here the various "banks " -or revenue -generating activities such as bar, food, car lot, front
desk, gift shop —are made up and issued. Each
shift cashier at the employee's window makes up
the banks required for the remainder of his shift
and for the next shift's early requirements.
When a bank is returned, the time and the total
cash amount turned in are entered on the log. The
cashier counts the money and compares it to the
Department Cashier's Report, which reflects the
detail of denomination of the funds turned in, the
total less the imprest (advance) amount, and the
amount the bank increased for the period. These
increases become part of the cashier's accountability. Once a shift the cashier remits the excess of
funds returned over the banks issued, along with
the Department Cashier's Reports, to the main
bank.
28

When he finishes his shift, the outgoing cashier
at the employee's window counts the window
down and reports the results on a form called Employee's Window Bank. The incoming cashier also
counts the window down independently, and the
two must agree.
Meanwhile, the day cashier at the employee's
window reviews her coin inventory. She sets aside
certain coins, such as mutilated ones, to return to
the coin room. She retains a memo of this amount
and sends a copy to the main bank cashier. Then
she makes another list of coins needed for the day,
which also is noted and reported to the main
bank. After the coin exchange has been made, the
cashier in the employee's window remits to the
main bank the excess amount of coins she received
over the amount she returned. All other windows
in the cage that need coins buy them from the employee's window.
The Main Bank
The Main Bank operates inside the cage behind
the window cashiers. One of the functions of the
main bank is to buy any mutilated coins or currency, any foreign currency, any checks or fill
slips, or any parking tickets rebated by the other
windows in the cage. Credit slips, net of all fill
slips, and the excess over imprest amount remitted
by the various banks, of course, result in a remittance to the main bank by the windows.
Although several forms are used by the main
bank, the two most critical ones are the Casino
Cage Bankroll Control and Main Bank Reconciliation (see Figures 1 and 2). Copies of both these
forms for each shift are sent to the accounting department daily, and any shortage or overage is
booked each month -end on a supplemental report.
The Casino Cage Bankroll Control is a list of all
items for which the main bank is responsible. The
imprest amount of all the window banks is listed
first. Next, funds in the vault are listed. The currency (bundled and loose), chips and tokens
(racked and loose), coins (rolled and loose) are
listed next by denomination, and so on.
Each type of game has a stated bankroll, which
fluctuates from shift to s hift. The beginning
amounts are entered on the right side of the Bankroll Control (Figure 1), and the difference between the sum of the "openers" of the previous
shift in the casino and the casino bankroll is entered as the table difference. For example, the
keno bankroll is the amount that was originally
issued to keno.
Fills to the casino are recorded by shift. The
day shift cage manager drops the fills from the
Bankroll Control form as the "soft count" is taken
and the "stiff sheets" are recorded for each shift.
This then becomes a part of the net game revenue
by shift on the Main Bank Reconciliation. The
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

How Markers Are Issued
Before credit is issued, a customer must fill out
an "account application" card. The credit department then checks with central credit for any information it may have on the customer. That material is placed on the back of a card along with any
information gleaned from the banks and other
sources. When a credit limit is set, an account
card is established on which the limit is indicated.
When a marker is issued in the cage, it is a
three -part document. If the marker is issued in the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Figure 1

CASINO CAGE BANKROLL CONTROL
SHIFT
DATE
Bankrolls: (Table DIM
Casino
Slots
Keno
Poker
Pan
Race & Sports Bank
Fills- Casino Graveyard
Casino Day
Casino Swing
Late Fill
Race Sports
Keno
Poker Pan
Slots -Cash Transfers
Poker Coln
Mutilated Coln
Mutilated Currency
Fo re ign Curr en
Canadian Collections
Coln Room
Coin Room Variation
Broken Chlps
Silver LCu
silver (In Vault)
Petty Cash
Jackpots
Big Plaza Jackpots
Cealno services Jackpots
Up Back Chips
Catering
Return Check Credits
Safe Deposits
Checks For Deposit
Travelers Checks
Late Checks
Hold Checks
Markers
8how Tickets
War y Advanc e s
Entertainers S, A
Change Girl Shor es
Chlp Run
CAGE VARIATIONS
Due From Bank
Checks Below
&

&

_

_

)

_

_

_

&

Currency Below

_

&

C AS M R
Window Banks
In Vault ( Hundr eds)
In Vault (82 -Bills Mlec)
Bundles
8100
50
20
10
B
2
1
Loose
8100
60
20
10
6
2
1
Chips (Racked)
8500
100
26
5
1
.50
.28
Tokens (Racked)
Chips (Loose)
8500
100
28
5
1
.50
.25
Tokens (Loose)
Coin (Rolled)
4 .5 0
25
.10
.05
.01
Coin (Loose)
8 .60
.25
.10
.06
.01
Parking Tickets
Baccarat Chips (83)
Bicentennial Chips 85)
Foreign Chips (North)
In Cabinet
8100
25
5
1
.50 I
25
Susan B. 8
$8 -To ke ns
5 Tokens Sagged
Foreign Tokens
Foreign Currency Bock
Reserve Chips
Eke Dollars

_

-

fills to poker and pan are advances to the shills.
When the shills settle up, these advances are
dropped and become a part of the net earnings
from poker and pan as reflected on the Main Bank
Reconciliation form and on the Poker Sheet (see
Figure 3), which is made up in the soft count
room and which also can be used for the race and
sport activities' daily report.
The Main Bank Reconciliation is fairly easy to
understand. Customer cash deposits collected and
paid out are recorded on a Customer Cash Deposits form listing customer's name, receipt number,
and amount received or paid. All information regarding customers is listed in the computer, and
on a card they have filled out to establish credit.
Cage cashiers handle customer deposits and turn
them in to the main bank when they finish their
shift count. The graveyard shift uses the entries
"front office cash deposits" through "gift shop
revenue" items listed on the reconciliation form
exclusively when it recognizes all catering revenue —the excess turned in to the cage over the imprest amounts of the various banks —for the day's
three shifts. Other deductions might include promotional chips for poker and pan or race and
sportsbook. These promotional items are included
as revenue in the soft count room where a receipt
for same is made. Petty cash expenditures reported weekly also would be added as a write -in.
Each shift in the cage also fills out a two -page
"verifier worksheet" on game activities. One sheet
is a financial record for all blackjack tables. The
opening and closing amounts of money and the
net of the fills and credits to each game per shift
are recorded on this worksheet. All this information is transferred to the main sheet as net blackjack. This main page of the worksheet lists the
same type ofinformation for all casino games.
In the soft count room, the amount ofthe drop
for each game is recorded. Then the win or loss
per game per shift is computed. This information
is essentially the same as that recorded on the pit's
wide cardboard worksheet called the "stiff sheet,"
which is sent to the accounting department with
all relevant su pporting documents after each
shift's soft count. A copy of the verifier worksheet
is sent to auditing.

Actual Count
Reconciliation
Variation

pit, however, it is a four -part document. The
fourth part is dropped into the drop box by the
dealer who issued chips for the marker. From the
drop box the marker goes to the soft count room
and thence to casino audit.
Markers written in the pit accompany a credit
slip for that amount which is sent to the cage. The
credit slip allows credit to the table which issued
the marker. If the table needs some chips, a fill
slip is processed at the same time. The cage will
post the account card and enter the marker issuance in the computer and finally file the marker
with the other active markers in the cage. A tape
is run on all markers each shift, which becomes
part of the cage's bankroll.
Each morning someone in the credit depart29
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Collecting the Jackpot
Every gambler's dream is a Jackpot Payout
when three cherries —or other symbols — appear
in a certain specified combination. When a customer does hit the jackpot, a change person and a
floorperson will physically observe the machine
and verify that a jackpot has been "hit" for that
particular machine. If the slot machines are online to the computer, the slot data system communicator attached to the slot machine should be
fl ash i ng th e amo un t o f t h e j ack p ot an d t h e
amount paid so far.
Assuming agreement, the floorperson prepares
an Order for Fill /Jackpot slip, containing the
date, time, shift, slot machine number, denomination, amount of jackpot to be paid, explanation of
reel symbols resulting in the jackpot, and the signature of the floorperson. A change person takes
the slip to the change booth.
When he receives the completed jackpot slip,
the change booth cashier prepares a slot jackpot
payout, noting the number of the Order for Fill/
Jackpot, the change booth number, the date, time,
shift, denomination, slot machine number, jackpot
amount, and an explanation of the reel symbols.
Then he signs the form, releases the original and
first copy from the dispensing machine, gives the
two parts to the security guard together with the
funds to pay the jackpot, and retains the Order for
Fill /Jackpot as support for the payout. Both the
Order for Fill /Jackpot and the original payout
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984
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sary, a slot mechanic complaint form is made out.
If the hopper is empty, both the floorperson
and a security person note this fact. The floorperson makes out an Order for Fill /Jackpot form —
indicating date, time, shift, slot machine number,
denomination, and meter reading —for a standard
hopper fill for that denomination. All fills are in
standard amounts: 5¢ = $40.00; 10o = $80.00;
25¢ = $100.00; $1 = $200.00 or $400.00, depending upon the hopper size of the particular
machine. A slot change person takes the order
form to a slot booth cashier, who prepares a Slot
Fill slip.
The Slot Fill slip is a three -part, prenumbered
form, the third part of which is kept in a locked
dispensing machine in the change booth. Slot Audit is responsible for controlling these forms,
which are printed by outside printers. They receive the new unused forms from the purchasing
department and reconcile the numbers and quantity of forms received. They maintain a control log
of all form numbers issued for use. Most of the
forms are stored in a locked cabinet in the Slot
Audit Department, with a working supply maintained in the dispatch cage. (Some casinos have
dispatch windows in the cage, while others have a
main cage and a smaller dispatch cage.)

Signed

slip are required for the cashier's reimbursement
from the dispatch cage at the end of the shift.
Then the lucky gambler gets his cash jackpot.
When a jackpot exceeds $100,000, the floorperson initiates the preparation of a Carousel Progressive Jackpot Authorization form. It requires
signatures verifying that:
1. If the slots are computerized, the computer
readout has been inspected by either the slot
manager or shop manager for any irregularities
occurring two hours prior to the jackpot "hit'
2. Surveillance reviewed the videotape;
3. If the slots are on the computer, a transaction
list for the slot machine on which the jackpot
occurred is obtained from the computer system
for the entire available time period (up to three
days) and reviewed by a shop manager and slot
manager or vice president of casino operations;
4. Information was obtained from the customer
for a background check, and
5. Outside investigators rechecked the jackpot.
All these steps must be completed before the jackpot can be paid out.
After each shift, the change booth cashiers turn
in all Slots Jackpot Payouts, together with all fills,
to the dispatch cage for reimbursement. The dispatch cage is reimbursed daily by the main bank
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cashier for jackpot payouts and fills. The main
bank cashier records these items on the Daily Casino Revenue Summary as charges against slot
revenue. Overages or shortages noted in the slot
change banks also are noted and recorded in the
same manner.
Slot Drop Procedures
The slot drop is performed periodically by the
coin room count team. How often the drop is performed depends on the volume of business at the
machines — daily, three times weekly, or otherwise. The coin room count team always consists of
representatives from the coin room, security, and
a slot audit representative and occasionally includes slot department representatives.
The coin room manager or his designated alter-

Before weighing coins from the slot machines,
the slot auditor test - weighs at least one
bucket of coins for each denomination.

nate signs the key log in the casino cage main
bank for the drop and coin ro om keys , and a
member of the count team informs the computer
that the drop has begun. The coin room count
team unlocks and opens each slot machine's drop
door systematically. As a full bucket is removed
from the cabinet, it is replaced by an empty bucket. A preprinted slot drop ticket is taken from a
rack on the inside of the door and deposited into
the full bucket, noting the slot machine number,
and the bucket is placed on a cart. Unless the slot
machines are on -line with the computer, the slot
audit employee reads the in- meter, drop- meter,
jackpot meter, and manual jackpot meter and records the readings on the slot meter readings,
which are later sent to accounting where they are
compared with previous readings on a Slot Meter
Sheet to derive amounts since the last drop.
Then the coin room is opened and the weighing
and the wrapp ing of the d rop begins. Before
weighing the coins, the slot auditor present test
weighs at least one bucket of coins for each denomination, the amount of which is known, to
verify that the scale calibration is proper. If not,
the scale's service representative is notified. In
some instances, the denomination is selected and a
50 -pound weight is placed on the scale. The meter
reading of the weight as indicated by the scale is
recorded in a log (along with the date) by the slot
auditor. Significant variations in the reading of
the weight are investigated immediately.
The slip indicating the machine number is removed from the bucket, and the number is input
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into the scale. The slip is handed to the slot auditor who verifies that t he numb er in th e scale
agrees with the number on the slip and checks off
the machine number from a numerical listing, by
denomination, of all slot machines on the floor to
verify that all slot machines are accounted for.
One person loads the individual buckets of coins
into the scale hopper while the other operates the
scale controls and enters the machine number and
denomination.
The amount of coins in the bucket is displayed
in dollars and cents on the scale, and the machine
number and drop are automatically printed on a
two -part tape by a printer interfaced with the
scale. A second printer, also interfaced with the
scale, is used b y the slot audit or to print the
amount of each machine's drop on the prenumbered tickets that were put in the buckets. This
can, of course, be done manually by the slot auditor. In either case, this ticket can serve as input to
the computer system which calculates required
slot information and statistics by machine. Also,
these tickets, used as source documents for slot
revenue, and the tape from the first printer are retained as verification of the total amount weighed.
If the computer is used, it also forecasts the drop
by machine for later comparison with the actual
drop.
For all coin denominations other than $1 coins
or tokens, the wrap procedure takes place automatically. After weighing, the coins from each
bucket are dropped onto a conveyor system and
transported to four automatic wrapping machines.
Aft er wrapp ing, t he co ins are aut omati cal ly
dropped on to a conveyor belt which transports
the rolled coins to a table where they are placed in
cans that hold a predetermined number of rolls.
On e d o l lar co i ns and to k ens , aft er b ei n g
weigh ed, are drop ped into metal ho ppers on
wheels. When the hopper is full, a count team
member wheels it to o ne of t wo manu al coin
counting machines. Two count team members
rack the coins in plastic racks with 100 coins or
tokens in each rack.
Then the coins are accumulated in the center of
the coin room. The slot auditor, who has observed
the entire wrapping operation, independently
counts the entire amount of wrapped coins. One
designated coin room count team member also
counts the wrapped coins independently, and the
two counts are compared. Any differences are
corrected i mmedi ately. The wrap ped amount
agreed upon can be compared with the machine
results of the weighing on a Coin Room Reconciliation form. A variation slip is prepared for the
difference, by denomination, between the wrapped
coin co u n t an d t h e mach i n e res u l t s o f t h e
weighing.
Slot revenue is posted from the results of the
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weighing with the variation listed as an adjustment to revenue on a monthly basis. At the end of
the count, the wrapped coins are added to the coin
vault coin inventory, a Coin Room Inventory and
Production Report is completed, and a variance
report indicating vault overage or shortage is prepared. This form reflects the wrapped count from
the drop, bagged coins from various slot banks,
wrapped coins to various slot banks, coins deposited with or received from the bank, beginning
and ending inventories, production or wrapped

coins, and any vault variance, which should agree
with the vault variance slip previously mentioned.
After all coins have been wrapped, the slot auditor prepares a Slot Drop Report, which summarizes the wrap by denomination. The jackpot and
fills are summarized by denomination since the
last slot drop on the Slot Drop Report and subtracted from the wrap, resulting in the net slot
win. The Slot Drop Report is forwarded to the
slot manager's office, and the same information is
entered on the Bankroll Control form.

In the Pit: Where the Action Is
The pit is made up of the gaming tables such as
craps, blackjack, baccarat, wheel and Big 6. When
a table is set up, a fill slip is made for the amount
given to the table to open with. When a table is
closed during a shift, it is brought up to this imprest amount by either a fill slip or a credit slip.
When a casino shift boss or pit boss determines
that a fill is needed, he telephones the casino cage
on a direct l in e to request a fi ll , s pecifyi ng
amounts required by denomination, total amount
required, game, and table number.
Upon receiving the request, the casino cage
cashier completes a consecutively prenumbered,
alpha coded, four -part slip, which indicates the
time, day, shift, table number, game, amounts by
denomi natio n, and total transacti on amount.
Spaces are provided on the fill slip for the signature of the runner, cashier, floorperson, and deal er/boxman. The cashier signs and removes the
original and first and second copies from the
locked dispensing machine, while the third copy is
automatically kept in an unbroken sequence in the
machine.
The original, first, and second copies are time stamped and given to the main bank cashier who
assembles the chips, signs the slip, and summons a
security officer to act as the runner. The security
officer verifies the amount of chips as denoted on
the 611 slip and signs the original, first, and second
copies. He then takes the original and first copy of
the fill slip with the chips to the casino pit. The
second copy is kept in the cage for control purposes. The shift or pit boss verifies the amount of
chips, records the amount on the Pit Fill Record,
and directs a floorperson to place the chips on the
table indicated on the fill slip. The dealer or box man breaks down the chips in public view and
verifies the fill slip. Then the dealer or boxman
and the floorperson or pit boss sign the original
and first copy of the fill slip. The dealer or box man places the original slip in the table's locked
drop box, and a security officer takes the first
copy to the casino cage where it is attached to the
second copy by a cage cashier for reconciliation in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

the soft count room at the end of the shift.
The third copy is periodically removed from the
dispensing machine by security and taken to revenue audit. The security officer must obtain a key
from the dispatch cage to remove the form. The
dispatch cage maintains a key log indicating the
time the key is signed out and the time it is returned, the date, and the signature of the security
guard removing the key as well as the person issuing the key. Security also uses the key to replenish
the fill slip supply in the dispensing machines in
the casino cage.
Each pit has its own bookkeeper who issues and
pays on markers and accounts for them. Before
markers are issued in the pit, the head pit bookkeeper must be consulted as to the remaining unused credit available for that customer. The head
pit bookkeeper maintains a large book containing
alphabetized entries of each marker customer's

Each pit has its own bookkeeper who issues and
pays on markers and accounts for them.

name, his credit number in the entity's credit system, the maximum credit he is allowed, the date
he was entered in the book, where he is staying
while in town, the state he is from, the pit bookkeeper's initials and those of the pit boss who initiated the credit, the customer's rating as a player,
his arrival date and expected departure date, and
when or how he will settle his marker account —
on departure, send statement, or hold for cashier's
check. This book is called the "regular" book. The
balance indicated on this tab is the balance in the
casino cage marker win dow, where all active
markers are maintained except for the ones in the
pits during the current shift.
Before the remaining unpaid markers for each
shift are transferred to the cage, they must be added to the balances in the "regular" book under
cage marker window balances. When the marker
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window issues markers or receives payments on
markers, the head pit bookkeeper is informed immediately by phone. The marker window cashier
daily pulls those markers which have been inactive for a few days and transfers them to the credit
and collection department. The pit bookkeeper is
given a list of these transfers so she can circle
these amounts in the "regular" book with the indication that they were DOFed (disbursement of
funds) from the marker window to the credit department. At the beginning of each graveyard
shift, the head pit bookkeeper compares the marker book in the cage with the balances in the "regular" book, which is maintained in the pit. Any differences are resolved immediately.
Credit in the Pit
What if you run short of funds while playing
blackjack? How do you obtain credit? Before obtaining credit, a patron must fill out a credit history card which is dated, assigned a number, and
which indicates the patron's name, residence, and
phone number; business address, phone number

Pit personnel who issue gaming credit rate each
casino player's action according to
a standard written rating system.

and position; bank affiliations; driver's license
number and state; signature as checks will be
signed; credit limit per trip or 14 days; results of
bank contacts; credit comments; and a history of
checks cashed and IOUs and hold checks by date
and amount as well as balance due.
When a patron at the cage wants to make a
payment on his outstanding markers but they
have not yet been transferred from the pit, the
cashier issues a credit slip to the table which originally issued the marker.
The cashier then calls the pit bookkeeper to obtain the needed information relative to the marker, such as game, table number, balance, and so
on. The cage cashier then completes a consecutively prenumbered, alpha- coded, four -part credit
slip form indicating day, shift, table number,
game, and the amount of the total transaction.
The original, first, and second copies are removed from the locked dispensing machine while
the third copy is automatically kept in an unbroken sequence in the machine. They are time stamped and given to the main bank cashier who
signs them and summons a security officer to act
as a runner.
The security officer carries the credit slip to the
pit bookkeeper, who retrieves the marker and up34

dates the pit book while the pit boss or floorman
records the credit slip on the Pit Fill Record. The
pit bookkeeper gives the marker to the security officer, who is accompanied by the pit boss or floor man to the table where the marker was issued.
The dealer or boxman for the game reviews the
slip. Then he and the security officer and the pit
boss or floorman sign it, and he places the original
copy in the locked drop box. The security officer
returns the first copy to the cage where it is attached t o t h e s eco n d co p y fo r s ub s eq u en t
reconciliation.
The pit boss or floorman records the transaction on the Table Card and Pit Fill Record, indicating the method of payment, amount, and the
credit slip number. He initials the transaction and
gives it to the dealer or boxman who also initials
it, verifying that the transaction agrees with the
credit slip.
After the customer pays the debt in full, the
cashier removes the counter check portion from
the payment stub and returns it to the customer.
The payment stub is signed by the marker window
cashier who also time- and date - stamps it, records
method of payment on the Marker Log, and drops
it into the locked box to be removed and accounted for later by data processing.
The third copy of the credit slip is periodically
removed from the dispensing machine by security.
This procedure is the same for the pit as for the
slot machines.
Casino revenue audit, like slot audit, maintains
control over unissued and issued credit slips and is
responsible for investigating missing slips and reporting all items to the controller, who takes action as necessary.
Let's Play
When a customer at a gaming table requests
credit, the dealer or boxman in charge of the game
refers the request to a floorman or pit boss who
walks over to the pit bookkeeper and determines
that the present request will not exceed the player's authorized limit. If the request exceeds the
player's limit, the request will be denied or resubmitted to a casino employee who can extend the
customer's limit (vice president or assistant vice president— casino operations, casino host, shift
manager, casino credit manager).
If the request is approved, the floorman or pit
boss instructs the dealer or boxman to place color coded marker buttons on the table to represent
the amount of chips to be given to the customer.
When markers are issued in the "21" p it, the
floorman or pit boss completes the marker and
obtains the customer's signature before instructing the dealer to give the customer the chips. This
procedure eliminates the use of marker buttons.
All chips given to a player are always counted
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down in public view.
The floorman or pit boss then obtains from the
pit stand a blank, three -part, consecutively numbered marker form. He fills out the first portion
with the following information: amount of credit
granted, date and time issued, table number, customer's name, regular or special player, issuer's
initials, customer's signature (identification is required if the player is not recognized by someone
with authority to issue credit).
The second part of the marker, the issue stub,
also is completed by the pit boss or floorman and
includes the table number, amount of credit granted, date and time issued, and floorman and dealer
or boxman's signature. The third part, the payment stub, is filled in by the issuer with the table
number and the amount of credit granted. All
three parts of the marker are identified by the
same preprinted serial number.
The customer's name and the amount of the
transaction are recorded on the table card by the
floorman or pit boss. Upon completion, it is
shown to the dealer or boxman who then removes
the marker buttons from the table. The floorman
or pit boss then carries the completed marker to
the pit stand where he prepares a rating slip,
which records the player's "action," and time/
date stamps the marker and issue stub.
Pit personnel issuing gaming credit rate the casino player's action according to a standard written rating system. This rating is posted by special
events on the player's ledger card. Cage and pit
personnel are instructed to make every reasonable
effort to ensure the credit extended to player is
wagered.
All marker transactions in the pit are recorded
in the pit book and table card after each hand of
play. All unpaid markers are recorded daily as receivables and posted to the general ledger.
Periodically, the internal audit staff reviews and
evaluates the establishment of credit lines, the
transfer of markers from the casino cage to the
collection office, and the related reconciliations to
the general ledger, the assignment of casino receivables to outside offices, the collection effort by
authorized personnel, and cash receipts on casino
receivables. It also compares markers to the related receivable trial balance.
Voided markers are initialed by the preparer,
marked "VOID" or defaced in a manner so they
will not be mistaken for markers, and given to the
pit bookkeeper who places them in the locked pit
box where they subsequently are removed and accounted for by revenue audit.
Counting the Casino's Inventory
There are very formal casino procedures used
to count the casino's money. The count team consists of three count members, independent in auMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

thority by virtue of supervisory control, and a casino cage cashier. To ensure maximum control,
count team members are rotated periodically, but
there usually will be a representative from the pit
and from accounting and at least one other member, as well as the cage representative.
One count team member signs out the key to
open the drop boxes and takes it to the soft count
room. The pit member of the count team brings
the Pit Fill Record to the soft count room. The
cashier who'works with the count team brings the
first and second copies of the fill /credit slips and
the Game Closing Inventory Cards and two working "stiff sheets" to the soft count room.
After all team members have assembled in the
count room behind the cage, the door is locked
and remains locked during the entire count. The
door is open at all other times so the casino shift
boss or pit boss can have access to the unissued
markers locked in a cabinet in the count room.
One team member is designated to open the
drop boxes, empty the money on to the table, and
put the empty boxes on to a storage shelf. The

Cage and pit personnel are instructed to make
every reasonable effort to ensure that the credit
extended to the player is wagered.

boxes are counted in a rational and systematic
manner by game type and by table number, lowest
to highest. Only one box at a time is counted, and
the next drop box to be counted is not opened until the previous box has been counted. All the
money and paperwork are transferred to the cashier after the drop and results are verified.
When the first box is opened, it is emptied onto
the count table, shown to surveillance's television
camera and to two count team members to verify
that the box is empty, then placed on the shelf.
Counter No. 1 opens the drop boxes, counts
$20, $50, and $100 bills, and records the count by
denomination on an adding machine. Counter No.
3 does the same and both make sure the counts
agree.
Counter No. 2 counts all lower denomination
bills and chips. Counter No. 3 assembles openers
and pit fill and credit slips for final summarization. Then he makes sure the openers, closers,
markers, and net fills documentation from the box
agree with the amount on the pit's working "stiff
sheets." No. 3 recounts $50 and $100 bills and records the count by denomination on an adding
machine. After verifying the drop with Counters
No. 1 and 2, Counter No. 3 enters the drop and
resu lt s on t h e Ga me To p In ven t o ry Card
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A Few Gambling Terms

...

Fill:

the amount of money used to replenish a
gaming table's supply when it runs short of
funds during play.

Credit:

the amount of chips returned to the cage by a
gaming table because it has more than is
needed to conduct play.

Drop:

Monies and copies of fill and credit slips contained in a box beneath each gaming table by
shifts.

Hard Count:

the amount of coins from the slot machines,
plus other change; counted in the coin room
where all coins are stored.

Soft Count:

the amount of dollars or other folding money
plus credit slips and fill slips; counted in the
soft count room before it is transferred to the
cage's accountability.

Boxman:

supervisor of the craps game.

Floor Person:

observer of four or more blackjack games.

Stiff Sheet:

a large cardboard sheet on which is recorded
all financial information about every game in
a pit including opening and closing amounts
of chips, the net of fills and credits, and the
win or loss per table per shift.

and the drop slip which is signed by him and
Counter No. 1. Also, Counter No. 3 records the
drop and results i n ink on the worki ng "stiff
sheet," then forwards the money to the cashier.
The cage representative verifies the drop and table count, reciting the amounts back to Counter
No. 3. If the amounts agree, the paperwork is
transferred to the cashier who compares the original fill and credit slips to the cage copies. Then
she records the drop and results in ink on the
working "stiff sheet."
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Any errors found during the count are corrected on the proper game table rather than the subsequent table counted. The preparers initial all such
changes in ink on the supporting documents.
Upon completion of the count, a final "stiff
sheet" is prepared. Counter No. 3 verifies all
amounts on the final "stiff sheet" against his
working "stiff sheet" —openers, closers, net fills,
markers, drop and result. The other count team
members review the final sheet and sign it in ink
along with the cashier —all verifying to the final
"stiff sheet's" accuracy. The cashier's "stiff sheet"
is signed in ink by two count members and the
cashier and is returned to the cage. The final "stiff
sheet" and supporting documentation are forwarded to Casino Revenue Audit by one of the
count team members. The cash is taken to the
main cage by the cage representative where it is
recounted before the main cage becomes responsible for it.
The team then arranges all the drop boxes on
the shelves in the count room by game and table.
One count team member locks the wire mesh door
protecting the boxes and returns the two drop box
keys and the key to the wire mesh door to the
main bank where he signs the keys back in on the
key control log.
Individual game win, drop, and hold percentages are maintained for each game and summarized by shift, date, month, and year -to -date.
These statistics are presented to, and reviewed
daily by, the vice president of finance, casino controller, surveillance, and vice president of casino
operations. The casino controller and the vice
president of casino operations investigate unusual
fluctuations with the pit personnel and others as
considered necessary. Internal audit periodically
tests casino revenue. Although these procedures
may seem infinitesimal and tedious to someone
not involved in casino accounting, imagine what
would happen to any other business if proper controls weren't used.
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Cost Reduction:
a `Get Tough' Action Plan
If your cost improvement plans seem
to only work on paper, here's a strategy
that will enable you to take charge of costs once and for all.

By Raymond B. Jordan

accomplishments ofthe previous year, it is human
nature to stop all efforts once the budget has been
Cost improvement, or cost reduction —the terms achieved in order to prevent the establishment ofa
are synonymous —can be defined as the deliberate more difficult budget for the next year.
lowering of an existing standard or level of cost.
Unsolicited cost reductions are sometimes
The word "deliberate" is important. In any orga- called "windfalls." Because most companies do
nized cost improvement program, it is important not penalize their cost improvement programs for
to give credit only to those reductions that have unavoidable cost increases, windfalls serve as a
been realized through organized effort. For exam- buffer for increases over which the company has
ple, ifa supplier, in an effort to attract more busi- little or no control.
ness, offers to reduce the cost of his product, it
Considerable groundwork is necessary before
should not be a "reportable" cost reduction be- an aggressive cost improvement program can get
cause it was not brought about through any orga- under way. These steps have proven very effective:
nized effort. While it is true that the overall cost
of the product will be lowered as a result of this • Establishing the proper climate,
offer, many companies have adopted the philoso- • Establishing standards,
phy that such reductions should not be recognized • Organizing for cost improvement,
against official cost improvement budgets.
• Creating a reporting system,
The underlying reason for such a conservative • Writing instructions, and
attitude is the effect such reductions would have • Operating the system.
on the organized cost reduction program. For example, suppose that the budget for the month of Establishing the Proper Climate
November is $50,000 and the PDQ company ofWho is responsible for cost improvement? It
fers a $50,000 reduction against a current pur- may seem naive, but the answer is everyone,from
chase order. If acceptance of the reduction as re- the highest occupant of the executive suite to the
portable would put the purchasing department lowest shop employee. With the rise of unionism
budget for the year over the top, all organized ef- it is difficult to imagine the blue collar worker as
forts would cease for the rest ofthe year. Because an instrument of cost reduction. Many bargaining
many companies establish cost reduction budgets units, for example, determine unwritten quotas for
for any year based upon an improvement over the an employee for a given day. On the other hand,
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/MAY 1984
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many large companies have employee benefit
plans which allow some employees to purchase
shares of stock in the company at bargain prices.
Thus, many employees, blue collar as well as executive, have a vested right in the welfare of the
company and should be interested in its future.
For example, blue collar workers can take an active part in cost improvement by the establishment of an employee suggestion plan.
A successful cost improvement program is impossible, however, unless the proper climate is established. This means that all management and
salaried employees must have a common objective
which should be communicated by a policy statement from the top executive officer. Without this
first step, cost improvement will never get off the
ground. Figure 1 is a sample policy release.
Once the policy is established, it can be impleFigure 1
P D G C o r po r a t i o n P o l i c y G ui d e
SUBJECT: Cost Improvement
Policy
It is the policy of this company that every employee will engage in cost improvement activities.
Implementation
The manager perso nnel will be res ponsible for ass uring that all p osition descriptions are
amended to include the authority and responsibility of this directive with appropriate measures
of accountability.
The manager - employee relations will be responsible for installing and maintaining an employee suggestion system with the objective of allowing employees not covered by a position descrip .
tion to take pan in cost improvement activities.
The functional managers will be responsible for assuring that position incumbents ar e appraised annually for conformance with this directive.
I.M. Koss
President

mented by the inclusion of cost improvement as a
responsibility in each management and salaried
employee's position description along with appropriate measures of accountability.
Establishing Standards
Because cost reduction involves the lowering of
an existing standard or level of cost, a set of standards is necessary or a system must be put in
place to determine the actual cost level before a
cost improvement project can be evaluated. If a
company employs standards under its cost system,
determination of the cost level before incorporating the change should be routine. A company
which does not employ standards, but whose business involves the purchase of parts for resale, will
be able to use bona fide purchase orders and vendor quotations as a basis. The problem arises
when no standards are available in costing components manufactured internally. Some method
must be derived to evaluate cost improvements in38

volving labor operations. In the absence of standards or actual costs, it may be necessary to make
special studies to determine the true cost before
instituting the cost improvement. The absence of
standards or a system for extracting various cost
segments will make it almost impossible to judge
wh et h er o r n o t a co s t red u ct i o n p ro j ect is
worthwhile.
Organizing for Cost Improvement
Organization for cost improvement is important. How the activity is organized will play an
important part in determining the success or failure of the system. Most successful cost improvement programs have been designed around three
organizational concepts: a cost reduction specialist, the committee approach, and periodic review
and appraisal.
The Cost Reduction Specialist is generally an
engineer with a manufacturing background. It can
be either a full or a part-time position depending
upon the size of the company and the potential
volume of cost improvement opportunities. The
specialist should report either to the manager of
manufacturing or to the manager of manufacturing engineering. He can generate ideas himself, although most ideas should come from the committee approach to be discussed later. He can act as a
liaison between the committee and design engineering regarding the feasibility of proposed cost
improvements. He also would act as coordinator
during periodic review and appraisal.
Proposed cost improvements must be evaluated
beyond any possible reduction in product cost resulting from successful implementation of the project. Product integrity must be maintained at all
cost. For example, the introduction of inferior
materials must be avoided. Projects that would
prevent the product from meeting its guaranteed
performance must be weeded out before time and
materials are expended needlessly. The cost reduction specialist can work with design engineering to
assure that product integrity is not compromised.
The Committee Approach. Once responsibility
fo r cos t i mp ro vemen t h as been es t ab li s h ed
through incorporation into position descriptions,
a system must be introduced by which each person can fulfill his authority, responsibility, and accountability expectations. Theoretically, each line
foreman could be set up to operate as a committee
to work on cost reduction for the components for
whose manufacture he is responsible. This procedure, however, generally is too cumbersome. Each
manufacturing process center should set up a
committee with the leading manufacturing supervisor as the chairman. For example, many manufacturing organizations are broken up into processes or functions such as sheet metal, machined
parts, heat treat, screw machine products, assemMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

bly, test, and so on. The heads of these functions
may be called superintendents, general foremen,
and such, with a number of line foremen reporting
to each of them along with production employees,
planners, and other service functions. A cost accountant also may be assigned to the area.
The committee chairman should include on his
committee representatives from every function
who can make a worthwhile contribution. This
can include, in addition to line foremen, planners,
and a representative from manufacturing engineering and design engineering. Do not overlook
the cost accounting function. The cost accountant
can provide cost details to assist in determining
the feasibility of each project and also will have
responsibility for certifying the validity of each
cost improvement project. Other functions can be
called upon on an "as needed" basis. A suggested
organization chart is shown in Figure 2.
Periodic Review and Appraisal. Cost reduction
activities die on the vine unless periodic reviews
are conducted. The purpose of the review is to de-

termine what progress has been made and what
progress can be expected in the future. The review
team should be headed by the manager of manufacturing and include other members of his staff.
The presence of the manager ofdesign engineering
and the manager of manufacturing engineering
also will be helpful in freeing logjams which sometimes result from lack of integration between the
teams and these functions.
An overhead projector can be used to present
progress reports and to show important steps for
the accomplishment of impending projects. The
attitude of the review team should be friendly and
helpful and avoid creating the perception that the
committees are being exposed to prejudiced appraisals. The cost improvement specialist acts as
coordinator and introduces each committee chairman. At the end of the presentations the review
team can ask questions in order to clarify further
certain projects, and the committees are at liberty
to request assistance from any members of the review team to aid in further reducing product cost.

Product
integrity must
be maintained
at all cost.

Figure 2
Cost Reduction Organization
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Cost reduction
tactics die on
the vine
without
periodic
reviews.

Creating a Reporting System
A standard form should be created so that all
reports will be consistent. Unless a standard form
is maintained, each committee will design its own
form to meet its own wishes. Essentially, the form
consists of two sections, a description of the previous method and a description of the proposed
method. All cost reduction reports involving
product cost reduction should be shown on a unit
basis under the "before and after" sections. In the
final step, the difference in unit cost between the
two methods is extended by an expected production for the year. From this total is deducted any
costs of incorporating the project such as new
tooling and /or one year's depreciation on new
machine tools.
The most important part of each cost improvement project is the reduction in the unit cost of
the product, but it is common practice to extend
this by the expected production in order to show
top management the extent of the cost improvement program. A reduction of 10o per unit ap-

pears infinitesimal, but the project takes on more
meaning if the expected production is ten million
units.
It is standard procedure to freeze production
for the year regardless of what the actual production turns out to be. Generally, the production
quantity used represents the number of units included in the manufacturing budget. The reasoning behind this should be evident. Suppose, for example, that the 10¢ per un it redu ct io n was
included in the cost reduction budget with an expected quantity of one million units, thus accomplishing a reduction of $100,000. If, in fact, the
cost reduction was accomplished as planned with
a reduction of 100 per unit and $100,000 in total,
there would be a budget realization of 100 %, par
for the course. If, however, production turned out
to be 1,200,000 units and the reduction was reported using this quantity, the reported amount
would be $120,000, a 120% realization against the
budget. This result would give top management
the impression that the cost improvement project

Figure 3

Coat Improvement Project Report
83 -50

Product line

Widget

Drawing no.

41 3 25 4 7

Budget qua ntity

200 PCs

Name of part

Sha ft

De partme nt
Assigned to

J oe Doa ke s

Project no.

Project description:

Ma c hini ng

Proposed change in source
Propose d method

Current method
$350. 00 pe r pie c e

Facilities requirements
Cylindrical grinder $50,000
10 year
Elective
date:depreciation
Nove mbe r 25, 1983

APPROVALS
Mgr. -cost accounting
Mgr.-finance
General foreman
Mgr. - manufacturing,
Plant manager

Present
Direct materials $350. 00
Direct labor
0. 00
Expense'
0. 00

Unit Posts.
Proposed
$75. 00
50. 00
125. 00

Reduction
$275. 00
(5 0. 00 )
1 2 ( 5. 0 0)

Total

$250. 00

1 0 ( 0. 00

'

)

Tooling re quire me nts
$2,500 p e r lis t

Ma ke in ma c hine s ho p

Summary
Direct materials
Direct labor
Expenses 250`
Gross reduction
Tooling
Depreciation
Other

;

XYZ C orpora tion

Extended value
Unit
$55,000
$275. 00
(1 0 , 00 0 )
(50 . 0 0)
2 ( 5,0 00)
1 2 ( 5. 00)
$20 ,0 00
$100. 00
(2 ,5 00 )
(5 , 00 0 )
0

Grand total

$12,500

'Apply expense rate to direct labor only for make /buy changes. Expense reductions must be
specific rather than the application of expense ratios to direct labor.
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had exceeded expectations; instead, the reduction
was merely on target.
Figure 3 is a sample cost improvement form for
reporting the results of individual projects. Important sections of the form include the before and
after sections which allow determination of the
unit reduction accomplished. Extension of the
unit reduction by the budgeted quantity shows top
management the gross reduction before consideration of the cost of achieving the improvement.
Achievement costs involve several factors, the
first being the cost of new special tools (such as
jigs and fixtures) or reworking the old tooling to
conform to the new method. Depending upon
company policy, the new tooling costs in their entirety may be deducted form the savings or, as an
alternative, the normal useful life of the tools can
be taken into consideration. If tooling normally
lasts two years, it would be in order to deduct
only one half. Another alternative would be to
consider the number of units which can be produced by the tools. Thus, referring to the previous
example, if five million units can be produced before the tooling is replaced, 20% of the tooling
would be deducted.
The cost of new machine tools and facilities to
accomplish the cost improvement also should be
considered. One year's depreciation using the
straight -line method should be deducted. The project should not be penalized by using one of the
accelerated methods, such as the sum- of -theyear's- digits method, which deducts the greatest
amount in the first year. This depreciation method is a tax consideration and should not be involved in the cost reduction evaluation. Other installation costs also should be deducted such as
tool tryout, although these costs generally do not
affect the cost improvement decision.
Another important item in the cost improvement project report is the approvals section. The
finance and manufacturing departments should be
involved in all cost reduction approvals, with finance attesting that the project has, in fact, been
accomplished. Approvals can be graduated according to the amount accomplished.
The magnitude of cost reductions, however,
will vary depending upon the size of the business
and total sales, and can be scaled up or down from
the figures listed.
Developing Instructions
Instructions issued over the signature of either
the chief financial or chief manufacturing officer
are mandatory. The principal purpose in issuing
an instruction is to have consistency in reporting
cost improvements, but there also is the need for
defining what constitutes a cost reduction and
what does not. Consistency is important to prevent one department from being more lenient than
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

another in accepting cost improvement results.
The proper atmosphere for cost improvement
must be maintained, and one of the most discouraging events takes place when a project is followed
through to completion only to be rejected from a
reporting standpoint.
Some running rules regarding what constitutes
a reportable reduction and what does not definitely are needed. If company policy accepts the "result of effort" philosophy expounded earlier, it
should be so stated.
Usually there is not a problem in interpreting
cost improvements involving direct materials or
direct labor. Expense reductions, on the other
hand, can be difficult to interpret. For many years
industry failed to recognize expense reductions of
a clerical nature unless it could be shown that an
individual was removed from the payroll. This attitude resulted in discouraging cost improvement
projects in the area of expense. With the many
technological improvements in recent years, opportunities for reductions in direct material and
direct labor are slowly disappearing. With the advent of computer - controlled machine tools, and
with the high cost of mainten ance co ntained
therein, expense threatens to be the largest single
element of factory cost.
Reductions in expense labor now are being
looked upon in the same light as direct labor reductions; that is, they open up additional capacity.
It now is recognized that if enough expense labor
reductions are accomplished, opening up capacity,
the work of the group can be rearranged and employees may be removed from the payroll. Thus,
clerical reductions without payroll removals at the
outset should be recognized and the instructions
should call attention to this.
Handling changes from make to buy and the reverse requires a consistent approach which must
be detailed in the instructions. Make/buy decisions will depend, to a great extent, on company
policy regarding the handling of expense in determining the cost of internal manufacture for comparison with a vendor's price. Options available
are the use of full overhead or the use of an out -ofpocket rate. If a cost reduction results regardless
of which philosophy is used, there is no problem.
The problem arises when make/buy changes are
made when the decision can be supported only
through the out -of- pocket rate. First, it should be
made clear that, from a strict cost accounting
standpoint, the use of the out -of- pocket rate is justified if there is no change in fixed costs as a result
of the change. The problem arises when decisions
to make internally are made during times of a
downturn in business that cannot be justified by
using the full overhead rate. Such decisions usually are made in order to retain experienced employees when the business recession is expected to be

The most
important
phase in cost
improvement is
the reduction
of product unit
cost.
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A reduction of
100 per unit
appears small
but when it is
multiplied by
ten million
units, the cost
saved is
obvious.

of short duration.
Too often, however, when the business returns
to normal these border -line decisions have lost
their identity. The day comes when a decision to
make rather than buy would result in an excellent
cost reduction, but capacity has been used up by
these border -line decisions. For this reason, many
companies make a policy decision that all make/
buy calculations will be based upon the full overhead rate. Whatever po licy is d etermined , it
should be included in the instruction. Make versus
buy decisions will, of necessity, involve increased
costs for some elements of cost which are more
than offset by decreases in another element. It is
possible, moreover, to base make/buy decisions
on the full overhead rate, but report the results
based upon the out -of- pocket rate.
Approval limitations also should be included in
the instruction showing the allowable limits before going to the next highest level. The instruction also should include the individual or position
which will act as referee in regard to cost improvement accomplishments which arise when
more than one department contributes to the successful introduction of a cost improvement. Some
companies give each department full credit, thus
making it necessary to deduct the duplication
when a consolidated company report is prepared.
An alternative is to agree to split the reduction
based upon some agreed -upon ratio. At times,
moreover, it will be necessary to forego the rules
in order to perpetuate the cost improvement atmosphere. When too many cost improvement projects are rejected, it is easy to become dejected and
begin to minimize efforts.
Operating the System
Once the climate has been established, with responsibilities included in position descriptions, the
system can get under way. By this time a form for
project reporting will have been developed or be
under way, but activities can start before the form
is in place. Several elements of the system need
close attention including:
• Conduct of meetings,
• Annual budgets,
• Sample projects,
• Monthly reports,
• Special incentives, and
• Publicity.
Conduct of Meetings. Each team or committee
chairman should establish a specific time and
place for each meeting and stick to it. Experience
has shown that meetings scheduled on an "as
needed" basis become increasingly infrequent and
eventually cease altogether.
The initial team meeting is an important one.
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This meeting is sometimes characterized as a
brainstorm session. One member, usuall y the
chairman, stands at a chalkboard or easel and encourages members to suggest ideas for future consideration. Although some weird ideas can result
from brainstorm sessions, members who come up
with supposedly screwball ideas should not be
held up to ridicule. Some of the most profitable
ideas have been derived from suggestions that
were at first considered implausible.
Once an adequate number of ideas have been
generated, the next step is to go back and begin to
establish a priority number to each idea. Ideas
which show a high potential should be placed at
the top of the list and ideas which appear to be
impossible should be discarded. It generally will
be impossible to work on all of the most promising ideas at once, so a few should be taken at a
time and assigned to subcommittees for further
study. At the next meeting these subcommittees
should report on the feasibility of each project and
establish milestones against which the progress of
each project can be measured.
Each committee should have a secretary to
keep minutes. It seems to be a time - honored procedure that the cost accounting representative is
assigned the secretary's responsibilities. The bean
counter, as he is sometimes called by his manufacturing colleagues, probably is in the best position
to serve as secretary because he generally does not
have the background, and, therefore, does not
have the responsibility, for determining the feasibility of projects involving manufacturing methods and design changes. Experience has shown,
moreover, that the cost accountant, because of his
background and training, can do a better job of
keeping track of project milestones.
The review meeting, in which top management
examines the progress of each committee, can be
better scheduled after the operating committees
are off and running. A review meeting serves as a
monthly appraisal of the progress of the entire
plant in carrying out its cost improvement objectives, so it is imperative to keep a firm schedule.
Again, experience has shown that elimination of
these review meetings has hurt cost improvement
progress.
Annual budgets must be executed in order to
have a firm goal to be achieved. Many companies
use cost improvement as a hedge against spoilage
or manufacturing losses. If 5% of output cost per
year is spoilage, the cost improvement budget is
established at 5 %. Budgets should be established
for each department showing elements of cost. If
possible, major projects which will be accomplished during the coming year should be shown
in detail with milestones.
Sample Projects Figure 3 shows a change from
outside purchase to internal manufacture using
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Table 1
Cost Improvement Report
Month of May, 1983

Department
Sheet metal
Machining
Screw machine
Amembly
Totals

Budget
$15,000
17,000
13,000
11,000
$56, 000

Current month
Actual
11%
$1 59 75
105.5%
16,850
97. 9
13,125
10 4 2
11,250
125. 0
$56, 500
103.1%

Budget
$63,750
72 95 0
55,250
46,760
$238 ,000

Year- 1&48te
Actual
$64,175
72, 000
55, 900
47, 350
$239 ,425

R%
100.7%
99. 7
10 12
101. 3
100.6%

Ilighlighta
Machining: several projects have been postponed until June and should put the department over the budget. Outstanding
improvement for the month: change in source on Shaft, Drawing 4132547, from vendor to internal manufactur"12,500
Sheet metal: combining rough and finish operations on Shim, Drawing 6035N2"2,250

Members who
come up with
'screwball'
ideas should
not be held up
to ridicule.

Screw machine: combining several operations on family of studs to allow automatic screw machinin"9,500
Assembly: teardown to inspect after test changed to sampling 1)lan — $6,5(10.

the out -of- pocket expense rate.
Monthly Reports. Each month the cost accounting organization summarizes all of the cost improvement projects which have been implemented
during the period, audited, and found to be correct. Current month and year -to -date should be
shown. Realization percentages (R %'s) should be
shown so that at a quick glance at the report, upper management can see where the department
stands against the budget. An R% below 100%
would indicate poor performance.
Each consolidated monthly report should include highlights showing outstanding performance whenever it occurs. It also is a good procedure to forecast the future by calling attention to
worthwhile projects expected to be realized in future months. This is effective especially as a management information tool to show that, although
the department or plant is currently under the
budget, certain events will take place in the the
future which will put the department or plant
over the budget. Table 1 is a sample consolidated
monthly report.
Special Incentives. Many companies provide
special incentives for teams with outstanding performance such as a dinner for team members at
the end of the year. Inexpensive items such as ball
point pens advertising the cost improvement drive
are effective in creating the proper atmosphere.
Banners with slogans such as, "We have met our
cost improvement b udget," promin ent ly d isplayed, serve to motivate the department to continue improved performance.
Publicity. Plant newspapers can play an integral
part in cost improvement by publicizing outstandMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

ing performance. Employees enjoy seeing their
names and pictures in print and an incentive can
be provided by showing a picture of a different
committee each month until the entire program
has been documented.
The Employee Suggestion Plan
Thus far we have concentrated on co st improvements resulting from management and salaried employees efforts. Earlier, however, we mentioned that the blue collar worker could play an
integral part in cost improvement through a suggestion system whereby the employee would share
in the reduction by means of extra compensation.
The procedure for establishing a suggestion system for blue collar workers closely follows the establishment of the cost improvement program for
other employees with the exception that there are
no position descriptions to be modified to make
cost improvement activities mandatory. It would
be well, for example, to issue a policy statement at
the start of the suggestion system.
Specially designed forms to assist the employee
in putting his suggestion in writing should be displayed in prominent places throughout the plant.
The policy statement should indicate that foremen
and supervisors will assist employees in documenting their ideas. Many blue collar employees,
because of lack of education or language difficulties, have trouble putting their ideas on paper.
Another impediment to the free use of the suggestion system is the fear that the person will
eliminate his own job. The policy guide should assure employees that work of a similar nature or an
upgraded position will result from any suggestion
43
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Software International has
nearly two decades of experience in doing one thing
with exceptional expertise:
providing on -line, financial
applications software for mainframe and mini computers.
We give you the special
touch you need to anticipate
and manage an increasing
flow of numbers with accuracy
and ease. When financial
and accounting professionals
vals
want to run with confidence,
they run with Software
International.
Software International®
software packages include:
General Ledger and
Financial Reporting
Accounts Payable
• payroll and Human
Resource Management
• Accounts Receivable
• Fixed Assets
Management
• Forecasting, Modeling
and Reporting
• Micro- Mainframe
Smart Link" and Ouery.
Call or write:
Software International
One Tech Drive
Andover, MA 01810
1-800- 3434133
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A cost
accountant can
do a better job
of keeping
track cf
milestones.

that results in the elimination of a job.
Formal guidelines should be established for reviewing suggestions in order to assure uniform
treatment throughout every department. The suggestion instructions will indicate how awards will
be made —such as 25% of the first year's savings —and list positions of authority needed for
approval as awards become large; similar to the
approval restrictions common to the cost improvement procedure.
Timeliness in evaluating suggestions is important. It can be discouraging to an employee, and
serve as a detriment to the system, to have many
months drag on before the employee learns the result. At the outset, the employee should be notified in writing that the suggestion has been received and will be evaluated. Many evaluators
spend an inordinate amount of time trying to
prove that they had been working on a proposed
change prior to receipt of the suggestion. Unless
documents are available, such as committee reports, which establish beyond the shadow of a
doubt that the company work on the idea preceded the emplo yee's sugges tio n, the empl oyee

should be given the benefit of the doubt and an
award made accordingly. In fact, there may be
times when an award is made when doubt exists,
but the improved public relations resulting from
the award is worth more than the award itself.
Publicity campaigns also are important to the
suggestion system, such as the company paper
showing the pictures of outstanding suggestors.
An effective incentive is to award small appliances
to the employee turning in the best suggestion received during a particular time period. It should
be noted that all savings resulting from suggestions should be consolidated in cost improvement
committee results, and the annual cost improvement budget should include a factor for suggestions based upon past performance.
Clearly, an aggressive cost improvement program, properly executed, can be an effective tool
for increasing profits, increasing plant capacity
and making products more competitive. Companies that can achieve the integration of accounting, marketing, manufacturing, and overall operations outlined in these procedures, will have made
an important step toward effective cost control.

Opinion
6-4-4
his offices on 42nd Street. We asked Mr. Grace to
comment on this quote and on his expectations of
seeing some, many, or most of the recommendations of his commission acted upon. Remember,
now, these recommendations could save the country $424 billionover the next three years, at a time
when our deficits are in excess of $200 billion a
year and these savings come from efficiency alone!
There are no cuts in services or programs at all.
Mr. Grace said that about one quarter of the
programs will be implemented within that time
frame (three years). These are the recommendatio ns wit hi n d irect co ntrol o f th e execu ti ve
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branch. The rest require legislative action. And
here is where we need further involvement on the
part of all of us. We have to become active as individuals and as citizens to get the people moving to
stem the foodtide of red ink.
By the time this column sees the light of day,
Macmillan will have published a summary of the
Grace Commission findings, called War on Waste.
Since there is no group who should be more interested in, or understanding of, this program, we are
going to try to get a special offer for NAA members. But, in any event, we should all do what is
necessary to make it work.
Let's get INVOLVED!
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Minimizing
Your Legal Costs
In this litigious era, legal costs loom
ever larger in corporate budgets, but they can be controlled —
and your use of counsel maximized —if you know your options.

By Robert W. Breslin
Consider the following: A group of investors has
sought legal counsel to organize a business that
will be operated under a franchise. The objective
of the new business is to provide nonemergency
transport service to invalids. The franchisor is located in another state. At the first meeting between the group and the lawyer the franchise
agreement had been signed and al] required disclosures made to the group.
In addition to incorporating the business, legal
counsel is asked to glance over the agreement and
arrange for a business license. The document is
not unusual in form. Under it the group has made
sizable cash payments and has agreed to resolve
any disputes by binding arbitration in the franchisor's home state. Local ordinances where the business will operate present an impediment, however,
because the nonemergency service falls prey to the
more stringent licensing requirements applicable
to ambulances. The group's choices are to upgrade the business to an ambulance service, thereby undermining its profitability, or to seek an
amendment ofthe ordinance to authorize this new
operation.
The group chooses the latter alternative, and
the specialized vehicles ordered through the franchisor arrive three weeks later. Once the licensing
is obtained, the newly formed company commences operation.
Although counsel does not hear from the comMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

pany for some time, problems continue to mount.
Over a year later he received an urgent phone
message. Claiming lack of cooperation from the
franchisor and demanding a refund of sums advanced, the company has unilaterally terminated
the franchise agreement. In response, the franchisor has made claim for annual fees the company
has withheld plus damages otherwise occasioned
by the company's breach. The franchisor also demands arbitration pursuant to the terms of the
agreement.
What can legal counsel do to benefit the company under these conditions? Management has allowed avoidable problems to compound those
normally encountered in the formation of any new
business. It attempted to save money by avoiding
use of legal counsel before signing the agreement.
The unanticipated licensing problem was the result, producing heavy legal expense and delay.
Unnecessary as they were, these problems were
further aggravated when its counsel was not kept
apprised of developments leading up to the company's termination of the venture.
The crux of the company's dilemma can be stated simply: It did not know how to maximize use
and minimize cost of legal counsel. It chose to be
its own att orney when preventive counseling
would have helped the most. And it used legal assistance only when cornered with no place to turn.
Such shortsightedness, which is particularly troublesome today, can cost companies millions of
dollars.

Robert W. Breslin is a
practicing attorney and
consultant from St. Petersburg
Fla. He has previously
taught business law,
most recently at
James Madison
University,
Harrisonburg, Va. He
holds a juris doctor
degree from Emory
University, Atlanta,
Ga., and a master's in
business law from the
City of London
Polytechnic, London,
England. He submitted
this article through the
Washington Chapter.
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The growing complexity of the law has become
apparent to us all over the past years. Unfortunately, the resulting increased need for effective
counsel has been met by a corresponding escalation of cost. Putting aside issues of cause and responsibility, how best can a company use legal
counsel? There are two available avenues to meeting this challenge. The first involves an improved
approach to working with retained counsel; the
second, greater utilization of in -house counsel.

If lawyers are
hired guns,
why not have
your own?
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Dealing with Retained Counsel
Any company, regardless of size, will sooner or
later hire an attorney. Even if one is not retained
to help the company start up operations, an attorney will at some point be necessary to its continuance. For the smaller enterprise, retaining outside
counsel may be the only route to legal assistance.
The nature of the company's business and the
complexity of the legal problems it faces will determine the type of assistance needed. Larger general practice firms are often hired to handle a wider ran ge of legal pro blems than can a s ingle
attorney or small firm.
Regardless of the character of the legal service,
some arrangement must be concluded between the
company and counsel. An important beginning,
this arrangement initiates the process of communication between lawyer and client. Timidity at
this juncture can serve no useful purpose.
A definition of the counsel's role is essential.
What is he supposed to do? The object for the
company and attorney alike is to avoid setting
course before deciding on the destination. Counsel
can assist the company in making this determination, but it is the company which must decide.
The company's choices at this juncture also will
determine the extent of its commitment. In a
transaction such as the one above, completion of
negotiations is the latest point at which it would
be prudent to involve counsel. Once the company
has committed, the attorney's role is the more
substantive one of preparing a contract and resolving other organizational details.
Depending on the company's expertise, or the
complexity of the undertaking, it might be prudent for the counsel to get involved during negotiations. His role is then a more limited one, in line
with the company's not yet having committed to
the venture. Counseling by the attorney or his
participation in negotiations is representation of a
different type, but no less valuable. An intelligent
assessment of need is the essential ingredient, and
also a demonstration of the company's business
acumen.
Litigation raises the same issues. In a weak
case, the company's best course is to develop favorable facts, thereby improving its bargaining
position. In such a case, limited pursuit with an

eye to settlement must be the choice, while in a
strong case it would be decisive action aimed at
victory.
The important point is that the company, not
the attorney, must decide on this commitment.
The company abdicates its responsibility by not
taking this view, and worse. Where forthright action is warranted, an indecisive approach will produce indifferent results. But where a limited commitment is dictated, the reward of energetic effort
is unreasonable expense. In short, counsel can inform, but the company must decide.
Determining the cost of legal service, of course,
is instrumental to the decision. Expense mitigates
resolve where profit controls. No one doubts this
axiom in relation to normal business decisions.
When a company buys inventory for resale, or
materials for manufacture, or employs an engineer, return on investment is both the objective
and the yardstick. Should it be different when investing in legal services? If the business is conducted responsibly there can be no compromise
on controlling overhead. Nonbusiness considerations must not affect the employment of legal
counsel.
How can the company control legal expense?
One approach is to seek an estimate of cost at the
beginning. This step seems a worthy undertaking
but is actually of limited benefit. Time spent by an
attorney is only partially determined by client's
instructions. Conduct of third parties can very often account for significantly greater amounts of
counsel's time than could originally have been estimated. These factors, along with other imponderables, makes estimating difficult —and unreliable. Prob ably mo re b enefici al, at least as a
starting point, is a closer examination of normal
billing procedures.
Legal billings tend to fall into one of three categories: contingency, fixed fee, and hourly. Of the
three, probably the least used in the business setting is the contingency arrangement. It arises
mostly in collection situations. Then follows the
fixed fee quotation, sharing with the contingency
fee a high predictability of cost. Preparation of
standard documents, incorporation, and implementation of tax - saving corporate plans are examples where the fixed fee quotation is common.
These are straightforward matters where counsel
can accurately anticipate time based on past experience. Because of this predictability, contingency
and fixed fee q uotat ions are n ot th e pri mary
source of problems in legal billings. Work charged
on an hourly basis is.
Hourly billings usually represent the largest
percentage of billings to business. Estimates tend
either to be unavailable or unreliable. It is not surprising, therefore, for the company to object that,
in effect, it is giving carte blanche to its attorneys.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Cdses can easily get out of hand, particularly
where ongoing representation is involved. Departmentalized companies feel the pinch most acutely,
because budgetary responsibility often falls on
persons other than those reviewing the legal services. But how can the company assure itself of
reasonable hourly billing?
Guidelines for Cost- Effectiveness

will

While there is no sure -fire formula for attaining
the most for one's money, there are several factors
that will help. First, know your counsel. A working relationship must exist with the attorney primarily responsible for handling the company's affairs. This is true for each law firm, large or small,
representing the company. To attain this objective, one corporate official must be in charge. His
function should be to oversee the legal budget and
additionally to review the rendition of legal services generally.
This arrangement may seem too simplistic. In
discussing any but the smallest company, counsel
may routinely contact different corporate employees depending on the legal matters involved. Likewise, the attorneys involved, from one or possibly
more than one firm, will vary depending on the
expertise needed. With lines ofcommunication in
flux, a blurring of authority may result. Too often,
a company makes its mistake at this point. Such
cross lines of communication should not obscure
the need for someone to be in control. Many times
no such person exists.
Another necessity is for the company to be kept
current on cost. The company should expect, and
demand, regular billings from all legal counsels. It
is ironic that such a demand should be necessary.
But billing often tends to be a neglected area of
law offtcb operation. Attorneys are more practice
oriented to the exclusion of accounting and other
managerial duties. But they don't deserve all the
blame. Often companies are reluctant to demand
billing. Timidity by the company is only part of
the explanation again; some companies are happier remaining in the dark, a situation usually shortlived. Not only is reality in small amounts more
easily accepted, but regular billings enable the
company to curtail questionable expenditures
early.
These two ingredients of cost - effectiveness —a
responsible official receiving regular billings -man
be of real benefit. But there is a third, the psychological factor. The object here is to instill in counsel the importance of financial considerations. Financial viability is the company's justification for
being. Legal assistance is merely a means to that
end. To the attorney, however, legal assistance is
an end in itself. A conscientious attorney
not
rest short of the best representation possible.
Firms, however, do have leeway in the manner in
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

which a case is handled, e.g., many matters need
not be handled by a senior attorney but can be
done as well by a junior attorney and therefore
billed at a lower hourly rate.
The company rightly expects the best, but simultaneously it demands economy. The psychological factor plays its part when legal pursuit produces diminishing returns. With victory in sight,
expense plays a moderating part. It plays the only
part as victory recedes. At this juncture, it is important that the counsel recognize the company's
overriding financial concerns. Such a recognition
will lead to emphasis on the attainable and a reduced likelihood of expendi tures o n risk ier
pursuits.
Shopping Around for Legal Services
These three factors, iftaken together, will provide a framework with which the company can
control cost - effectiveness of legal service. Often
the question arises oftaking the additional step of
shopping around case by case for the most reasonably priced service. Is this a viable alternative
when legal service is being sought? The answer is
yes and no, mostly no.
We come back again t o th e th ree stan dard
forms ofbilling: contingency, fixed fee, and hourly. Shopping around seems most feasible where
the service is quoted either on a fixed fee or contingency basis. A fee quotation for the entire case
has been made, and ifit's the best available, why
not take it? Hourly billing, on the other hand, presents an ad ditional problem. The hourly rate
quoted, forming the basis for comparative shopping, leaves open the amount of hours the representation will take. This variable is dependent
upon who does the work.
Shopping around presents additional difficulties
common to all forms of billing. Keep in mind a
lawyer's time is his stock in trade. Time is the crucial factor affecting all legal billing. Can a more
experienced attorney with more efficiency save
money for the company? Probably not, as his
hourly rate will be higher. Doesn't the fixed fee or
contingency quote have the advantage of avoiding
a rigid attachment to time? Theoretically yes, but
in reality even here there is an underlying estimate
of time based on income necessary to the attorney's practice. (In fact, the fixed fee could be considered as nothing more than the total produced
when an hourly rate is multiplied by the number
of hours necessary to do the work.)
There are more fundamental concerns, however. That attractive lower quote may result from
cutting corners in the service provided. Such
short-term savings aren't in the long -term interests of the company. There also is an overriding
need for continuity in legal service. Bouncing
from one attorney to another will take a great deal

My client
probably would
ha ve lost the
case if another
party had not
kept a copy of
a relevant
document.
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of the company's time and result in its spending
money repeatedly to acquaint each new attorney
with its specific operations. The best advice to the
company, therefore, is to do the necessary shopping around for counsel once, and carefully, before making a commitment to a particular attorney or firm. Once the decision is intelligently
made, it is in the company's best interests to develop that relationship of close cooperation.
Dealing with In -House Counsel

One
company —
faced with
rising legal
costs —had not
even
considered the
option of inhouse counsel.
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Big business has an advantage in regard to the
issues discussed up to this point. Why? The simple
answer is its use of in -house counsel. It is no flight
of fancy that accounts for big business' inclination
toward in -house counsel. If attorneys are hired
guns, as they are sometimes characterized, why
not have your own?
At the most obvious level, in -house counsel enables big business to handle corporate legal or
quasi -legal problems without involving retained
counsel. An immediate reduction in fees charged
by retained counsel is the result. The benefits to
the company are even more pervasive than this
advantage, however. In -house counsel affords the
company independence. It now has captive legal
expertise and so is not reluctant to refer a question
to legal counsel.
A house counsel for a major petroleum producer asked how he spent most of his time replied: "I
now have a two- to three -month backlog of questions relating to the legality of prospective corporate action, what I call the preventive area of my
work." Do you participate directly in litigation?
"We see great opportunity for savings there, but
we are now too understaffed." How would matters be handled without house counsel? "I hate to
think. One thing I'm sure of, though. Rather than
spend money referring questions to [outside]
counsel, the company would act in the absence of
answers."
Because litigation implies specialized abilities
beyond the constraints of most corporate budgets,
retained counsel often takes over when relations
deteriorate to that point. House counsel plays an
important role here, even though not the starring
one. His input provides a more intelligent assessment of need, possibly before litigation has commenced. Afterward he plays a dual role. On the
one hand, he performs the necesssary function of
liaison with retained counsel. Needless to say, this
situation also has great potential for saving the
company legal fees, because in -house counsel is
capable of doing a significant amount of the legal
work necessary to the litigation which would normally be done by retained counsel. On the other
hand, as a corporate employee, in -house counsel
advises management of its choices from the company's perspective rather than that of an outsider.

Comparatively few businesses have given serious consideration to employing in -house counsel.

Small to medium -sized companies in particular
have neglected this alternative. Recently while visiting a small town in the coal mining area of Kentucky, I was astoun ded to hear from a friend
whose company owns and operates several mines
how much it had spent the past year on legal services. Different practitioners in town had handled
the various cases for him including many issues
involved with government regulation of the coal
industry. When I suggested that his company consider hiring an attorney to work exclusively for it,
it was evident that he had never considered this
option, and he very favorably received it. At a
time when legal and regulatory constraints not
uncommonly outstrip the ability of business to respond, this oversight is particularly disturbing. It
is clear that an assessment by business of its needs
and abilities is often not made.
A legal needs analysis should begin with a tally
of existing legal expenses broken down into two
categories —those subject to in -house handling
and those not. Routine legal counseling, managing
general corporate affairs, preparing and drafting
contracts, and supervising specialized legal problems that regularly face the company can be handled in- house. Current expenses in these areas,
and possibly others, should then be compared
with the cost of hiring an in house attorney.
But the analysis is not complete, however, until
you consider the additional, and possibly equally
significant, benefit of having counsel at hand on a
continuous basis. This is particularly true regarding corporate rights and responsibilities of which
management may not be fully aware. Management may abhor being reminded of its noncompliance with an apparently absurd requirement of
the law. But the alternative often is haphazard
corporate conduct with a recurring effort to undo
the effects of past mistakes. At the same time, the
infringement of corporate rights by third parties
often may go unnoticed as a result of ignorance by
management of the company's rights. There are
thus qualitative, as well as quantitative, benefits to
employing in -house counsel. For many businesses
this change may be long overdue.
Specialized Legal Services
Let's assume that the company (with or without
in -house counsel) has a continuing relationship
with a firm that fulfills its general needs. What is
to be done with a case that requires a specialist?
Depending on the nature of the company's business, its demand for such service will range from
none to extensive. Taxation, securities, labor law,
government regulation, and antitrust are a few areas where specialized assistance is necessary.
When this general practice firm is hired, the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

company must ask "what are its limits ?" Because
of the fine lines which must be drawn in the practice, a satisfactory answer, is difficult. Good communication between the company and attorney
demands that the company know generally what
these limits are, specifically in regard to areas affecting its business. It is unrealistic for company
and counsel alike to assume the firm can "handle
anything that walks in the door."
No great ability is required to recognize such
limits, in principle at least. There tends to be a
greater recognition of the limits of small firms
than those of large firms. Necessity has dictated
the trend toward specialization, however. No attorney can deny its reality. In fact, the growing
move toward mergers of law firms is motivated in
great part by the desire for increased specialization demanded by their clients' varied needs.
Depending on the company's need for specialized service, therefore, there must be an understanding as to when and how it is obtained. General practice counsel must assist the company
toward this end, if requested. All who participate
are derelict if a specialized case does not receive
specialized attention. Early communication between the company and attorney will avoid such
an undesirable outcome.

the issue, I often convey the extent to which the
attorney goes in building a file. By file, we are
speaking of evidence. Documentary evidence in
the form of contracts, correspondence, and memoranda often can have an impact far beyond mental
recollections. A secondary benefit to good record keeping is generally a better overall approach to
doing business.
Let's go one step further. The company has
done its job well. At the initial meeting with counsel, it delivers a nice fat file (of which it has made
a copy). Can it now say, "I've done my part, you
take it from here ?" Once again, not if it is serious
about cost - effectiveness. The company obviously
should not be expected to follow the attorney
around. But suspending further attention after referral to the attorney is equally ill- advised. The
line to be drawn is at a point where the company
knows enough about developments to judge the
value of continued pursuit.
Thus, we're back again to a point touched on
several times before: communication between the
company and counsel. Initially, their communication involves communication itself. The company
has made it clear it expects to be kept abreast of
all relevant matters. The company has presumably done its part to provide counsel with information, documentary and otherwise, necessary for
Role of the Company in Litigation
successful pursuit of the case. And counsel has reOne last query on the subject of maximizing re- sponded in kind, keeping the company up to date
turn on the legal service investment: what is the on progress from two important perspectives: subcompany's role in furthering its own case? Situa- stantive developments and cost.
tions posing the threat of litigation present the priAssuming this manner of handling the case, the
mary concern here, but the principles have wider company should be in a position to judge the
application. Having an attorney on retainer does worth of continued pursuit. It should look at the
not absolve the company of responsibility for its case from a practical standpoint, and should (at
own welfare. Initially, there is a need for adequate least in the absence of in -house counsel) try to
records at all times. A complex case in which I avoid becoming enmeshed in legal technicalities.
once represented the plaintiff offers a poignant Once the parties and the factual issues involved
demonstration of this need.
are known, an intelligent review by a layman
My firm had been litigating almost two years should disclose which way the case is going. This
over issues involving the lease of a multimillion kind of information is really what the company
dollar computer system. Just before an important needs to know. To this end, there is one paradeposition, counsel for one of the lesser involved mount question which it must continually ask:
parties on our side of the case gave me a recently should expenditures be continued or should they
located copy of an agreement signed by our mutu- be terminated and losses cut?
al adversary as well as my client. A couple of
If the company can make an i ntelligent requestions based on the agreement at deposition sponse to this question, it has come a long way
proved our adversary's violation of restrictions on toward maximizing use and minimizing cost of lesubleasing the equipment to other users. Shortly gal counsel. Underlying this achievement is a
afterward, we settled on a figure which was be- workable relationship for both company and atyond anything anticipated. My client had neither torney. The details discussed above are indispensrecord nor recollection of the agreement in ques- able to such a relationship, but ultimately the
tion and probably would have lost the case if the company will come to take a broader view. The
other party had not kept the relevant copy.
relationship should be one that fulfills the compaSo initially the company's responsibility implies ny's business needs and, at the same time, affords
professionalism in business. Specifically, what an easy flow of communication both ways. Thus,
kind of records should be kept? Unfortunately, the company can keep perspective and control on
there is no quick answer to this. To conceptualize issues important to it without hesitancy.
❑
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Some firms
seek legal
assistance only
after being
cornered with
no place to
turn.
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Managing Your Inventory:
New Use for an Old Tool
Purchasing, production and marketing management all have ideas
on how to control inventory. Using DCSI, the financial manager can establish
targets everyone can agree upon.

By Richard W. Swalley

Richard W. Swalley is
the general accounting
manager of the PVC
Resin Division of the
Occidental Chemical
Corp. He holds an
MBA degree from
Temple University and
is a member of the
Reading Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
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One of the most commonly used methods for evaluating inventory position is the Day's Cost of
Sales in Inventories (DCSI). This ratio measures
the amount invested in inventory as a percentage
of the average daily cost of goods sold. With the
help of top management, the financial manager
can use this analytical tool to establish fairly, equitably, and profitably, a set of constraints and
guidelines necessary to control the amount of capital a business has invested in inventories at any
one time.
Controlling inventory and the amount of money invested in it is not easy. The larger the business the larger the inventory, and the more complex is th e p ro b l em of res t rai n i ng vari o u s
segments of management in their areas of responsibility regarding inventories.
Marketing managers would like to have every
finished goods item in stock in abundance so they
can promise immediate delivery, thereby never
losing a sale or the goodwill of any customer.
Manufacturing managers would go along with
marketing so long as they can schedule their various manufacturing runs to maximize production,
and lower unit costs.

Manufacturing managers also want raw material inventories to be adequate so production runs
can be scheduled without problems or stoppages.
Meanwhile purchasing managers, attempting to
secure lower costs, sometimes require the outlay
of a considerable amount of cash to take advantage of volume discounts and lower unit costs.
All of these individuals are attempting to do
their jobs. If there are no constraints and controls
established by the financial manager, however, the
business could be less profitable because of the
man y con fl i cti n g i nt eres ts o f th e d i fferen t
departments.
In order to use DCSI as a controlling device,
the financial manager needs to do the following:
1. Set u p an overall co mpany "Day's Co st of
Sales in Inventory" target derived from established targets for raw materials, work- in -process, and finished goods.
2. Clearly assign the responsibility for meeting
th e i n d ivi du al t arget s t o t h e i n d i vi d u al
managers.
3. Provide a monthly comparison of actual versus
target.
4. Require explanations of variances from target
from the responsible individuals.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

5. Provide for approved variances from target
when justified.
Setting the Target
Quite naturally, setting the initial targets is a
tough task and involves the cooperation of all
functions of the business. In order to set raw material targets, the production manager should list
and quantify all raw materials as to daily usage
based on normal historical and forecasted production. The number of day's supplies should then be
determined by the purchasing manager based on
storage capacity, proximity to supplier, ease of acquisition, costs of ordering, and so on. (See Table
l.)
The information should then be reviewed by the
financial manager, extended at standard, accumulated and converted into day's cost of sales requirements based on recent historical standard
cost -of -sales data. As part of the review, the financial manager should compare DCSI targets to historical DCSI and, where available, to industry

DCSI. This would aid in highlighting any easily
attainable targets which some managers might be
inclined to submit.
Finished goods targets require cooperation between the manufacturing and marketing departments. Marketing's input is extremely critical becaus e i t generat es th e sal es wh ich keep th e
business going. Based on an analysis by the order
department, a list of finished products should be
prepared showing daily sales requirements and
number of days' supplies required for each product. This analysis should take into consideration
marketing factors such as historical requirements
of individual customers, approximate shipping
times, and how customers react to delays, as well
as manufacturing information such as production
schedules. This list should be reviewed by the financial manager in a manner similar to the raw
materials data.
Work -in- process inventories are normally a
function of the finished goods requirements and
should be factored in by the financial manager

DCSI targets
can provide
monthly
guidelines for
adjusting
inv en tory.

Table 1
Targeted Days Cost of Sales in Inventory (DCSI)

Days
supply
required

Target
inventory
units

Standard
cost
per unit

Total
inventory
value
target

Target
DCSI

A
8
C
D
E
F

1000
400
5000
5000
1150
400

15
20
30
10
10
10

15.000
8,000
150,000
50,000
11,500
4,000

$ 1.00
1.20
1.50
.50
.10
.25

$ 15,000
9.600
225.000
25.000
1,150
1.000

.7
.5
11.0
1.2
.5
.5

$276,750

13.5

'

Item
no.

Daily
usage
no. of
units

Raw materials

Total

Pro duct
no.

Daily
sales
no. of
units

101
102
103

1000
4000
500

Work -in- process
2
2
4

2,000
8.000
2,000

$ 1.50
2.25
3.00

$

Total

3,000
18,000
6,000

.15
.9
.25
1.3

32,000
480.000
55,000

1.6
23.4
2.7

Total

$567,000

27 7

Grand total

$870.570

42.5'

$

27,000

1000
4000
500

16
30
22

'Calculation based on
Annual cost of sales
standard
Divided by 365 days
Daily cost of sales G standard
DCSI equals daily cost of sales C standard

16,000
120,000
11,000

2.00
4.00
5.00

$

101
102
103

$

Finished goods

®

$7,482.500
$20,500
-

total inventory value
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Table 2
Floating Inventory Target —April, 19XX
Forecasted cost of sales
Pro duct
units

Standard
cost
per unit

101
102
103

36,000
110,000
20,000

2.00
4.00
5.00

Total
cost of
sales
$

Pro duct
sales

72,000
440,000
100,000

Total April Cost of Sales
Jan. to Mar. year-to-date cost of sales

$612,000
$2,100,000

April year -to -date cost of sales

$2,712,000

Forecasted actual daily cost of sales
($2,712,000 - 120 days)

$22,600

Maximum inventory dollars allowable
On April 30 to meet target of 42.5 days
(42.5 days x $22,600)

$960,500

Inventory composition
Raw materials (13.5 days x $22,600)
Work -in- process (1.3 days x $22,600)
Finished goods (27.7 days x $22.600)

$305,100
$29,380
$626,020

Table 3
Alternative Target Calculation
—

April Finished Goods
Product
102

Product
103

Total

$292,000

$2,040,000

$380,000

$2,712,000

$2.433

$17,000

$3.167

$22,600

30

x22

$38.928

$510,000

$69,674

$618,602

1.7

22.6

3.1

27.4

+

Cost of sales
Total year -to -date
forecast (Jan. -Mar.
actual April
forecast)
Daily cost of sales

Pro duct
101

Multiply by days
supply required

X16

Total allowable
finished goods
DCSI - finished goods'

x

-

'DCSI equals total allowable finished goods forecasted daily cost of sales ($22,600)

Inventory composition
Raw materials (13.5 days x $22,600)
Work in process (1.3 days x $22,600)
Finished goods

$305.100
29,380
618,602

DCSI ($953,082- $22,600)

$953,082
42.2 days

based upon normal manufacturing requirements.
This data also should be quantified in terms of
DCSI, and agreed upon by the manufacturing
and, where necessary, marketing departments.
At this point an overall target DCSI is established: one that is agreed to and committed to by
all areas of the business; one that is looked at by
financial analysts and has meaning to top manage54

ment. It is a quantified target number on which
the total inventory dollars can vary based on actual performance and needs, while the capital invested —and thus cost of capital —stays relatively
fixed in proportion to the total cost of doing business. Most important, it can and should be used as
a basis to provide monthly guidelines for managers to adjust their inventories based on short-term
monthly forecasts. Once established, the targets
also can be used for budgeting and long -range
plans.
Adjusting Inventory Investments
In order to use this target, a forecast for the
coming month's sales should be used to calculate
the total year -to -date cost of sales anticipated and
the year -to -date daily cost of sales. By knowing
the allowable DCSI, the total allowable inventory
dollars for inventory components can be easily
calculated. Table 2 shows the target calculations
based on the total 42.5 DCSI targeted. Table 3
shows an alternative calculation for finished goods
using individual product sales changes as they occurred year -to -date. This product mix change reduced total target to 42.2 days —a more exact target. While the illustration assumed raw materials
were used interchangeably, this same alternative
calculation could be performed for individual raw
materials adjusting the target to better match
product mix changes.
These forecasted inventory targets by segments
are published by the financial division along with
comparative results of previous month's actual vs.
target inventory total dollars and DCS I. ( S ee T able 4).
Actual DCSI exceeding targets should be highlighted and explanations requested from the responsible individuals. Since DCSI is normally calculated on a year -to -date basis, the responsible
person also can be asked to explain how he or she
intends to rectify future operations, if possible, in
order to bring actual operations in line with yearend targets, i.e., a corrective action program can
be maintained.
Table 4 shows that actual DCSI for raw materials is slightly better than target, although actual
dollars are over target, indicating that raw materials are being managed in a manner consistent with
current sales activity. The production manager
has not lost control of inventory despite the increased sales activity. Finished goods, on the other hand, are running considerably below target,
indicating a higher turnover in finished goods inventory. So long as sales are not being lost because
of lack of finished goods, this lower investment
will mean lower cost of capital. Table 5 shows an
analysis of the effect on working capital of controlling inventory.
A comparative analysis of DCSI can alert purMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Table 4
Inventory Target Analysis - March, 19XX

Units

March actual
Dollars

DCSI1

Units

March target
Dollars

DCSI2

Units

April target
Dollars

DCS13

Raw materials
Item A
6
C
D
E
F

16,000
8,000
170,000
60,000
11,500
3,200

Total

$16,000
9,600
255,000
30,000
1,150
800
$312,550

Work-in-process
Product 101
102
103

2,200
10,667
1,000

Total

$

16.000
110.000
11,000

102
103

Total

-

Grand total

normal

13.4

$15,520
11,100
243,850
26,600
1,110
1,110

15,820
9,416
165,733
54.240
11,300
4,520

$299,290

3,300
24,000
3,000

$ 30,300

Product 101

15,520
9.250
162,567
53,200
11,100
4,440

2,200
8,875
1,850
1.3

$

13.5

3,300
19,970
5,550

$ 32,000
440,000
55,000

17,735
129,690
11.972

$305,100

2,260
9,040
1,883

$ 28,820

1.3

$ 35,470
518,760
59,860

$15,820
11,300
248,600
27,120
1,130
1,130

$

3.390
20,340
5,650

$ 29,380

18,080
132,210
12,204

13.5

1.3

$ 36.160
528,840
61,020

$527,000

22.6

$614,090

27.7

$626,202

27.7

$869,950

37.3

$942,200

42.5

$960,500

42.5

$375,000

16.6

$1,335,500

59.1

Allowable increase
Item A

-

Grand total

250,000

temporary

'

DCSI calculation uses actual daily cost of sales of $23.333
a DCSI calculation uses forecasted daily cost of sales of $22,169
DC51 calculation uses forecasted dally cost of sales of $22,600

Handling Deviations
Requests for deviations from approved targets,
where justified, can be built into the next month's
target. For instance, if the price of a raw material
item is expected to increase 10% as of a certain
date, the purchasing manager should prepare a request to increase inventory dollars and the subsequent DCSI target based on an economic study
comparing the carrying costs over the extended 30
or 60 days versus the 10% savings gained by purchasing now. On the other hand, whenever a large
or unusual order has been received to be shipped
sometime in the future, the marketing manager
can justify a temporary increase in the finished
goods' target in order to meet sales requirements.
These requests should be circulated to all participating managers with final approval resting with
the financial manager.
Other factors can be built into the original tarMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Table 5
Working Capital Increase (Decrease)
by Controlling Inventory
Daily

cost of sates increase over target
Actual March year-to-date cost
Daily March cost $2,100,000 90
Daily target
Daily increase
=

chasing, production, and marketing management
as to ho w they are res ponding to every days'
activity.

$2,100,000
23.333
20,500
2,833

Effec t on:

Raw materials
Forecasted inventory 13.5 days x $20,500
Increase allowed from daily cost of sales
Increase 13.5 days x $2,833
Allowable inventory
Actual inventory
Increase (decrease) in working capital

276.750
38,246
314,996
312,550

(2,446)

Finished goods

Forecasted inventory 27.7 days x $20,500
Increase allowable from daily cost of sales
Increase 27.7 days x 2,833
Allowable inventory
Actual inventory
Increase (decrease) in working capital

567,850
78.474
646,324
527,000
(119,324)
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get calculations. Where seasonal fluctuations are a
major factor in maintaining inventories, the targets can be budgeted monthly accordingly. Where
departmental factors are to be considered, a company can build up an overall DCSI target by looking at the needs of the individual departments. Inventory decision models also should be used
wherever possible. Safety stock, lead time, and
economic quantity ordering are all necessary considerations in any inventory control system. Set-

ting targets will only enhance awareness of all
these factors.
Top management looks at DCSI and inventory
turnover as very important measurements of how
capital is being used. Because DCSI is used as a
measurement tool, it is a natural controlling device, as well. If the targets are set fairly, equitably,
with input from all parties, those targets will be
met, enabling management to control the cost of
capital invested in inventory.

Perspectives
4-4 -4

cess is focusing the full power of all you
are on what you have a burning desire
to achieve.
We search all over the world looking
for the diamonds of success and there
they are —right in our own backyards.
We search all through our lives for happiness and that which will make our
lives complete, but most people never
find it. Yet, it is right before us. All we
have to do is recognize it and start to
use it.
It has worked countless times in the
past and it is so simple it is amazing. It
is just this: Every day of your life —
think success! If you do this with conviction it cannot help but follow that every d a y o f y o u r l i fe yo u wi l l live
successfully.
Emerson said, "As a man thinketh so
he is." The conscious mind can think of
only one thing at a time. It cannot think
of success and failure at the same time.
We are shaped, moved, colored, and
defined by our thoughts. They work
within us to make us what we are. We
make our own environment by our own
thoughts.
Lazy and undisciplined minds gravitate toward negative thoughts and self pity. In nature what is inert and unsupported from outside itself falls to the
ground.
There is a law of gravity in the mind
which works with no less certainty than
this physical law. The mind which is inert and unsupported by great purpose
sinks into the trivial and the destructive.
It takes a conscious act of will to concentrate on the good and constructive in
experience: on faith, accomplishment,
and success.
Most people are ordinary because
they have never taken the trouble to
56

convince themselves that they can be
more. They go on earning the same income becau se th ey h ave n ever co nvinced themselves that they can earn
more.
We all k no w t hat th ere are goo d
times and bad times. Some people cannot even make a living in good times, let
alone in bad times, mainly because they
have failed to use their power to think
constructively. Our lives are literally
what our thoughts make them.
Your morning thoughts may determine your conduct for the day. Optimisti c th ough ts will make your day
bright and productive, while pessimistic
thinking will make it dull and wasteful.
Face each day cheerfully, smilingly, and
courageously —and it will naturally follow that your work will be a real pleasure and progress will be a delightful
accomplishment.
Everyday, countless new names are
added to the roster of success —the
names of men and women who have risen through the ranks. This proves more
elegantly than words the unlimited opportunities our vast land offers everyone. Take a definite aim, an all- consuming ambition. Fix that aim vividly in
your mind. Then drive resolutely toward it. Success cannot be evaded if you
go after it persistently and earnestly,
with all the ardor you possess.
The person who reaches the top is the
one who is not content to do just what is
required. He or she does more. People
should make up their minds that if they
expect success they must give an honest
return for the other person's dollar, and
a little more. A wise man once said, "It
staggers the imagination to realize how
much could be accomplished in this
wo rl d i f n o o n e cared wh o got t h e
credit."

At your job spend all your time really
trying to do a bang -up job for the company. Give it all you have got, regardless of what they pay you. Do not even
look for gratitude. And go all out to
give your co- workers what they want:
help, praise, encouragement. Forget
about getting —and give!
The persistent exercise of a little extra
effort is unquestionably one of the most
powerful forces contributing to success.
It keeps people on their toes, stimulates
their minds, spurs their energies, gives
them pride and confidence and makes it
easy to bring out the best in them.
More often than not, attitude separates the successful from the unsuccessful. Enthusiasm usually accounts for the
difference. All successful employers are
looking for people who will do the unusual— people who think, people who
perform more than is expected of them.
These people have no difficulty in making t heir work felt . Th ey s tand o ut
above their co- workers until their superiors cannot fail to see them.
Another measure of success is happiness. Millions of people are complaining
about their lot, disgusted with life and
the way things are going, not realizing
that they themselves possess the ability
that wi ll p ermit t hem to tak e a new
lease on life.
So, today is the day we begin to be a
success. Today is that day we begin to
be happy and confident. Today opens
an unlimited future —a future that can
be as we want it to be. We must live today as we want to live all the days of
o u r fu t u re: happ y, con fi den t, and
successful.
IF WE THINK SUCCESS TODAY,
WE CANNOT FAIL. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO F AIL WITHOUT
OUR CONSENT.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Closing
the Small Business
Management Gap
When a n owner mu st wea r ma ny hats,
a bu siness plan forces management to orga nize,
direct, and control resources to achieve its goa ls.

By James R. Kilzer and Gary G. Glausser
A small or growing business is defined as one with
total revenues from $1 million to $15 million or
more, depending on the nature of the business.
Whatever the size, however, small businesses may
be categorized as those businesses for which there
are fewer members on the management team than
functions to be performed. Simply stated, the
owner may have too many hats to wear and too
few people to wear them.
This means that some members of management, often the owner, founder or entrepreneur,
have to perform more than one function. Human
nature being what it is, people naturally gravitate
toward what they do well and away from what
they do less well or simply do not enjoy. Thus, in
such businesses, one or more critical business
fun cti ons often recei ve less at t en ti o n t han
required.
Management is typically one area that is overlooked. Smaller companies, particularly newer
ones, are generally started by people who are specialists in a technical area or in marketing, but
who have little available time of their own for formal management education. At the same time,
they may be unable to afford or attract manageMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

ment specialists of the right caliber.
The management process is a key ingredient
throughout the business life cycle. Obviously, the
entrepreneur must stay one step ahead of the
world when he can, and adjust to it when he cannot. To accomplish these mental acrobatics, he
should have skillful management and adequate information to deal effectively with the kaleidoscope
of factors in the business environment.
In brief, smaller companies may often have a
"management gap." In order to fill this gap, they
need to learn to incorporate strong working relationships with outside consultants into the structure of everyday operations to form a "managemen t t eam. " Th i s t ea m t yp i cal l y wo u l d b e
comprised of an accountant, attorney, banker, and
possibly other consultants who would provide the
needed expertise to assist in closing the management gap.
An accountant is the key member in providing
assistance with business planning —the most important element in closing the management gap.
Business planning should be performed in both
"start -up" and "ongoing" business operations.
Many small businesses lack proper planning, a
contributing factor in the poor financial results of
numerous small businesses. In fact, 50% of all
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new ventures fail in their first year of operation,
while 80% fail in their first four years. To assure
that an effective business plan is developed, competent help from an accountant or management
consultant may be necessary.
Overcoming the Obstacles

The
explanations
(or perhaps
excuses) for not
planning are
many and
varied.

When confronted with the concept of business
planning, there are very few entrepreneurs who
will reject it out of hand. Yet, it is not unusual to
find small businesses that have no operating budget, no formal tactical plans, nor a formal statement of business purpose. In short, they have no
plans and no planning process. Why should this
be so? The explanations (or perhaps the excuses)
for not planning are many and varied. Our experience shows that they can be combined into five
categories:
1. "There isn't enough time to plan."
2. "I have been successful in the past without
planning, I don't see why I should start now."
3. "The future is too uncertain, things are changing too fast to be able to develop an accurate
plan."
4. "I don't want others to know what my plans
are."
5. "I simply don't know how."
While these obstacles are not without substance, they can be overcome.
Making the Time
There is no question that developing a good
plan for your business will take time. It is important that all the people who will be called upon to
accomplish the plan participate in its development, specifically the key members of the management team. But the time expended need not be
great. In general, it should not take more than 80
hours to put together a workable plan. So, to figure the total time, multiply 80 hours times the
number of people you wish to have involved to arrive at a rough estimate of the total man -hours it
will require. Remember, not every team member
needs to participate in the planning process all the
time. Specific parts of the plan can be delegated
and then considered by the group when complete.
So the actual time spent may be less than the aggregate of the estimates for the involved individuals. Once an initial plan has been prepared,
maintenance and revisions should consume only a
few hours a month. But remember that the total
plann ing p rocess sh ould tak e place at l east
annually.
After reaching a decision to plan, perhaps the
most difficult part is taking the first step. The first
step is to set aside a specific time to plan. Many
entrepreneurs who have been successful at plan-
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ning have begun by spending a weekend with the
management group at a hot el or retreat away
from the pressures and interruption of the day -today affairs of the business. During this weekend,
they discuss, define, and agree upon the future direction of the business and what each individual's
responsibilities are to move the company in that
direction.
Whether or not you decide to use a separate facility, you can make certain that the time spent
will be productive by preparing an agenda for the
meetings. Also, prepare a series of instructions
that clearly tell each participant what you expect
him or her to do. Design forms to capture the vital planning information. And, if you can, prepare
a preliminary statement of the goals and objectives of the business, as you see them, to use as a
starting point. An interesting exercise is to have
each key executive define the company's goals and
objectives and compare and contrast the similarit i es an d di fferen ces d u ri ng yo ur p l an n i n g
meeting.
Make certain that the members of the management group come prepared to participate by encouraging them to do so and calling upon them to
participate in, or even to lead, the discussions in
their areas of responsibility.
When it comes to the preparation of financial
statement forecasts, consider using one of the
many mechanized spreadsheet systems available
through time - sharing or a microcomputer or
minicomputer to assist in accumulating the numbers and testing the impact of changes in the assumptions. In essence, the only positive answer to
the excuse of "not enough time" to plan is to
make the time.
Planning for Growth
It is true that many entrepreneurs enjoy repeated success without ever formulating a detailed
business plan. Yet the odds are 4:1 against being a
successful business after four years.
A major cause of this high number of business
failures is lack of management skill. But, if you
can put together a business plan and use it after it
is prepared, you probably have the management
skill to be successful. Keep in mind that potential
investors will be looking for this evidence of management skill. Business planning can help you
change the odds of success in your favor.
Even if you have been successful in the past
without planning, a growing company has different information needs that must be managed.
There are four critical phases in the life of a company. In each the entrepreneur plays a different
role beginning with that direct supervisor.
In the initial stage, the rate of growth is low. It
takes time for the business to catch on, to become
known. Once it does catch on, if it is successful, it
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Facing an Uncertain Future
Rather than serving as a justification for not
planning, the fact of an uncertain future may be
all the more reason to plan. Many businesses face
an uncert ain econo mic en vironment an d, all
things considered, it is probably better to face uncertainty head -on than to ignore it.
It is important to recognize that there is no requirement that a plan be absolutely accurate, especially if it is your first plan or a plan for a new
business. Initially, the planning process will be as
valuable to the company as the plan itself. Comparisons of actual results to the plan will highlight
where attention should be given to changing the
plan in the future and will add perspective to the
process itself.
An uncertain future serves to justify a branch of
planning called "contingency planning." Contingency planning is nothing more than an organized, prearranged method of changing the direction of the business or retrenching in the face of
less than hoped for results. As an example, if you
project sales of $10 million, but during the year it
becomes apparent that sales will only reach $6
million, it would probably be wise to have an organized plan for reducing your staff, labor force,
inventories, receivables, etc., to bring costs into
line with expected sales.
While this apprehension about planning is often
expressed as reluctance to let others (employees)
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

know very much about the business, it often is a
way of expressing a more deep - seated fear about
what the plan will reveal. It is important to remember that the employees of a business often
have as much at stake (a source of income, a vested pension, favorable working conditions) as the
entrepreneur and the other investors. In addition,
it is important to have a plan so that your associates and your employees are all heading in the
right direction.

The answer to five basic questions can lead to
effective business planning:
Where is the Business Now? In a going concern
situation this question can be answered by performing an historical analysis. In other words, perform an analysis of your business, its marketplace,
competition, personnel, management and your financial results. Understand the historical framework in which your company operates.
Where Do You Want Your Business to Go? Developing an answer to this question is referred to
as strategic planning. While this term smacks of
the theoretical or academic, consider that "strategy"' simply means an overall set of goals or objectives. A strategy is also a mission or a statement of
purpose. Therefore, it is important to have a clearly defined strategy, goal or mission so that you
can make sure that the activities of the business
are productive, that is, are designed to move the
business in the direction that you wish it to go.
In many small businesses, it is equally important to investigate the motives of the entrepreneur
for being in business. The business is really a
means to an end for the entrepreneur. For example, it would not be surprising to find the following as strategic objectives of an entrepreneur:

It is not
unusual for
small businesses
to have no
plans and no
planning

Developing the Know -How

process.

will grow at a fairly rapid rate. Ultimately, it becomes difficult to sustain the rapid rate of growth
(for example, it is more difficult for a $50 million
business to double in size than a $5 million business). So the growth rate levels off.
Throughout the course of the growth cycle,
there are new problems which must be overcome
if the business is to continue. While the lines of
demarcation are not precise, at some point the entrepreneur must adopt a new management style,
moving from a mode of "direct supervision" to supervising individuals who will, in turn, supervise
those who work directly with the factors of production. Gradually, the entrepreneur becomes further removed from the day - to-day operations and
has to rely on "indirect supervision" and, ultimately, must develop a "divisional" organization.
As the business grows, the entrepreneur must
evolve into an administrator, or must relinquish
the management reins to a professional administrator, in order to pursue other entrepreneurial activities inside or outside the company. In either
case, as the business grows, there is a need to rely
less on direct interaction and more on using information to manage. This new mode of management requires the development of better financial
information, an integral part of which is the business plan.

• To ru n a ($5 , $10, $2 5 . . . . $5 0 mi l l i o n )
business.
• To build a business and sell it in order to become financially independent.
• To build a business to create an annuity for my
family.
• To build a business that will grow at (10 %,
20%,... 200 %) per year.
As often as not, the entrepreneur is motivated
by a desire to run the show, to make the decisions,
or to see an idea through to its successful implementation. It is important for an entrepreneur to
recognize his or her motivation for getting into
business because, as the business grows, the nature
of the entrepreneur's function may change in a
way that is inconsistent with his or her personal
objectives.
Strategic objectives are most often stated in
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A clearly
defined
strategy will
move the
business in the
direction you
want it to go.

terms of the business. For example, one medium sized business in the retail convenience store field
has as a statement of purpose: "to serve every consumer retail convenience goods in the United
States that equitably benefits our customers, employees, and stockholders." This fairly elaborate
statement serves to illustrate the reason why you
should consider the goals or objectives of your
business. The statement in the illustration provides a focal point for all subsequent decisions and
leads naturally to the development of action steps,
that is, the ways in which the entrepreneur's goals
will be accomplished.
Look at the statement carefully; pick it apart.
• It clearly defines the nature of the business retail convenience goods, not sales.
• It identifies the market as the U.S. This objective is perhaps optimistic but may not be in
light of the other qualifying aspects of the statement. For example, it does not mean that every
part of the U.S. is a marketplace for the business; it says the business is concerned only with
retail convenience markets.
• The statement is further qualified by the condition that entry into a new market (and, presumably, remaining in an old market) must provide
equal benefit to customers, employees, and investors. Therefore, any decision to enter a new
market, leave an old market, or even stay with
an existing market will only be made in light of
the impact on all three.
Equitable treatment of all these groups will influence the decision making. Equitable treatment
of customers might mean comparable pricing policies, or only opening up a new market when the
company can provide adequate service. Employees are concerned about the security of their jobs,
and a company can show its concern by moving
cautiously into new markets to avoid frequent
moves by the sales force.
Equitable treatment of investors might mean
adequately analyzing each new market or product
to assure it will contribute to rather than detract
from the earnings of the business and, thereby, the
investors' financial interest in the business.
Documenting the objectives of the business, its
statement of purpose, is not very time- consuming
but it provides a valuable focus for further decisions. It is important that the strategic objectives
of the company be defined in writing and accepted
by the management group so that everyone is
working toward the same goal.
How Are You Going to Get There? If the answers to the previous question can be referred to
as the strategic objectives of the business, then the
answers to this question may be referred to as
"tactics." The process, for convenience, will be re-
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ferred to in this article as tactical planning. In military terms, if the strategic objective is to take the
hill then the tactics might include an air strike, a
frontal assault, and a pincer movement from the
flanks. In business terms, tactical planning or tactics are the action steps that will be taken in order
to achieve the strategic goals or objectives of the
company.
Some sample tactical objectives in the example
of the retail convenience company might be to:
• Hire five more sales people;
• Open one new office or three retail locations;
• Acquire a new distribution facility;
• Do more advertising (raise the advertising budget by 25 %);
• Identify three new products;
• Acquire two companies in the (same, related,
unrelated) businesses;
• M ech an i ze th e co n t ro l of i n ven t o ry
information;
• Establish and monitor sales by product line;
and
• Reduce inventories or costs by 10 %.
Without question, most entrepreneurs do strategic and tactical planning; however, it is often informal and confined to the entrepreneur him/herself. One major recommendation is to make this
process more formal by writing down the strategic
and tactical plans of the company and getting everyone to agree to them.
In a formal business plan, these tactical objectives should be quantified wherever possible. As in
the example, the number of sales people should be
specified as well as the costs associated with hiring
and supporting them. By the same token, the entrepreneur's expectations for their contribution in
terms of sales and profits should be documented
and weighed against the cost. Likewise, any advertising dollars to be spent should be evaluated
with regard to the expected increase in sales, and
the cost /benefit trade -offs of mechanization
should be quantified and documented.
Once these tactical plans have been prepared
and implemented, the results can be measured after the fact. While some companies compare their
budgets to actual financial results, few assess the
actual results of tactical decisions although the
process is exactly the same and as, if not more,
important.
What Will This Plan Cost Me? Once the strategic and tactical plans of the company have been
defined and documented, they should be translated into dollars and cents for the next year or two
of operations. This process will be referred to as
operational planning or budgeting. Budgets are familiar to most entrepreneurs, and often they are
the only documented plan a company will have.
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In the business planning process, operational
plans or budgets are simply the expression of the
tactical objectives in financial terms. For example,
if a business has four products and operates in 10
areas of the country, it is possible to estimate the
sales of each product in each market, to multiply
those amounts by an estimated selling price, and
to add the totals to arrive at an estimated sales
figure for the company. Obviously, this process
can be used for each element of cost as well —for
example, how many employees will it take to
make and sell the products, how much material,
how much overhead, and what will these cost?
These assumptions can be varied to include as
much or as little detail as desired. When all revenue and cost items are combined, it should be possible to arrive at an estimated profit for the year.
The process of developing detailed assumptions
and applying them to the business can be extended to include estimates of the assets and liabilities
of the business. Still other assumptions may be
used to estimate how cash will flow into and out
of the business. The outcome of this process
should be a series of financial statement forecasts.
These may simply be the historical results of the
company extrapolated into the future or may be a
forecast of future results based on a detailed set of
assumptions, which may or may not relate directly to the company's historical results. In either
case, these financial statement forecasts should
consist of income statements, balance sheets, and
cash flow statements for one year by month and
two years by quarters.
Where is the Money Going to Come From? Once
the operating plans or budgets are prepared, including a forecast of cash flow from the business,
the result may show a need for additional cash,
either in total or at one or more intervals throughout the years involved in the forecast. A financial

T able 1
Outline of a Business P lan
Historical Analysis —for Established
Businesses Only:
1. Historical Financial Statements:
a. Income Statements for the last two or
three years
• By division, department or profit center
if relevant
• By product
b. Balance sheets for the last two or three
years
2. Tax Returns for the last two or three years
3. Ratio Analysis:
• Liquidity ratios
• Leverage ratios
• Turnover ratios
• Profitability ratios
• Trading ratios
4. Breakeven Analysis:
• Margin analysis
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plan is a set of assumptions regarding the sources
of those funds. Funds may be obtained by borrowing from private or public investors, or may be
generated by the business itself.
Once an initial financial statement and cash
flow forecast are prepared and indicate a need for
funds, assumptions can be made about the best
source of those funds and the cost of those funds
to the business. These assumptions should be entered into the original forecasts and new ones
prepared.
Strategy - •Tactics

Budget

So far, business planning has been defined to include: the consideration of the strategic and tactical plans of the business; the preparation of operating pl an s o r bu d get s , tak i n g t h e fo rm o f
financial statement forecasts; and the development of a financing plan. These components of a
business plan are best combined into a formal document (Table 1).
With today's competitive pressures, coupled
with tight money markets, the entrepreneur must
find new ways to manage his enterprise and close
the management gap. Strategic planning helps everyone in the management group focus on the
goals and objectives of the business. Tactical planning lays out the specific steps that must be taken
in order to reach the strategic goals and objectives. Operational planning is the translation of
the tactical plans into financial terms. The most
realistic operational plan should be adopted as a
budget. This budget can be used to monitor the
progress of the company throughout the year and
to highlight areas for management scrutiny. In essence, the business plan is the catalyst in the management process as it forces the entrepreneur to
organize, direct, and control in order to achieve
the organization's goals.

Strategic and Tactical Plans:
• Formal statement of business
purpose
• Strategic objectives of the business
• Tactical objectives
The Narrative Support:
This provides detailed information about the
business, including:
• Description
• Market(s)
• Competition
• Location(s)
• Management
• Personnel
• Application of any expected funding
Operational Plans:
1. Detailed assumptions
2. Income statement forecast:
a. one year by month
b. two years by quarter

A small
business usually
has too many
hats and too
few people to
wear them.

3. Balance sheet forecast:
a. one year by month
b. two years by quarter
4. Cash flow forecast:
a. one year by month
b. two years by quarter
5. Financing plan
Sensitivity Analysis:
This demonstrates the impact on the financial fo recasts and cash f lo w as a result o f
changes in the underlying assumptions.
Supporting Documents:
• Management's personal resumes
• Personal financial statements and financial
commitments of the owners and principals
• Credit reports
• Leases
• Contracts
• Market analyses
• Letters of reference
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The Dark Side of
Small Business Computers
The big risk in distributed computing is that
management accountants may fail to control effectively
their company's valuable information resource.
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By Paul E. Dascher and W. Ken Harmon
Rapidly changing computer technology—faster

processing speeds, lower costs, and smaller size —
has been both a blessing and a curse. The development of small business computers (SBCs) and personal computers ( PCs) has put more computing
power in the hands of more individuals than ever
before. This admitted blessing, however, has
spawned a curse: a gigantic control problem.
Establishing internal controls is an accounting
responsibility . Unfortunately, concern for computer security often only follows a large loss or
disaster. Common sense suggests attention should
be paid to controls and control systems on a continuing basis. Given the current proliferation of
hardware, the accountant now faces two unique
control problems:

• Usage of personal computers in large- and medium-sized organizations has occurred largely
outside the normal accounting control system.
Data of both a financial and nonfinancial nature are dispersed widely among machines and
people.
• Small organizations are converting accounting
and financial functions to SBCs and PCs. Little

attention , however, has been given to controls,
and t h e po t en t i al risk has i n creas ed
proportionately.
Recognizing that a diversity of applications exists, we recommend that a profile of risk or vulnerability be established for each system. Analysis
of such a profile can isolate areas of concern and
lay the foundation for building an effective control
system.
Exposure vs. Control
Control concerns are an integral part of managerial accounting activity as noted in NAA Statement on Management Accounting, No. 2, (Management Accounting Terminology). It defines
internal control as:
The plan of organization and all of the coordinate methods and measures adopted within a business to safeguard its assets, check
the accuracy and reliability of its accounting
data , promote operational efficiency, and
encourage adherence to prescribed managerial policies.
Embodied in this definition is the recognition that
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in

data integrity must be maintained and that data
Unfortunately, the current state of control in
are, in fact, organizational assets requiring due SBCs and PCs is presented in Cell C: Low levels
protection.
of control are associated with high risk exposure
While the control system is important, its struc- situations. The potential for problems is classic
ture should receive the same cost -benefit analysis and matches the situation encountered with other
as other activities in the firm. Thus, assets of little undercontrolled organizational assets. Both manvalue or importance can be monitored less rigor- agement accountants and management have a
ously than others having great value or signifi- vested interest in rectifying this situation.
cance. The cost of developing and operating a
Reviews of the adequacy of a control system in
control system should not exceed the benefit of relation to risk and exposure obviously must focus
such an activity.
on those two factors. Control techniques change
For management accountants the importance when organizations move from manual to comof protecting data is signficant from two perspec- puter systems, and other changes are relevant
tives. First, financial and accounting data are nec- when considering small business computers or
essary for operating an organization. Most busi- personal computers. Likewise, risk exposure difness decisions are dependent on information, and fers among organizations and depends on the data
the accounting system should provide for the reli- housed in the system, the use of the data, and the
ability and accuracy of that information.
nature of the firm. An investigation of real or poSecond, data also are important business assets. tential exposure is necessary
order to build a
Information about accounts receivable, inventory comprehensive profile.
levels, and customer orders can equal or exceed
the value of more tangible items. Safeguards on Building an Exposure Profile
data should match the concern given to other asRisk and uncertainty are inextricably bound up
sets of similar value in the firm.
with many business decisions and actions. In deciWhile the control system should be effective, sion making, risk may be lessened through analyaccountants also are concerned about the system's sis of appropriate information and forecasting
efficiency. In the case of data processing and anal- probable outcomes. The risk associated with safeysis, these concerns center on evaluating the cost guarding organizational assets and data can be
of the control system and the accessibility of data lessened with a similar approach to the internal
subject to control. Excesses in either area can be control system. To t he extent that risk is indetrimental to the organization. Excess control creased, the organization is vulnerable to undesiradds to the expense of the operation without a able consequences. In the case of computer usage,
compensating level of benefit, while in the latter this exposure consists of a broad set of possibilities
situation, stringent use limitations can inhibit us- including:
age of important information and impair the quality of decision making.
1. Theft of important information for use outside
Ideally, the scope of a control system should
the firm.
match the level of risk which the organization 2. Destruction of information necessary to mainfaces in the system being controlled. Figure 1 iltain the operations of the firm.
lustrates such a control matrix. Situations of high 3. Alteration of data with resulting erroneous inrisk exposure warrant high levels of control as
formation supplied to decision makers.
shown in Cell A of the matrix. To the extent that 4. Appropriate information either not available or
both risk and control are at high levels, additional
not available on a timely basis and, thus, renattention is needed only to monitor the effectivedered useless to the firm.
ness of the system and changes in exposure. Cell 5. Sensitive information dispensed inappropriateD of the matrix presents the converse situation.
l y wi t h i n t h e fi rm res u l ti n g in i n tern al
Where there is low risk exposure, a low level of
problems.
control is sufficient. Additional controls, of
course, can represent an unnecessary investment
Evaluations of risk, as a part of reviewing the
and cost.
internal control system, should begin with an inIn Cell B an extensive control system is associ- ventory of the data housed on various computers
ated with an area of low risk exposure. In this and related processing equipment.
case, the controls are not cost justified, and potenHistorically, data held on large computer systial usage of the data may be impaired. If such a tems were fairly straightforward, and input folsituation is present, it should be investigated. lowed a fairly comprehensive plan as specified in
While exceptional situations can justify such a the overall system design. SBC and PC usage genmix of control and risk, the norm suggests ineffi- erally lacks such predetermined specification.
ciency. Accordingly, a follow -up analysis is Consequently, identifying and classifying data on
justified.
or accessible by such systems can be difficult. It is
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A ccounting
records were
compromised
at one firm
because it
allowed
employees to
zap video
"invaders. '
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Bolting a PC to
the floor
negates its big
feature —
portability.

important to consider fully the types of equipment
that should be included in such a review.
Frequently, word - processing machines are
overlooked. Yet, this equipment is often quite sophisticated and can house significant organizational data. For example, salary schedules prepared on a micro with a word - processing program
may contain sensitive data and may be accessed
readily by a variety of individuals. Equally important is identifying all of the personal computers in
a firm.
Because of their cost, personal computers often
can be purchased outside the normal expenditure
review process. Their portability also can lead to
frequent moves which may further obscure their
existence. Thus, inquiries and physical inspections
are important. Furthermore, it must be recognized that PCs may be housed at an employee's
ho me an d u sed fo r an al ys i s away fro m t h e
workplace.
After identifying the data on organizational
computers, a judgment must be made about the
importance of that data. While many factors can
be considered, three are paramount because of

puters occasionally for nonessential tasks, have a
low level of computer dependency. For example,
the company that uses its computer as a budgeting
tool or as a word processor is faced with little risk
exposure from this usage.
Data Accumulation. On the other hand, computer systems consisting of large quantities of corporate data generally constitute high risk situations because the concentration of information
resources increases vulnerability.
Systems containing less data are more subject to
continuing scrutiny and have lower risk associated
with them. You should recognize, however, that
Figure 2
Risk Exposure Profile
High IMediuml Low
Computer dependency
Data accumulation
Data sensitivity

Figure 1
Risk Exposure
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Control Matrix
Risk exposure
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No
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cost and
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Low

Cause
for
concern

No
further
action

their scope and breadth. These are shown in the
Exposure Profile presented in Figure 2.
Computer Dependency. The degree to which an
organization relies on computers for normal operations determines its computer dependency. For
example, if a company maintains a large inventory
dispersed over several locations and must respond
quickly to customer inquiries and shipment orders, that company can benefit from a computerized inventory and control system. The company
may have a significant dependency on its computers, and in some cases, operations may cease or be
impossible without computer intervention.
Conversely, organizations that only use com64

measures of data volume do not follow an absolute scale; rather, they must be considered in proportion to the size of the organization. Even limited data for a very small firm may suggest high
vulnerability. Anytime that a company has its e ntire accounting system, including payroll records,
on an SBC, the system can be said to have significant data accumulation.
Data Sensitivity. The more sensitive the information that is stored on a computer, the greater
the risk exposure that is faced. Sensitivity may be
viewed from three perspectives. Information such
as customer lists, pricing schedules, and financing
arrangements may be of interest to outside parties
such as competitors. A second category is vital
operation information that includes such items as
production schedules and customer collections.
Finally, information such as detailed payroll information and salary schedules may have little interest to outside parties but may be regarded as
highly sensitive within the firm.
Once the exposure faced by an organization has
been profiled, management accountants can turn
their attention to evaluating and profiling the existing control system. The Control Profile provides ameans of formali zing such an evaluation.
Building a Control Profile
Figure 3 presents an example of a checklist for
building a Control Profile. For each item, the pre parer's judgment of compliance is reflected in
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"yes" or "no" responses. Other schedules detailing each control relevant to an area and analyzing
its probable effect should be used to support this
checklist. The rows of the checklist present control items relevant to the organization under
study. While some variability among firms is reasonable to expect, the 15 items presented here reflect general concerns relative to most SBC and
PC systems. While not exhaustive, it is representati ve o f t h e typ e and ex t en t o f revi ew t o b e
undertaken.
Physical Controls. The physical environment in
which a business computer is placed has control
significance. Access to the system; damage, either
accidental or intentional; and protection of the
computer hardware are appropriate concerns for
physical controls.
Large business computer systems operate in a
segregated enivronment. Their location provides
some access security through restrictions on personnel who can have direct contact with the hardware. Yet, SBCs and PCs generally are placed in a
location convenient to users that may weaken, if
not render nonexistent, location controls. An office desk in a highly trafficked corridor may provide convenient access, but it does not provide for
control. Ideally, the location of the system should
limit access to a predetermined set of users.
The possibilities of fire or water damage usually
are not a great concern of owners of small business computers. Severe damage to the hardware
and major data losses, however, can result from
such negligence. For example, a small fire in a
small company can destroy vital receivable records and inventory data. The cost of recovery
can be staggering in proportion to the size of the
business involved.
While the hazard from fire is obvious, possibly
the most damaging substance is water. Ideally, the
computer should not be placed where it is exposed
to a sprinkler system, or, if it must, waterproof
covers should be used when the system is down.
Subtle problems also must be considered. In one
recent case, an overflow of water from plants located near the computer rendered the system
inoperable.
Small business computers are unique in their
vulnerability to theft. Unlike larger systems, SBCs
and PCs can be picked up and carried away. In
addition to the hardware loss, such thefts also
mean the even more costly loss of information
stored in the computer. Bolting the computer to a
work station might appear to solve the problem,
but it presents two weaknesses. First, computer
portability is a desired feature in many applications. Moreover, many bolting techniques secure
only the case, which is of little value, but do not
secure the machine itself.
Perhaps the best approach is to provide a secure
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room for SBCs and PCs. Some work on these systems can be done in the room, and a log and sign out procedure can be set up to monitor access to
the equipment. Such an approach discourages casual use of the equipment for nonbusiness purposes. One company permitted its employees to
use a SBC fo r comp uter games d uring lunch
breaks. Subsequently, it found that its accounting
records had been compromised. Access to the system had provided an opportunity to misuse the
privilege.
Operating Controls. Programs, supporting software, and data often are stored on small, flexible
diskettes which require careful handling and storage. For example, demonstrations of the flexibility
of diskettes can lead to data losses and errors. Diskettes should be stored securely and protected from
theft, static electricity, coffee spills, and excessive

The bright
computer
programmer
left with the
firm's records
to work for a
competitor.

Figure 3
Control Profile
Control type

Compliance
adequacy

Physical controls

Yes

No

• Location
• Fire
• Water
• Theft
Operating controls
• Software
• Documentation
• Backup
Access controls
• Who
• When
• What
• Logging
Personnel controls
• Separate duties
• Training
Audit trail
• Usage
• Verification

handling. Furthermore, procedures should provide
that data, not just the diskette, are removed from
the system before another user logs on.
In one firm, payroll processing was done on an
SBC. After preparing the checks, current and
year -to -date information was stored on a diskette
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and removed from the machine for safekeeping.
The next user, from the engineering department,
had total access to the firm's payroll data because
it was not cleared from the system's memory after
the diskette was unloaded.
Many companies that use SBCs and PCs do not
have a department or an individual sufficiently
knowledgeable to write all of the programs necessary for the business. Application programs purchased from outside vendors can partially compensate for this situation. The adequacy of such
packaged software, however, is an appropriate
control concern. Management should review thoroughly and approve all software purchases. Pretesting programs with appropriate organizational
data should precede the purchase, and the adequacy of control checks and testing in the programs should be considered by the accounting
staff before the purchase is made and the software
is used,
Program quality differs greatly among software
vendors. While experience can be important in
making a selection, certain problems might not
arise until the system has been in use for some
time. Consequently, provision should be made for
continual checking of the reasonableness of outputs. When purchasing software, you should insist
on adequate documentation before a selection is
made.
It is important that a complete file documenting
the system, the programs, backup procedures, and
program changes be meticulously maintained and
reviewed. A regular backup schedule should be
made, followed, and reviewed. Copies should be
stored in a secure, off -site location. For a small
business, an appropriate off -site location might be
the owner's home or safe deposit box. Storing
backups in a file cabinet next to the computer will
not help in the event ofa fire or act of vandalism.
Access Control. During normal working hours,
small computers often are accessible to almost
anyone in the building. Also, many SBCs and PCs
are shared by different individuals with different
information needs and authorizations. Controls
should inhibit improper access to data through
the computer system but not limit the performance of proper tasks. Furthermore, the control
system should provide for continuing scrutiny of
users and usage patterns so that unusual conditions may be isolated and investigated.
Alternatives ranging from locked rooms to
computer -coded passwords can control who uses
the system. There should be a log, or record, of
individuals using the computer, the time the use
began, and duration of the use. Computer operation by nonauthorized persons should not be permitted. One company monitored usage ofits computer in the evening by a sign -out system for the
key which operated the power source to the ma-

chine. Another firm eliminated unauthorized use
of its computers in the evening by employees calling in from home terminals —the remote telephone hookup was disconnected at the end of the
work day.
The control system should not inhibit efficient
use, but a monitoring system should be in place.
Isolated users, working at late hours might have
the opportunity for improper actions. Procedures
can be developed for controlling access to data
files, such as a coding system associated with all
files. Then, when an individual logs onto the system, the user's security status specifies which files
can be accessed.
Manual accounting systems traditionally limit
access by assigning personal responsibility for specific records and providing for sign -out procedures and authorizations for other users. Large
co mp u t er s ys t ems t ak e a s i mi l ar ap p ro ach
through passwords, authorization keys, and limited access terminals. The same concerns must be
present in t h e co n t ro l s fo r s mal l business
computers.
Personnel Controls. Most internal control systems begin by separating the duties and responsibilities relative to accounting and financial data.
While this may be a reasonable goal, many companies operating SBCs or PCs find that one individual serves as programmer, operator, and analyst for most of its applications. This situation
often develops quite reasonably as a person is selected to provide a resource to the rest of the staff.
As the computer becomes more used, however,
risk and vulnerability increase.
A company financial officer bragged about the
efficiency of his accounting operation. He had selected a "bright, ambitious person" to study a proposed computer system and implement the firm's
accounting on it. Attrition had reduced the staff
size, and the computer was able to process more
and more of the work. One day the financial officer found his accounting records, customer lists,
and other valuable operating data gone and his
"bright, ambitious person" working for a competitor. Legal recourse was available, but justice
moves slowly for a company operating in an information void.
In order to avoid problems such as this, firms
should ensure that several people are trained on
the computer and that some separation of duties
exists. A consultant can provide some measure of
backup. Also, management might consider personal involvement with the computer as a control
against overdependency on a single individual.
Any computer is only as good as the people
who operate it. Therefore management should ensure that anyone using the firm's computer has
been trained adequately. This training is needed
especially for SBCs and PCs which vendors claim
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to be "user friendly." Too often, user - friendly
computers are so easy to operate that a novice can
destroy important data and software with little
difficulty. Also, a lack of proper training can lead
to the full potential of a system not being realized.
Audit Trail. Regardless of the nature of applications or the extent of use, business computer systems should provide an audit trail. Independently
and operationally, management should have an
ongoing interest in monitoring the system. The
goal of producing reliable, correct information
must be confirmed continually and proved by a
thorough review of the computer's operations.
Proper functioning for a period of time does not
insure that the system will function properly all of
the time. As accountants would not make such an
assumption about a manual system, it should not
be made about a computer system.
Sometimes deviations from expected performance will not occur until an unusual set of conditions is met. There are classic stories concerning
problems in accounting programs at the change of
a decade. Systems which sort or operate on the
last digit of a date code do not recognize that 1990
is higher than 1989. Severe problems can emerge

from subtle changes in conditions.
The audit trail should provide for information
about usage patterns and functions performed on
the system. Growth by accident should be discouraged, and a continuing review of computer
use should reveal consistency with the organization's goals. In spite of certain claims by vendors,
no system is self - auditing. Care must be taken to
embody the same degree of concern and control in
SBC and PC usage as one would expect in manual
systems. If used properly, the machine can provide for a higher degree of monitoring capability
and, thus, enhance the process.
Whether it is a large corporation using word
processors or a small business automating its accounting function for the first time, the risks and
controls need to be assessed in every system. The
structured analysis we have identified presents a
logical procedure for such an assessment. This
analysis can be done for any system, large or
small, involving small business computers or personal computers. If management accountants profile the risks and exposures in these systems, perhaps the curs e can be lifted from t he s mall
computer explosion.
❑
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A view of the audience at NAA accounting for income tax conference.

Accounting for Income Taxes:
an NAA Conference
make their tax situation known to legislators.
"Don't leave tax policy to the politicians," he
Since the adoption of APB 11 in 1967, the issue of admonished.
Several ofthe reasons why this issue is currentaccounting for income tax has been smoldering in
the minds ofaccountants, never really laid to rest. ly being reviewed was discussed by the chairman
With the issuance ofits discussion memorandum of the conference, Ray Perry, a partner of Touche
in 1983, the Financial Accounting Standards Ross & Co. One problem, Mr. Perry said, is "AcBoard has once again sparked new debates and counting for income tax is the height of complexcontroversy on this topic.
ity." He added that there has been an increasing
of
The interest and diversity
views was clearly emphasis on the importance of the balance sheet
evident at the NAA accounting for income tax in recent years, while APB 11 focuses on the inconference held in New York on March 16. Al- come statement. Other reasons for re- examining
most 200 participants heard presentations on all the issue were mentioned by several of the speaksides of the issue from members ofindustry, pub- ers: the size of the deferred liability on corporate
lic accounting, security analysis, and the govern- financial statements and the problem of meeting
ment. A simultaneous press conference was held the definitional requirements of FASB Concept
to announce the results of a survey taken by NAA Statement 3.
of 293 controllers on their views on accounting for
income tax (see page 62, April MANAGEMENT Objectivity vs. Simplicity
ACCOUNTING.)
The pros and cons of the various alternatives to
accounting for income tax were discussed by partOminous Message for Taxpayers
ners of Ernst & Whinney, and Arthur Andersen &
Rep. Charles Range] (N.Y.), a member of the Co. Comprehensive allocation under APB 11 is
House Ways and Mean Committee, the luncheon the most conservative method, said Lawrence
speaker, had an ominous message for taxpayers Best of Ernst & Whinney. Its advantages are: it
about the need for more taxes in 1985, "Serious matches revenues and expenses, is more objective,
decisions will have to be made next year, this and allows for better comparability. According to
year's $50 billion was a cakewalk," he said. He Mr. Best's informal poll, this method has the
urged all members of the business community to greatest number of supporters among the Big 8.

By Stephanie Miller
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The flow- through method (no allocation), however, better reflects a company's legal liability, reduces judgment, and is less costly and simpler to
prepare. The U.K. uses a partial allocation method; however, there is little support for it in the
United States.
Several other issues are under consideration, as
well. These are: whether deferred taxes should be
discounted, when should net operating losses and
investment tax credits be recognized, and whether
there should be separate rules for small companies. Most Big 8 firms said no to discounting because it is too complex and too subjective. They
were split on NOLs. A slight majority favored
some relaxation of current regulations while the
others opted for no change. Most of the Big 8 prefer the present rules on investment tax credits and
no change in the rules for small companies.
Arthur Wyatt of Arthur Andersen took a different stance than most of the other Big 8 accountants. While his company believes in comprehensive allocation, the firm supports a combination
method of recognition. It believes some timing differences should be reported as a liability or asset
and others should be reported net -of -tax. The
company also supports discounting tax liabilities.
Industry viewpoints were presented by spokesmen for General Motors, Mitsushita Electric
Corp., and Wisconsin Electric Power. Eugene
Flegm of General Motors was a staunch defender
of comprehensive allocation. "I believe in the status quo," he said, "Business is still income statement oriented. " Ralph Pagano of Matsushita
Electric addressed the problem of state taxes
which have grown substantially over the years. He
supported the flow - through method of accounting
for income taxes, with supporting schedules maintained to identify timing differences. Russell Britt
of Wisconsin Electric Power was pleased to see

the increasing support for comprehensive allocation. Approximately half the letters received by
the FASB were from utilities defending this method. The utilities are so vociferous in their support
because a change in the method of accounting
would affect their rate structure, cash flow, and
financing needs.
More Comments Solicited
In the afternoon, Robert Sprouse, vice chair-

Rep. Charles Rangel (center) chats with Ray Perry. NAA Executive Director R. L. Shultis is at right.

man of the FASB, explained the position of the
Board and the re- examination process. For the
first time, the Board will be holding regional public hearings to try to solicit more comments from
small companies on this topic, in addition to the
hearings held in New York. The FASB's tax project is scheduled to culminate in a standard in
1985.
❑

Summary of MAP Position on Accounting for Income Taxes
Speaking on behalf of the National Association of
Accountants, the Management Accounting Practices (MAP) Committee submitted comments to
the Financial Accounting Standards Board on the
Board's Discussion Memorandum, "Accounting
for Income Taxes." The MAP Committee views
present -day accounting for income taxes, termed
comprehensive allocation, as preferable to the alternatives of partial allocation or no allocation.
As noted in the Committee's letter, earnings
generally are best determined directly as the difference between revenues and expenses for a period rather than being based on changes in assets
and liabilities. Accordingly, the determination of
income tax expense should emphasize the income
statement, with proper matching of revenues and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

expenses being a primary objective. Comprehensive allocation, which takes into account all differences in timing between financial and tax reporting of expenses, best matches the components of
pretax financal reporting income with their related tax effects. As a result of consistent accounting
for identical facts and circumstances, earnings are
likely to be more predictable and less volatile than
under any of the alternatives, thereby enhancing
the usefulness of reported profits.
The Committee suggested that the growth of
deferred taxes on many firms' balance sheets
would be perceived as less of a problem if deferred
taxes were displayed more informatively on the
balance sheet and if footnote disclosures were
improved.
❑
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Planning, Budgeting,
and Forecasting
Linking Strategic Planning
with Management Accounting
By George Dancu

The essential ingredients that link
strategic business planning with management accounting are reviewed.
The purpose is to provide a framework from which accountants can develop or reevaluate their company's
planning methods, particularly as related to corporate information systems. The process is designed to
stimulate thinking about the strategic
business planning process and its potential effect on a company's future_
No. 4124, 7 pp.
Capital Investment Decisions:
Quantitative Methods
By Carolyne Groves

A methodology is outlined for the use
of statistical decision theory tools for
capital investment analysis, evaluation, and decision making. The author
stress es th at use of q uantit ative
methods does not imply that the
"right" decision will be made, but they
provide a means for making the intuitive decision - making process explicit
and defined. How the results of using
the quantitative methods are interpreted depends upon the manager's
own personal perception of what is at
stake in the decision problem.
No. 4266, 19 pp.
Use of IRR and ROI in Practice:
Are They Consistently Applied?
By William L. Stephens and Le Brone C. Harris

The results of a survey on the use of
internal rate of return (IRR) and return
on investment (ROI) analyses within
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the capital budgeting decision process of 105 firms are reported. The
survey demonstrated that firms are inconsistent in their use of IRR for a decision model and ROI for a performance model. A major cause of the
inconsistency is that effective interest
depreciation is not used in computing
profits and ROI, while IRR computations assume effective interest depreciation. Also, the firms' responses indicated that a project's anticipated
effect on ROI of the responsibility
center and the firm as a whole may
influence the manager's decision to
accept or reject the project.
No. 4296, 12 pp.

Corporate Finance
A Composite Theory of Foreign
Exchange Rate Determination
By Frank J. Palazzolo

This research attempts to develop a
composite theory of exchange rate
determination by combining various
individual theories and testing the
composite model using quarterly data
for nine industrial and five developing
countries from January 1974 to December 1981. The author developed
the model in response to the daily
currency value fluctuations, which
have become standard since the termination of fixed exchange rates for
most major currencies in March 1973.
He found that the resulting individual
theories for exchange rate determination were unable to consistently and
reliably predict rate variation, and
t h erefore offers t h is c om p os it e
model.
No. 4281, 23 pp.
Effect of Cafeteria -Style Benefits
on Accounting for Personnel Costs
By L. Murphy Smith

This article broadly reviews cafeteria style plans, working from the accounting viewpoint that flexible compensation may mean greater cost
efficiencies by providing higher employee satisfaction for a given level of
expenditure and that spiraling benefits costs may be decelerated. The

accounting issues raised include: Is
the initial flexible compensation credit
expressed in terms of dollars or related to earnings? Does the credit increase if the individual has a pay hike
between election periods? What occurs if an employee's marital status
varies during the year? Who assumes
the cost if premium rates for certain
coverages change during the year?
No. 4224, 13 pp.
Municipal Bonds
By Corinne J. Tremblay

A very basic primer is provided on
what municipal bonds are and how individuals and companies can use
them to their advantage. The author
advises that while these bonds can
provide investors with a means of
sheltering some income, as with any
prudent investment, the safety, liquidity, and return of municipals should be
compared to other securities to ensure that overall investment objectives will be attained.
No. 4219, 11 pp.

Compliance Reporting
and Taxation
Accounting Theory of Research
and Development Expenditures
By Kenneth B. Black

This article first provides an historical
perspective on the treatment of research and development (R &D) expenditures by reviewing Accounting
Research Study 14 and FAS 2. This
review includes discussion of the activities included in research and development, elements of costs to be
identified, accounting treatment of
R &D costs, and financial statement
disclosure. Then, current treatment of
R &D expenditures is examined, focusing on FASB Interpretation 6 and
Technical Bulletin 79 -2. After he covers this, next the author presents
cases for both the expensing and the
deferral of R &D expenditures, followed by remarks on the influence of
conservatism and comparability on
the issue.
No. 4289, 22 pp.
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The Inadequacy of Regulatory
Accounting for Utilities
By Serge Matulich

The author contends that the accounting rules prescribed by regulatory agencies for utilities have become ou td at ed because of t h e
increased complexity and altered nature of the operations of such organizations. Consequently, managers of
regulated companies are finding it
more and more difficult to satisify the
requirements of their regulatory agencies, and at the same time to meet
their fiduciary responsibilities as managers of large organizations. The author also encourages accountants to
take the initiative by guiding utilities in
making as many of these improvements as possible: Development of a
source document system, examination of all costs, improved property records, systemized cost allocation, investment accountability, and the
separation of op eration s from
construction.
No. 3024, 11 pp.

Performance Measurement,
Reporting, and Control
Implications of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act of 1977
By H. Emin and Philip Andreas

In this manuscript the authors have
included a comprehensive review of
the history, problems, and proposed
changes to the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The authors observe that
since its inception, substantial opposition has existed to the requirements
imposed by the Law. Under the Act,
they note, civil and criminal prosecution of companies, including their officers and employees, can be imposed
for failing to have an adequate system of internal control. The question
becomes, then, what constitutes an
adequate system of internal control.
The article does not include comment
on developments regarding the issue
in the last year.
No. 4268, 23 pp.

expenditure projects beyond the initial
analysis of proposed savings, calculation of internal rate of return and net
present value, or other methods to
determine if the project is justified
economically. The Project Program
Evaluation and Review Technique
(PERT) and Critical Path Method
(CPM) of project management are described and recommended as practical tools for management accountants to use to assure that capital
projects meet cost objectives and
that financial resources are used as
effectively as possible.
No. 4276, 14 pp.
Manpower Utilization—
Management by Exception
By Michael Richardson

The application of the management
exception principle to manpower utilization is examined in this manuscript.
In order to make judgments on effectiveness and efficiency, actual expended man hours are compared with
a predetermined standard amount
and a variance is calculated. Using
the variance magnitude, managers
may concentrate only on those troublesome situations which require
prompt attention. The advantages
and disadvantages of the exception
principle also are addressed, and key
considerations that a manager must
explore before applying the principle
are investigated. Scenarios are given
for an unfavorable variance, as well
as for a consistently favorable variance. Finally, a manpower approach
to economic forecasting is included.
No. 4301, 17 pp.

Management Information
Systems
Discussion and Comparison
of Various Operating Systems
Used in Microcomputers
By Mary M. Hicks

A limited case history is presented of
the author's consideration of whether
the CP /M or DOS operating system
would be effective for her purposes.
She concludes the DOS system of
the IBM Personal Computer was the
correct choice, although she notes it
might be to her advantage to change
to a CP /M system in the future. She
predicts that the operating system
that will be the standard in the future
will depend on the weight of the advantages over the disadvantages that
will encourage programmers to write
application or integrated software for
that operating system.
No. 4176, 8 pp.

Service Industries
Improving School District Budgets
By David F. McCormick

The author suggests the traditional
method of developing the school budget be abandoned, and that the assessment of financial position, the establishment of both program as well
as budgetary priorities, and the consideration of related funding while reviewing specific items in the budget
would represent a more feasible and
defensible methodology than those
being used now by many districts.
No. 4258, 10 pp.
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The Accountant's Role in
Project Management
By Jeffrey D. Patterson

A case is made for the involvement of
management accountants in capital
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Amendments to the Association's Bylaws Adopted
at Board of Directors' Meeting

At the meeting of the Board of Directors held on
January 20 -21, 1984, in Kansas City, Missouri,
two amendments to the Bylaws of the Association
were adopted. Both affected Article IX, Section 3,
and established two new standing committees.
Article VII, Section 1, of the Constitution of
the Association provides that amendments to the
Bylaws, upon approval by the Board of Directors,
be published in the official publication. The following are the two amendments adopted by the
Board at the January meeting. The added wording
is shown in bold type.
Article IX Committees
Section 3. Standing Committees:
MA Committee on International Operations of
not less than six members with rotating two year
terms, plus the chairman of the Committee with
representation from affiliates in Europe, the
Asian and Pacific Basin, and Latin America. A
minimum of three members of the Committee
shall be designated as vice chairmen; and, in the
absence of the chairman, a vice chairman shall be
designated by the chairman to represent the committee at meetings of the Board of Directors and
of the Executive Committee with full voting privileges. The committee shall have the responsibility
to:
(1) Advise the Executive Committee and Board
of Directors with regard to policies governing the As s o ci at i o n 's i n t ern a t i o n al
operations.
(2) Coordinate international activities with domestic activities of NAA.
(3) Recommend policies governing membership,
dues, and payment procedures.
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(4) Recommend policies for coordination of
NAA programs outside of the U.S. with other organizations in the management accounting field.
(5) Recommend operating procedures of NAA
affiliates and councils outside the U.S.
(6) Recommend methods for enhancing the professionalism and technical competence of
management accoun tants throughout the
world. In this respect, every reasonable effort should be made to foster the recognition
worldwide of the profession of management
accounting.
(7) Recommend policies governing the establishment of new and the continuity of existing international affiliates.
(8) Develop and implement programs for the establishment of new international affiliates.
WA Committee on Regional Councils, with one
member from each council, with two year terms
plus the chairman of the committee. In appointing
members of the Committee strong consideration
shall be given to candidates proposed by each Regional Council. 'Perms shall be assigned so that
approximately half shall expire each year to provide for continuity. The Committee shall have the
responsibility to:
(1) Recommend to the Executive Committee and
Board of Directors policies governing the Association's council activities.
(2) Recommend to the Executive Committee and
Board of Directors policies governing the establishment, continuity, geographical areas,
and operating procedures of the Regional
Councils.
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MIS
10 4111
make sure that you or your employees
make backup copies of critical files on
the micro on a regular basis.
It also is a good idea to ensure that all
employees understand their obligations
to protect confidential data, and their
responsibility for compliance with company data security policies and procedures. Security awareness, coupled with
an appreciation for the potential security exposure, is an essential first step toward a successful computer security
program.
A formal risk analysis study sometimes is undertaken to attempt to identify all potential data losses and quantify
the magnitude of the resulting losses in
dollars. It is better, in my opinion, to arrive at an informal management consensus of what data assets are worth protecti n g an d wh ere the great es t
exposures lie, and then get on with a
program to correct them.
A comprehensive plan also will include a provision for monitoring and
enforcement of access violations, supplemented by periodic audits of the system controls and the data bases thems el ves b y t h e i n t ern al au d i t s t aff.
Security software, created to fill the
need originating with the trend to online systems, is only one component of
an
overall
computer
security
program.
❑

Taxes
14 41114111
different options at the beginning of
each year. Brian Rush of Hewitt Associates, the benefits consulting firm, believes "The legislative environment is
active right now, but it is impossible to
say when we'll get anything definitive
[on cafeteria plans] and what the nature
of the changes might be." He adds that
this situation should not discourage
companies from considering cafeteria
plans.

Blackmail Payments
Are Not Deductible
Blackm ail p ay m en ts are n o t a d e d u c tMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

ible bu siness expense, according to a recen t tax court decision. John Wells, the
own er o f a construction com pany, paid
an em p lo y ee $80,000 to keep him from
revealin g Mr. Wells' crim inal record to
his cu sto mers. Mr . Wells cla im ed that
h e m a d e t h e p ay m e nt s t o pr o te c t the
bu sin ess, and the Co u r t a gre e d with
th at assertion but fou nd t hat the paym e n t s we re n ot o rd in ar y business exp en ses an d dis allo wed t he d edu ct io n.
Bec au se th e p ay m en ts we re m a de fo r
th e g o o d o f th e bu sine ss and not the
own er, h o wever, the Court decided that
th ey d id n ot co nst itu te a c ons tru ctive
d ivid en d to Mr. Wells.

Bankrupt Taxpayer Gets Credit
for Uncollectible Accounts
A bankruptcy court decided against the
IRS in a case involving the value of
seized accounts receivable. The IRS had
taken the responsibility of collecting the
money due on a receivable owned by a
bankrupt taxpayer to clear the taxpayer's debt with the IRS. The accounts receivable proved to be worth only a frac-

tion of its face value and the IRS sued
to get credit only for what it collected.
The bankruptcy court disagreed because
it said the IRS exercised control over
the entire amount of the receivable. ❑

Small Business
18A-4
businesses learn proper management,
the SBA has instituted a Private - Sector
Initiative Program using volunteers to
advise small business managers. Accountants especial ly are in demand.
Volunteers work in many capacities: as
speakers at pre - business workshops or
on radio or television talk shows, as advisors to Sm all Business Institu te university team s, as members of the Service
Corps of Retired Executives, and as actual one -on -one advisors to small business m ana gers and own ers. For info rmation, call your near est SBA dist rict
office or contact the Private- Sector Initiative Coordinator, Office of Managem ent Assistan ce, SBA , Was hingto n,
D.C. 20416, (202) 653 -6543.
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Annual Conference Focuses
on Change Management
By Robert F. Randall
Both the professional and family programs for Seattle '84, the Annual International Conference in
Seattle, Wash., have been completed, according to
Operations Chairman Robert F. West and Program Chairman Jerry L. Ford.
Scheduled for June 24 -27, the Conference will
be headquartered at the Westin Hotel, where the
plenary sessions, National Officers' Reception,
and Annual Dinner will be held. Conference luncheons, most concurrent sessions, and the exhibits
will be at the Sheraton Hotel.
Mayor Charles Royer of Seattle will welcome
NAA members and families to the city Monday
morning. Following his welcome, Tom Jarriel, an
ABC reporter featured on 20/20, will address the
Conference on "Understanding Change in TV
News —The 20/20 Experience." E. Peter Gillette,
chairman of Norwest Bank, Minneapolis, rounds
out the Monday morning program with an address on "Deregulation and Its Impact on the Financial Services Industry."
Charles Bowsher, comptroller general of the
U.S., will discuss the need for change in the federal government at the Monday luncheon. His address is titled "Needed: Improved Financial Management Systems in the U.S. Government."
Tuesday morning Adele Scheele, author and
consultant, is scheduled to focus on career change
with an address on "Skills for Success: Change
Your Approach for Your Future." Dr. Scheele,
author of Skills for Success.- A Guide to the Top for
Men and Women, hosts a three -hour talk show on
radio station KABC in Los Angeles and has appeared as a guest on such TV shows as Mery Grif74

fin, Mike Douglas and Hour Magazine.
Other speakers on Tuesday's program include
Ray J. Groves, chairman and chief executive officer, Ernst & Whinney, on "The Changing Role of
the Management Accountant;" and A.V. Smith,
president of Pacific Northwest Bell, on "Telecommunication Changes." The fourth speaker on
Tuesday will be Duncan Sutherland, Jr., director
of office automation at Wang Laboratories on
"The Future of the Office of the Future."
At the Tuesday luncheon, Dr. James J. Renier,
president of Honeywell Information Systems, will
describe how computers have changed our lives.
A series of concurrent sessions is scheduled this
afternoon, as well as on Monday and Wednesday.
A panel discussion of the changing role in financial reporting is featured Wednesday morning.
Herbert C. Knortz, executive vice president and
comptroller of ITT, will present the industry
viewpoint, and Melvin Penner, partner and national director of accounting guidance for Arthur
Young & Co., will present the public accounting
viewpoint.
Following this session, James J. Costello, vice
president and comptroller of General Electric Co.,
will address Conference -goers on "Controller's
View: the Function of the Management Accountant." The morning session winds up with an address by Kenishi Ohmae, managing director of
McKinsey & Co., Japan, on "An International
View of Change Technology."
14 Topics at Concurrent Sessions
The concurrent sessions this year feature 14
topics focusing on professional, business, and career concerns. They range from how to cut travel
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Bowsher

Scheele

and entertainment expenses to juggling personal,
family, and work life. Titles and speakers at the
concurrent sessions are:

Management
Robert Young, consultant to finance, and James
A. Chiafery, financial services manager, Digital
Equipment Corp.
Corporate Tax Planning: Software — Mainframe
to Micros
Paul R. O'Brien, director; Donald J. Duszynski,
product manager, University Computing Co.
Executive Tradeoffs: Juggling Personal, Family,
and Work Life
William Grollman, president, Center for Video
Education, Inc.

Monday
Wordscope — Computer Action Learning (also
Tues.)
Robert R. Max, president, L/R Communications
Systems, Inc.
How to cope with the Effects of a Chapter 11
Filing —The New Panacea for a Myriad of Corporate Problems
Jack Gross /Lawrence M. Handelsman — partners,
Stroock & Stroock & Laven.
Commercial Paper —A Short -Term Money Market Investment and Source of Financing
Donald G. Reid, president; Edward F. O'Brien,
Jr., executive vice president, Ashwell & Co.
Improving Time Management —With Less Stress
(also Tues.)
Susan Freeman, director, Positive Perspectives.
How I Started My Own Accounting Business
(also Wed.)
Jack Fox, president, Computerized Financial Services, Inc.
Corporate Cash Management —An Update (also
Wed.)
Angie Sagastume, vice president, and Gayle Higaki, assistant vice president, Bank of America;
and Joanne Lucas, director of corporate cash
management, Altos Computer Systems.
Tuesday
How to Cut Travel & Entertainment Expense
Successfully
Denis W. Day, president, The Day Partnership.
Fi n anci al Au t o mat i o n For Hi gh Sp eed
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Wednesday
Assessment and Management Education
Requirements
Henry A. Schwartz, manager, IBM Corporation,
The Challenge of Internal Corporate Venturing
Irving G. Calish, chairman, Innotech.
How Financial Graphics Can Activate the
Perceptual Power of Management
Irwin M. Jarett, chairman, Fingraph Corp.
Controlling Microcomputers in the Corporate
Environment
Gerald M. Ward, partner, Price Waterhouse.
An Extra Dimension
An extra dimension to the 1984 Annual International Conference will be provided by exhibitors
in the field of accounting and data processing.
They include Digital Equipment Corp.; Warren,
Gorham & Lamont; John Wiley & Sons; University Computing Co.; Control Data Business Centers; Coopers & Lybrand; Prentice -Hall; Commerce Clearing House; Malibu Publishing Co.;
and American Appraisal Co. Look for their exhibits at the Sheraton.
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In the Library
Accounting: How to Meet the
Challenges of Relevance
and Regulation
Eugene H. Flegm, John Wiley & Sons,
605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10158,
1984, 261 pp.—If an award were offered
for the "accounting book of the year,"
Mr. Flegm's volume would win my unqualified nomination. This book is must
reading. Any accountant who wishes to
understand the historical perspective of
today's rather confused environment for
accou nt in g an d fi nan ci al rep orti ng
should start here.
The author, deputy assistant comptroller of General Motors Corp., currently is working as a management accountant. Prior to his association with
GM, he worked as a manager with a
major public accounting firm. Thus he
brings to this book both management
accounting and public accounting perspective —and both are necessary to underst an di ng t he o veral l acco un ti ng
environment.
Aft er presenti ng an in trodu cto ry
chapter discussing the challenges accounting faces today, Mr. Flegm provides a brief but cogent historical perspective of the growth of accounting
from the barter economy through Italian double -entry bookkeeping to today's
complex situation. The chapter includes
an analysis of the impact taxes have had
on accounting, the causes and results of
government regulation, plus a brief description of the impact associations such
as NAA have had o n the accounting
profession.
The next chapter discusses the public
misconception regarding what generally
accepted accounting principles really
are. Mr. Flegm here emphasizes the importance of managerial accounting concepts and the absence of any interest in
internal accounting and reporting by
the AICPA when it started to develop
GAAP. Finally, he shows why public
accountants have pressed for specific
accounting rules to help them persuade
companies to avoid "shopping" for a
more compliant independent auditor.
Chapter 4 is titled "The Rise of Standards Setters." In an historical narrative, Mr. Flegm shows how pressures
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developed for the setting of accounting
standards and discusses the reason that,
in the final analysis, the SEC delegated
its responsibility to the AICPA. The
rise and fall of the Committee on Accounting Procedure, followed by the
rise and fall of the Accounting Principles Board, followed by the rise of the
FASB is well developed.
Mr. Flegm is always willing to speak
his mind. Thus, "the standards setters
since the CAP through the APB and
the FASB have steadily marched toward the elimination of judgment and
the mandating of a single method, even
wh en no cl ear ab u se o f al ternat ive
methods could be established.... From
the viewpoint of simple logic, FASB
Statement # 2, covering research and
development cost, is probably the worst
standard ever established. Logically, no
sensible businessperson spends money
on research and development unless he
believes that it is essential to do such
work to maintain and expand the company's position and growth. In short,
the money is spent with the intent of deriving future benefits.... However, an
even better example of the mandating of
a single method without any substantive
need except uniformity for the sake of
uniformity is FASB Statement # 34,
Capitalization of Interest Cost."
The reader may or may not agree with
Mr. Flegm, but at all times one knows
what he believes.
In the next chapter, covering public
accounting and corporate responsibility,
Mr. Flegm provides very good analyses
of the McKesson & Robbins and the
Equity Funding cases. He analyzes the
significant differences between financial
accounting standards and auditing standards as well as public perceptions that
confuse the two.
It was the public lack of understanding of the differences between accounting and auditing that led to passage of
the F orei gn C orru pt Practi ces Act,
which Mr. Flegm indicates "illustrates
just how formidable the task of explaining wh at an au d i t o r does really
is.... One of the paradoxes of the double -entry system of bookkeeping upon
which accounting rests is the combina-

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors
tion of the precision of the entries coupled with the subjectivity of the decisions that precede them."
Chapter 6 is called "Managerial Accounting, Inflation, and Capital Formation." This chapter should be of real interest to those NAA members who are
t ry i n g t o k ee p t h ei r ma n a ge me n t
abreast of the impact of inflation on
their firm. The chapter starts with the
thesis that t he basic fun ction of accounting is still the control of operations. In the final analysis, Mr. Flegm
says that inflation is not an accounting
problem. It is a social and government
problem with economic impact; better
accounting cannot cure inflation or inflationary expectations.
"There is a need to distinguish between the uses of financial data by the
decision makers (management) and the
judges of the results of those decisions
(investors and creditors)," he states.
Management accountants prepare financial reports, not financial statements,
for top management decision making.
Thus any value -based theories that inflation adjustments represent do not, in
Mr. Flegm's view, help management
run a business any better. For example,
in setting selling prices, the rules of economics, not accounting, ultimately govern the pricing of a product or service.
Inflation - adjusted cost data do not help
in setting selling prices; rather, a sensitivity as to the external market is required. It is refreshing to read a book in
which the author respects and understands how fin ancial information is
gathered, prepared and disseminated
within a company rather than starting
from a t heoretical b ase and argu ing
what "should" be.
Th e fin al ch ap t er d eals wi th t h e
FASB and the conceptual framework.
Mr. Flegm sums up his position: "In order to achieve the FASB's stated goals,
the investor or creditor must have certain dat a about a comp any— fut ure
product plans, market research data,
capital spending programs, sensitivity of
a company's revenue sources to national
and international economic conditions,
and so on. If accounting and financial
statements were to even attempt to supMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

ply these needs, it would be necessary to
change to a future - oriented, inflation adjusted, capital maintenance concept
of measuring and reporting results. This
is the ultimate goal of the conceptual
framework project."
And these are goals he disagrees with.
Referring to the Management Accounting Practices Committee of NAA and
the Committee on Corporate Reporting
of FEI, Mr. Flegm concludes: "Businessmen and managerial accountants
understand the need to take the effects
of inflation into account in evaluating
their performance, plans and investment choices, but most believe the usefulness of accounting itself would be destroyed if such adjustments were made a
basic part of the measurement system."
In summary, this is a book which
should be read by every management
accountant who wants to keep in touch
with his or her chosen profession. As
accountants, we are all feeling the challenges of relevance and regulation. Mr.
Flegm meets his stated objective as to
how he thinks we should meet these
challenges. The historical perspective
which he brings to the book is sorely
needed as an antidote to the usual book
which starts with the author's assumpti o n as t o wh at "ou ght to b e" th en
draws conclusions that indicate that
what we are do in g i s all wron g. To
quote another philosopher, "if it isn't
busted, don't fix it."
Alfred M. King
International Finance Handbook
Abraham M. George and Ehan H. Giddey, eds., John Wiley & Sons, 605 Third
Ave., New York, N. Y. 10158, 1983, two
volumes approx. 1,300 pp. —As with all
handbooks, each chapter is written by
one or more authors. The variety of topics covered by exp erts in each field
ranges from the foreign exchange markets, Eurocurrency markets, banking,
money and bond markets through international bond and equity markets and
finally a major section on management
of international finance.
Perhaps one of the most interesting
sections deals with the overall international investment and financing plan.
This type of topic would interest the average reader of this magazine. On the
other hand, someone recently transferred to or someone with significant reMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

sponsibilities in the international area
would find the individual chapters of
great help in understanding specific issues. If, for example, one were moving
to West Germany, Section 4.4 on the
German bank in g, mon ey, an d bo nd
markets could be invaluable.
This handbook is up -to -date. The section on international accounting contains a very good analysis of FAS 52
plus a separate analysis showing how to
define and measure currency exposure,
a topic that received wide coverage at
the time FAS 8 was under review.
This volume handbook perhaps has a
limited market, but for those involved
in international finance or accounting it
would be a useful reference tool.
Financial Statement Analysis: Using
Financial Accounting Information
2nd ed, Charles H. Gibson and Patricia
A. Frishkoff, Kent Publishing Co., 20
Park Plaza, Boston, Mass. 02116, 1983,
528 pp.—One of the major objectives of
financial reporting as enunciated by the
FASB is usefulness. One of the qualities
of financial reporting desired by the
FASB is understandability. It is indeed
refreshing to see a textbook that emphasizes the usefulness of financial statements and how they can be understood
rather than discus sing the technical
problems involved in preparing them.
For example, in a chapter on analyzing the impact of inflation on financial
statements, the authors spend as much
time discussing the effect of the FAS 33
ratios as they do on the calculation and
preparation.
An interesting feature of the book is
that the authors take one company, Owens- Illinois, and use the actual financial
statements of that corporation as examples throughout the entire book. Although this is an elementary college level text, the following quote gives an
example, and a good one at that, of the
approach the authors have taken.
"In general, the lower the number of
days' sales in inventory, the better that
inventory is under control. The number
could become too low, however, resulting in lo st sal es due to un available
inventory."
For business students who will be using financial statements the rest of their
careers , this book sh ould be highly
beneficial.

Protect Yourself: The Guide to
Understanding and Negotiating
Contracts for Business
Computers and Software
Dennis S. Deutsch, John Wiley & Sons,
605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10158,
1984, 123 pp.— Whether planning to
buy a microcomputer by mail or a large
mainframe computer from a manufacturer, any prospective purchaser should
read this book. This is truly a legal book
without legalese. For example, in discussing the purchase of a personal computer by mail, the author states that in
many ways applicable rules and regulations (U. S. Postal Service and Federal
Trade Commission) are more stringent
and place burdens on the vendors than
in ot her areas o f law. On t he o th er
hand, if you anticipate buying a system
from Sears, the author says "your rights
are no different than when you buy a
television or toaster."
Dealing with larger, more complex
computers, the author, in Chapter 9,
"Preparing for Conflict," starts with the
following thought stopper. "It is in your
best interest to view every computer
purchase as leading to a possible courtroom battle and to prepare accordingly
for l it igat io n. " The aut ho r ad vi ses:
First, everything should be documented
in writi ng. Seco nd, you sho uld not
make statements to the vendor about
how well the system functions until you
are certain that this is the case. Third,
document any complaints in writing.
The author then provides a good sample
complaint letter. Fourth, document the
time and effort spent in working to get
the problem solved. Finally, keep careful records of additional money spent
hiring third parties to perform the computer's original function or to do additional programming as these costs are
recoverable, if you can prove the vendor
was at fau lt . As th e au t ho r st ates ,
"Your attorney's fees spent to sue the
vendor are generally not recoverable.
This must be kept in mind at all times."
The author also explains standard
computer contracts for software and
hardware, as well as maintenance agreements and lease agreements.
For anyone considering acquiring a
$5,000 personal computer, and certainly
anything larger, this book might be the
best $21.95 investment that could be
made.
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Nominating Committee Report
To Members of the National Association of Accountants
The 1983 -84 Nominating Committee has chosen the following nominees for the offices of President,
Vice President, Treasurer, and National Director. The nominees are presented in accordance wth the
NAA Constitution and Bylaws which provide for the election of the President, Treasurer, and 12 Vice
Presidents to serve a one -year term.
The Bylaws also specify that the Board of Directors be comprised of one director for each 2.5 domestic chapters, rounded to the next highest multiple of ten, but in no case less than 100. The Executive
Director determines the number of chapters existing on July 1, and one half of the number of directors
required under the formula are elected each year. Their terms overlap with the terms of those elected a
year earlier. Under this formula, 65 directors have been nominated. We also include nominees for the
Nominating Committee to report in 1985.
The annual election will be held at the Annual Meeting of the Association in Seattle, Washington,
June 25, 1984.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nominating Committee, 1983 -84

Nominating Committee
Louis Vlasho, CMA, Chairman, Dayton Robert J. Donachie, Dallas
Charles L. Abel, Washington Tri- Cities Seraflno M. Forzano, Scottsdale Area
Herbert M. Ausderau, Niagara
Earnest A. Huband, Richmond Lee
Donald W. Baker, CMA, West Georgia James G. Hummel, Evansville
Michael V. Barnes, Tulsa
George D. Jeddeloh, St. Paul

James W. McLeod, Merrimack Valley
Grady J. Reich, Piedmont Winston -Salem
Emil Scharff, San Francisco
Martin S. Smith, Jr., Akron Cascade
Mildred B. Stephens, Trenton

Notice of Annual Meeting
Notice is h ereby given to all members of the National Association of Accou ntant s t hat t he
Annual Meeting of the Association will be held at The Westin Hotel, in Seattle, Washington,
on Monday, June 25, immediately following the conclusion of the opening session, to receive
the report of the Nominating Committee and to transact such other business as may properly
come before the meeting.
New Yo rk , M ay 1, 1984

Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director

Nominee for President
Herbert H. Selffert Raritan Valley (1960). He was elected President of Raritan Valley Chapter, 1966 -67, and to the National Board of Directors, 1967 -70.
He served as a member of the Committee on Research, 1970 -72, and was elected
National Vice President, 1973 -74. During 1975 -76, he again served on the Board
of Directors and was a member of the Committee on Management Accounting
Practices, 1974 -81. He was appointed Chairman of the MAP Committee, 197981, and was a member of the Executive Committee, 1979 -84. During 1982 -83, he
was chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee on NAA Foundation and a member of
the Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Relations, and in 1981 -84, a member of
the MAP Promulgation Subcommittee. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society member. He is Assistant Treasurer, Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N.J.
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
fop

Baker

Banis

Beresford

Chironna

Douglas

Ford

Greene

Oliverio

Pollara

Risdon

Edwards

J
Warren

Edward Baker Massachusetts Route 128; Miami (1956). Committee on Community Responsibility, 1975 -78;
National Director, 1978 -80; Principal, New England Regional Council, 1983 -84; Committee on Marketing and
Membership, 1983 -84. He is Director of Fiscal and Personnel Management, Combined Jewish Philanthropies of
Greater Boston, Inc., Boston, Mass.

Richard P. Banis New Jersey Meadowlands (1973). Principal, New Jersey Council, 1980 -81; Committee on
Community Responsibility, 1979 -81; National Director, 1981 -83; Committee on Education, 1983 -84. He is Vice
President of Finance, Food Concepts, Inc., Rutherford, N.J.

Dennis R. Beresford, CMA Cleveland East (1962). Ad Hoc Committee on Accounting for Social Performance,
1974 -76, National Director, 1975 -77; Committee on Education, 1977 -78; Committee on Management Accounting
Practices, 1982 -85. He is Partner -in- Charge of Accounting Standards, Ernst & Whinny, Cleveland, Ohio.

John F. Chlronna Westchester (1978). Committee on Management Accounting Practices, 1979 -81, and Chairman of MAP Committee, 1982 -84. He is Director of Accounting Practices, IBM Corporation, Tarrytown, N.Y.

Patricia P. Douglas Western Montana (1970). Committee on Research, 1973 -84; National Director, 1975 -77.
She is Professor of Accounting and Finance, University of Montana, Missoula, Mont.
James Don Edwards Atlanta Central (1954). Committee on Research, 1977 -81, and 1983 -84. Committee on
Management Accounting Practices, 1977 -83. He won the Lybrand Silver Medal, 1981 -82. He is J.M. Tull Professor of Accounting, J.M. Tull School of Accounting, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.

Jerry L. Ford, CMA Minneapolis Viking (1972). Committeee on Chapter Operations, 1978 -79; Member, Board
of Regents, 1979 -81, and Chairman, Board of Regents, Institute of Management Accounting, 1981 -84. National
Director, 1981 -83. He is Vice President— Finance, Consumer Group, Pillsbury Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Richard Greene Central Pennsylvania; Susquehanna Valley (1955). Committee on Public Relations, 1979 -81;
National Director, 1981 -83; Principal, Keystone Mountain States Regional Council, 1983 -84. He is Assistant Treasurer, HRB Singer, Inc., State College, Pa.

Louis J. Oliverio Dayton (1962). Committee on Public Relations, 1976 -79; National Director, 1979 -81; Com-

mittee on Finance, 1982 -85; Committee on Regional Councils, 1984. He is Controller — Commercial Equipment
Operation, Hobart Corp., Troy, Ohio.

John B. Pollara, CMA Greater San Gabriel Valley; Los Angeles (1971). Committee on Education, 1979 -81; Na-

tional Director, 1981 -83; Committee on Research, 1983 -84. He is Senior Vice President — Controller, Zieman Manufacturing Co., Whittier, Calif.

Michael P. Risdon Memphis (1974). Committee on Education, 1980 -81; National Director, 1981 -83. He is Vice
President, Finance and Systems, Diesel Reconstruction Co., Memphis, Tenn.

J. Donald Warren, Jr. Houston - Bluebonnet; Washington (1967). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1980 -82;
National Director, 1982 -84. He is a Partner, Coopers & Lybrand, Houston, Tex.
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Nominee for Treasurer
Glen E. Woodson Canton; Greater Youngstown Area; Philadelphia; Akron
(1949). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1961 -62, and 1963 -65; elected National Director, 1963 -65; Vice President, 1977 -78; Chairman, Committee on
Chapter Development, 1978 -79; Committee on Marketing and Membership,
1979 -80; Committee on Chapter Operations, 1980 -82; National Treasurer, 198284. He is President, Woodson Company, North Canton, Ohio.

Nominees for Directors

1-47

dfi�� -►
Barker

Beisch

Bennett

Bock

Boehman

t O `

Bo wman

Brenner

41

y

4
Bro wn

Burg

Burns

Caplan

Carlson

Cramer

Crowley

Bo bbie J. Barker, Texas Bay Area (1973). She is Senior Accountant -CPA, ARCO Chemical, Deer Park, Tex.
Vincent G. Beisch, Omaha (1972). Committe e on Membership,
1979 -81; President, North Central Regional Council, 1982 -83. He is
Senior Accounting Specialist, AT &T Te chnologies, Inc., Omaha,
Neb.
Lee B. Bennett, Oakland County (1973). Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1981 -84. He is Executive Vice President and Treasurer,
Maxwell Enterprises, Inc., Troy, Mich.

.. rl

Dahlgren

Darnall

i

,

Elisar

Linda J. Bock, Racine - Kenosha (1975). She is Budget Analyst, J. 1.
Case, Racine, Wis.
Ro bert U. Boehman, Louisville (1971). Committee on Research,
1978 -80, and 1981 -84. He is Director of Finance, Jasper Rubber Products, Jasper, Ind.

T imot hy E . Carlso n, Oakland -East Ba y (1972). He is Principal,
Timothy E. Carlson, CPA, Walnut Creek, Calif.

Frank Bowman, Phoenix (1963). Committee on Chapter Operations,
1974 -76. He is Division Director, Arizona Department of Transportation, Phoenix, Ariz.

Charles J. Cramer, Butler Area (1971). Committee on Marketing
and Membership, 1983 -84. He is Accounting Supervisor, Penreco Division, Pennzoil Co., Butler, Pa.

Vincent C. Brenner, Roanoke (1969). He is Chairman and Professor
of Accounting, Department of Accounting, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.

John F. Crowley , Cincinnati (1972). He is a Partner, Ernst & Whin ney, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Andrew J. Brown, Jr., Los Angeles (1969). Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1981 -84. He is President, A.J. Brown & Associates, Whittier, Calif.
Richard L. B urg, Lancaster; Washington (1971). He is Manager of
Taxes, Susquehanna Broadcasting Co., York, Pa.
Francis J. Burns, Pittsburgh (1971). He is Director of Continuing
Education, Robert Morris College, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Edwin H. Caplan, Albuquerque (1967). Board of Regents, IMA,
1972 -74, and Committee on Education, 1980 -82. He is Professor of
Accounting, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M.

8o

Walter R. Dahlgren, Connecticut Gateway (1972). Principal, Metropolitan New York C ounc il, 1983 -84; Marketing and Membership
Committee, 1982 -84. He is Comptroller, Citizens Savings Bank,
Stamford, Conn.
Edgar M. Darnall, San Jose; Tucson (1975). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1982 -84. He is Manager, ASD Financial Analysis & Support, Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
Jack A. Elisar, Nashville -Music City (1970). He is a Partner, Touche
Ross & Co., Nashville, Tenn.
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Nominees for Directors

E ng le

Finley

NrT

Mai"
Gomllak

Flamion

Flesher

Foutz

Gelb

Glenn

Hines

Ho e m

Hogan

Holmes

Irvine

Johnson

00" Oak

Hampel

Henry

d

Robert E . Engle, Indianapolis (1974). President, Lincoln Trail Regional Council, 1982 -83. He is a Partner, Coopers & Lybrand, India-

r�

nap o lis, Ind .

Jack E . Finley , Oklahoma City (1973). President of Heartland Regional Council, 1983 -84. He is a Partner of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Gayle H. Flamion, Elkhart Area; Michiana (1963). Committee on
Chapter Development, 1976 -77. He is Data Entry Supervisor, Morgan Drive Away, Inc., Elkha rt, Ind.

Hritsko

Dale L. Flesher, CMA, Northeast Mississippi; North Central Indiana (1968). Committee on Publications, 1981 -83. He is Professor of
Accountancy, School of Accountancy, University of Mississippi, University, Miss.
Paul B. Foutz, Alaskan (1972). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1982 -84. He is Director of Finance & Administration, Pingo
Corp., Anchorage, Alaska.

4

�

Marvin H. Gelb, Rochester (1962). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1979 -81; National Director, 1981 -83. He is Owner, MHG Business Services, Rochester, N.Y.
Donald A . Glenn, Oakland -East Bay (1976). He is Director, Glenn
& Thomas, CPAs, Emeryville, Calif.

Jo hnsto n

Kalmes

King

Thomas A. Gomllak, Jr., Minneapolis Northstar (1967). Committee
on Public Relations, 1979 -82. He is Vice President and Chief Financial Officer, Fullerton Lumber Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Michael G. Hritsko, Canton (1965). Committee on Chapter Operations, 1979 -81. He is Senior Vice President, White Engine, Inc., Canton, Ohio.

Robert E. Hampel, Evansville (1965). He is Executive Vice President- Finance and Administration, Keller - Crescent Co., Evansville,
Ind.

Don W. Irvine, San Mateo County (1958). He is Assistant Controller, Western Hemisphere Mining Group, Utah Inte rna tiona l. Inc .,
San Francisco.

Thelma E. Henry, Atlanta North (1975). Committee on Community
Responsiblity, 1982 -84. She is Vice President, Treasurer, Duggan &
Massey, P.C., Atlanta, Ga.

Kenneth R. Johnson, Spokane Area; Oakland -East Bay (1978). He
is Vice President, Finance, Western Plastics Corp., Tacoma, Wash.

Bob W. Hines, Tulsa (1970). Committee on Marketing and Membership, 1981 -82; President, Heartland Council, 1982 -83. He is President,
Metro 584 FCU, Tulsa, Okla.
Donald R. Hoem, Northwest Suburban Chicago (1969). Committee
on Publications, 1979 -81. He is Cost Manager, Internal A uditor,
Sloan Valve Co., Franklin Park, III.
Jackson W. Hogan, Piedmont - Greensboro (1965). He is Vice PresidF'nt, Finance & T rea surer, Mother Murphy's La boratorie s, Inc .,
Greensboro, N.C.

Donna M. Sihr Johnston, Pittsburgh (1973). Committee on Public
Relations, 1983 -85. She is Finance Officer, PNC Financial Corp.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Frederick H. Kalmes, Cape Canaveral (1977). Committee on Community Responsibility, 1982 -84. He is Owner, Frederick H. Kalmes,
CPA, Rockledge, Fla,
Lawrence B . K ing , Southe a st Ala ba ma; Altoona Area (1976).
Chairman of Organizing Committee, Southeast Alabama. Committee
on Public Relations, 1981 -83. He is Manufacturing Division Controller, The Van Heusen Co., Ozark, Ala.

Neil E. Holmes, Kansas City (1973). Committee on Research, 198284. He is Vice Pre sid ent - C ontro lle r, The Marl e y C o ,, Miss io n
Wood,,. Kans.
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Ludwig

Lynch

McFarland
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Noble

Perrin

,•.

Mesko

0

Pratt

Morgan

Nobel

Ransdell

Re pole

Riley

1

Quinn

Eugene F. Ludwig, Detroit (1964). Committee on Chapte r Operations, 1980 -84. He is Manager, Regulatory Administration, Michigan
Consolidated Gas Co., Detroit, Mich.

Jo hn J. Mesko, CMA, Greater San Gabriel Valley (1975). Principal,
Wild Wes t Re gional C ounc il, 1981 -82; Committee on Education,
1981 -84. He is Trea surer, Special Tools and Ma chine ry , Vernon,
Calif.

NO
PHOTO
AVAILABLE
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Joseph D. Lynch, North Jersey Shore; Albany (1958). He is Secretary- Treasurer, Ralph B. Carter Co., Hackensack, N.J.
Edward R. McFarland, Jr., New Haven (1971). He is Controller,
Cornwall of Patterson Div., Pratt -Read Corp., Bridgeport, Conn.

.

More

r �

.

Roemmich

Rock

Rouse

Ro na ld M or e, Bridgeport (1979). Committee on Ma rke ting a nd
Membership, 1982 -84. He is Assistant Vice President and Area Manager, The American Appraisal Co., Stamford, Conn.

I�

William J. Morgan, New York (1969). Committee on Publications,
1982 -83; Committee on Academic Relations, 1983 -84. He is a Partner, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., Short Hills, N.J.
Thoma s J. Nobe l, Jr., Grand Rapids (1974). He is a Partner, Ernst
& Whinney. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Schmiedeskamp

Shaffer

Sheriff

John W. Noble, Tampa Bay (1974). He is President, Robert Half of
Tampa, Inc., Tampa, Fla.
Frank L. Perrin, Ma rion Are a (1979). He is Controller. InstaGro
Manufacturing Co., Caledonia, Ohio.
Pa tric ia C. Pra tt, Bangor - Waterville (1970). Co-chairman, Spouses
Activities, 1979 Annual Conference; Committee on Education, 198384. She is Chief Accountant, Standard Electric Co., Bangor, Me.
Thoma s L. Quinn, Erie (1974). He is Controller, Mechanical Group,
Lord Corporation, Erie, Pa,
Anne C. Ransdell, Richmond Lee (1968). Committee on Public Relations, 1980 -82. She is Controller, Spencer Printing Co., Inc., Richmond, Va.
J o s e p h J . Re pole, Massachusetts Route 128 (1973). He is Vice
President, Finance and Administration, of LEA Engineering.
Owen E. Rile y, Canton ( 1965). Committee on Chapter Operations,
1981 -84. He is Accounting Supervisor, Research & Development Division, Babcock & Wilcox, Alliance, Ohio.

82

William L. Roc k, Richmond Jackson (1966). He is a Partner, Coopers & Lybrand, Richmond, Va.
Roger A. Roemmich, Atlanta North (1975). He is Associate Professor, School of Accounting, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga.
James R. Rouse, Wilmington (1978). Committee on Publications,
1982 -84. He is Vice President of Finance, Reeds Jewelers, Inc., Wilmington, N.C.
Walter D. Schmiedeskamp, Morristown (1968). Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1979 -82. He is a Partner, Haskins & Sells, Morristown, N.J.
Willia m E. Shaffer, Pennsylvania Northwest ( 1975). Committee on
Chapter Operations, 1981 -84. He is Controller, Controller's Division,
Brockway Glass Co., Brockway, Pa.
Jimmy D. Sheriff, Anderson Area (1974). Committee on Education,
1980 -82. He is Professor of Accountancy, School of Accountancy,
Clemson University, Clemson, S.C.
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Nominees for Directors
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W

Trundle

Vander

Week

.

Vroma n

Wailes

Wa rbe rg

Robert E. Wailes, Jr, Birmingham -Magic City (1966). He is a Partner, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Birmingham, Ala.

s
1

Larry D. Wa rberg, Salem Area (1974). Committee on Ma rketing
and Membership, 1983 -84. He is Office Manager, Salem Electric, Sa-

lem, Ore.
r

Dorothy M. Wats on, Dayton (1971). Committee on Marketing and
Membership, 1982 -84. She is Assistant Secretary, Director of Law
Department Administration, Ponderosa, Inc., Dayton, Ohio.

Wa ts on

Wils on

Zorr

Gregory S. Wilson, Chicago (1972). He is a Partner, Ernst & Whin ney, Chicago. III.
David C. Trundle, Chattanooga (1968). He is Controller, Chattanooga Coca -Cola Bottling Co., Chattanooga, Tenn,
Ray Vande r Waste, Madis on (1972). Committee on Education,
1982.84. He is Professor of Accounting, Graduate School of Business,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

William G. Zorr, Northern Wisconsin (1967). Committee on Marketing and Me mbe rship, 1980 -82; Principal, Mid - American Regional
Council, 1983 -84. He is Associate Professor, Accounting, College of
Business Administration, University of Wisconsin, Oshkosh, Wis,

Sta nle y P. Vroma n, St. Louis (1967). Committe e on Re s e arc h,
1982 -84. He is controller- Prince Gardner Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Chairman of the Association
Charles T. Smith, Jr.
From the NAA By la ws , A rtic le VI, Se c tion 2:
Cha irma n: T he C hairman of the As s oc ia tion s ha ll be the immedia te Pas t Pre s ide nt of the As s oc ia ti on, a nd s ha ll t a ke offic e whe n the C ha i rma n's s u c c e s s or a s pre s ide nt ta k e s of fic e . T he
Cha irman of the As soc ia tion s hall s e rve until s ucc e ede d by a ne w C ha irma n of the As s oc iation,
and s hall be considere d a n e lec tive offic e r by virtue of prior e lec tion a s pre sident.

Nominating Committee to Report in 1985
Charles T. Smith, Jr., Detroit, Chairman
Donald H. Barry, Br i d ge p o r t
James H. Childers, W i c hi t a
Anita B. Hayes, C u y a ho ga Va l l e y
Robert W. Liptak, G r e a t e r G r e e nv i l l e
Gary A. Luoma, CMA, A t l a n t a N o r t h
William R. Mercer, Diablo Va lle y
George L. Nicholas, Los A nge l e s
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Robert E. Paterson, N e w Y o r k
Charles E. Phipps, B a l t i mo r e
Stanley R. Pylipow, St. Louis
Emil Scharff, San F r a nc i s c o
Howard L. Siers, Delaware
Arnold G. Swenson, Rockford
Louis Vlasho, CMA, D a y t o n
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tendency of the marketplace); it considers all costs as variable because it deals
wi t h t h e l o n g t e rm; it IS NO T a
strategy.
Variable pricing is sometimes used to
fill an idle plant and cut losses. The
practice recognizes that a contribution
to revenue above the variable cost of
production is superior to a full overhead
loss at zero production. This is a micro
concept (it describes the activity of an
individual or a firm); it considers as
variable only those costs which vary
with an individual production run; it IS
a strategy —a strategy of survival in the
short term.
Mr. Govindarajan as an assistant professor of accounting should recognize
this dichotomy. I do not for a moment
question that 83% of respondents use
full costs in pricing decisions, only the
validity of this finding when applied
against a theory which is intended to
describe an entire marketplace.
Ronald S. Bella, CMA
Vancouver, Wash.
Will Follow MIG -1 and MIG-2
I read with interest [Mr. Shultis's] editorial comments on MIG - I and MIG -2.
I am impressed with NAA's recognition
of membership needs and its efforts to
meet them. I will observe closely your
progress and success to help accountants responsible for the controllership
function and the planning, budgeting,
and forecasting function.
Richard E. Kelly
President
Clipper Belt Lacer Co.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Quantitative Techniques Are the Future
I was delighted to read G. M. McCabe
and G. N. Sanderson's article, "Abandonment Value in Capital Budgeting:
Another View," in your January 1984
issue. While McCabe and Sanderson apply a mathematical technique known as
"rolling back the decision tree" to arrive at a correct capital budgeting decision, the technique can be applied to
such other managerial accounting prob84

1ST & 2ND IN USA
J.D. Catalano - 1982
N. Voien - 1980
E.C. Ballard - 1977
S. F. Weynand - 1975
J.E. Allerson - 1975
M. Hellerstein- 1974
J. Zilka - 1972
G. Matters - 1971
B.D. Stringham - 1967
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I believe that the most effective tools
managerial accountants can use to assist
managers are management science techniques. Fortu nately, managerial accou ntant s can us e t hese techn iqu es
more quickly and effectively today than
ever before as a result of recent computer developments and new computer alogorithms. For example, the developmen t
of
th e
M at h emat i cal
Programming System (MPS) designed
by IBM has made it possible for managerial accountants to solve such complex managerial problems as manpower
planning, determining products mix,
and investigating the effect of uncertainty on the optimal level of production
quickly and inexpensively.
It is time managerial accountants distinguished themselves from financial accountants, internal auditors, and tax
specialists by becoming acquainted not
only with accounting concepts but also
with current management science techniques, and then by attempting to use
them to solve management accounting
problems. If managerial accountants
► ► 87
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lems as planning, information economics analysis, make -or -buy decisions, and
those performance evaluations whose
variances warrant further investigation.
This article does not, however, discuss the variou s appli cations of the
"rolling back the decision tree" technique. Rather, it expresses my gratitude
for a mathematical article managerial
accountants can use to solve their economic problems (in this case, capital
budgeting problems). As an accounting
professor involved in teaching managerial accounting and interested in quantitative analysis of managerial accounting
issues, I feel the future of managerial accounting depends, to a great extent,
upon the applications of quantitative
techniques to managerial accounting
problems. Managerial accounting, unlike financial accounting, requires one
to follow neither GAAP or GAAS, per
se. Instead, managerial accoun tants
seek to help managers to solve their internal economic problems and reach appropriate and optimal investment decisions by providing timely, accurate, and
relevant accounting information.

15760 Ventura Blvd., Encino, CA 91436
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions

128, has been named manager of administration for Applied Biomedical Corp.

Jerry W. DeFoor, Birmingham- Vulcan,
has been promoted to assist ant vice
president, corporate accounting, at Protective Life Insurance Co.

Mark R. Hill, Member -at- Large, is now
vice president with First Union Commercial Corp., Charlotte, N.C.

Lindy Hofstetter, Boise, has been promoted to corporate cash manager, J.R.
Simplot.... S. Kent Schneider was promoted to vice president and auditor of
the auditing department for Idaho First
National Bank.
P. Michael Kelly, Bridgeport, has been
appointed national sales manager for
American Appraisal Associates, Milwaukee, Wi s.... Betty Lynch was recently elected assistant vice president of
Connecticut Bank & Trust Co.
Richard E. Hanik, Chicago, has joined
Ameritech Mobile Communications,
Inc. (AMCI) as assistant controller.

Thomas Colardo, Mid - Florida, was promoted to senior vice president /finance,
Sun Banks of Florida.
Michael W. Maiman, Milwaukee, has
become the chief financial officer of the
IBA Prestige Beauty Schools.
Kenneth M. Becker, Minneapolis Viking, is now vice president for Rockwood Research Corp.
President Charles T. Smith, Jr., (1) presents charter for Heart of Wisconsin
Chapter to chapter President Joseph
Chapman.

Betty P. Simpson, Mobile, was elected
secretary, treasurer and office manager
of Gulf Coast AMC /Jeep, Inc., Mobile.

ated Oregon Loggers, Inc.

Robert J. Fairbanks, New Orleans president, has been promoted to vice president and Renata D. Velez was promoted to as s i st an t vi ce p res i den t an d
assistant controller, Security Homestead Association.

Paul A. P itzer, Cincinnati, recently
joined Davey Compressor Co. as corporate controller.

James K. Doan, Evansville, recently was
elected to the newly created post of assistant corporate controller, Whirlpool.

David P. McElvain, Dallas, was promoted to president of Dresser Financial
Services Group.

Robert L. Van De Voorde, I11owa, recently was promoted to vice president of
the Midwestern Food Division of Lucky
Stores, Inc.

Lee A. Robbins, Dayton president, has
been appointed controller for Armco's
Professional Services Division based in
Missouri.... James W. Fuller has been
promoted to controller for Dayton operat i on s o f th e C arl so n Marketing
Gr o u p , In c . . . . Steven J. Meyer has
been named controller with Omnicare.

Robert H. Adams, Lancaster, is now
general manager, exterior products division of Howmet Aluminum Corp.

Dennis H. Wagner, Denver, has been
promot ed to con tro ll er o f F ro nt ier
Airlines.

Mary A. Crum, Lansing- Jackson, has
been promoted to divisional accounting
manager at Motor Wheel, Lansing.

Janet J. Jenkins, Des Moines, was promoted to senior trust officer at Norwest
Bank Des Moines, N.A.... Richard W.
Larson has been promoted to director of
internal auditing for Central Life Assurance Co. and is now a company officer.

Diane M. VanSon, Las Vegas, has been
named chief financial officer for International Tele Data.

Annon L. George, Eugene-Springfield,
is now accounting manager for AssociMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

Nancy C. Goodson, Knoxville, is now
controller at Appalachian National Life
Insurance Co.

John P. Lang, Los Angeles past president, has been appointed senior vice
president, Southland National Bank.
Nancy J. Nichols, Massachusetts Route

Peter J. Griffin, CMA, North Jersey
Shore, has been elected vice president
and controller of Carter - Wallace, Inc.
John S . Billings, Peninsula -Palo Alto
past president, and past national vice
president, 1977 -78, has joined Docugraphix, Inc., as chief financial officer
. . . . Earl S. Bloom joined Teledyne Micro wave
as
co n t ro l l er
and
C F O . . . . Art h u r A. Whipple is now
corporate treasurer of URS, Inc.
Lanny C. Fiscus, Pennsylvania Northwest, has been named controller of Owens- Illinois at Brookville.... Several
NAA members have been promoted at
the Stackpole Corp. They are: H. Frank
Williams to executive vice - president,
John M. Bauer to director of finance,
and Robert E. Hathorn to controller.
Jerome A. Briner, Phoenix, is now partner -in -charge of tax services for Ernst &
Whinney's Tucson office.
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Nancy -Carol Hu et te l, Pi ed mo nt Wi n ston- Salem, h as b een pro m o ted to senior finan cial an aly st at R.J. Reyn o ld s
Archer, Win sto n- Salem , N.C.
Thom as J. Frese, Quincy Area, has been
prom oted to assistant vice presiden t —
sec re ta ry an d ass ist an t co n t r o lle r at
Gem City Savin gs an d Lo an .
Lanny D . By n u m , Ralei gh Area, has
been nam ed vice p resid en t o f fin an ce
with Corp o rate Co n su ltin g & Develo p m ent Co., Ltd .
Evelyn Gan em , Savan nah, is now assistant contro ller at Savan n ah Wh o lesale.
Niels T. Eskelsen , Seattle, has been recently appo inted con tro ller o f MBI System s, Inc.
Mic h a e l B. Mu rp h y , So ut h Bi rmi ng ham, has b een elected assistant treasurer of Sou th ern Pro gress Co rp .
Betty M. Essex , South Cen tral I ndi ana,

recen tly was named the new town m anager o f Ed inburg.
Ly m an G. Gr ieve an d D a nie l J . Weis,
South ern Minnesota, have been prom oted t o vice p resident s of the Fir st Bank
Sy stem s In c. of Rochester.
Th o m as J. McGovern, Springfield, is assistan t vice president for operations aud itin g at M onarc h Cap ital Corp.
W. L . Wilkinson, St ockt on Area, has
been p ro m oted to president of Com posite Tech n o logy, Inc.
Steven E. E ngle m an, Suburban Northeast Philadelphia, is now divisio n contro ller with the Aerospace & Industrial
Pro du cts Division of SPS Technologies,
Jen kin to wn , Pa.
J o h n H o z i k, Was hi n gt o n, has been
elected to the board of directors of E. C.
Er n s t, In c., an elec trical co nt ra ct in g
firm. He is currently president and chief
op erating o fficer of that com pany.

The first exhibition and

Anno u nc ing

conference designed
exclusively for accounting

L'

Thom as J. Hood, Waukesha Area president, has been nam ed a vice president of
Heath Corp., a m anagem en t consulting
firm in Brookfield, Wis.
Ela ine S . Sam m ons, Wi lmi ngt on, was
prom oted to assistant controller by the
North Ca rolina State P ort Aut hority,
Alec W. Moffat, Wisconsin Lakeshore,
has been promoted to vice - president of
finance with Colonial Container Corp.,
Green Lake, Wis.

Emeritus Life Associates
Evert L . W. An derson, Cleveland.
Mar ion L. Ba gle y, Sout h Bi rmi ngham.
Raym ond A. Boy er, Atlanta Central,
past president.
A. Don ald Br in to n , Cat awba Valley,
past president, past national director,
1979 -81; S t u a r t C a m e r o n M c L e o d
Society.
Jam es K. Br ydon, Erie, past president.
Robert D . Bush, San Francisco.
Dona ld R. Byrkit, Sangamon Valley.
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June 21 & 22, 1984 • The Park Plaza Hotel • New Haven, Connecticut

To u r t h e E x h i b i t i o n feat u ri n g t h e l at es t eq u i p men t an d s ervi ces o f i n t eres t t o t h e acco u n t i n g an d
b u s i n es s p ro fes s i o n al h a rd ware • s o ft ware • o ff i ce eq u i p men t an d fu rn i t u re • b u s i n es s mach i n es
in vent o ry co n tro l s ys tems • t eleco mmu n i cat i on s s ys t ems e wo rd p ro ces s i ng s ys t ems e po rt fo l i o
ma n a g e me n t s ys t e ms e b a n k i n g e q u i p me n t a n d s e r vi ce s a n d mo r e !
At t en d p ro fes s i o n al C P E accred i t ed
Exhibition Hours: Thursd ay, June 21
Fri day, J une 22
s emi n ar s d e s i gn ed t o h e l p
11 :0 0 am -6: 00 p m
11 :0 0 am -4: 00 p m
S en d t o d ay fo r yo u r fr ee d e s cr i p t i ve b r o ch u r e.
.. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
■
.
■

ini fe eneer01-#
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June 21822, 1%4
T h e Pa rk P l aza Ho te l

New Haven. Connecticut

■ Yes , pl eas e s en d me a free d escrip ti ve b ro ch u re!
i
I'm in teres ted in at tend in g
All en S in ai , seni or vi ce p resi dent
an d ch i ef ec o n o mi s t o f L eh man
Brot hers Kuhn Lo eb, wi ll presen t a
k e yn o t e ad d r es s o n t h e ec o n o my' s
outlook.
R et u rn co u p o n t o C o n f eren ce
M a n a g e men t C o r p o r a t i o n ,
17 Washington Street, Norwalk, CT
06 85 4 , or ph on e (2 03 ) 8 52 .0 5 00 .
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■
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■
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■
■ City
■
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(
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Earl M . Canfield, Houston -Lone Star.
Betty de Sherbinin , Princeton.
William C. Dillon, Sr,, Fall River -New
Bedford.
Joseph R. Ennis, Nashville - Capitol City.
Thomas L. Eva, Waukesha Area
Th o mas E . Fi s h er , J r . , Cent ra l
Arkansas.
Lawrence R. Foley, Member -at- Large,
USA.
Robert Gahris, Michiana.
H. Dwight Geiger, Kansas City.
P. P. Giallongo , Massachusetts North
Shore.
D. Jane Gordon , Detroit.
Frederick J. Guyer, Lehigh Valley.
Roy W. Hake, St. Loui&
Robert E. Harshey , Lansing - Jackson.
Roy J . Hart, Mohawk Valley.
Maurice E. Harvey, Battle Creek, past
president.
Arthur J. Helganz, Detroit.
Paul R . Inman , Chicago.
W. F. Jacoby, Jr., Dallas.
Joh n H . Jenkins, Susquehanna Valley,
past president.
Donald H. Jensen, Mt. Rainier, past
president.
Warren H. Jones, Erie, past president,
SCMS.
Kenn et h H. Kerr, Long Beach, past
president; past national director, 196466. SCMS.
Bertil E. Landstrom, Chicago.
Dean F. LaVelle, Minneapolis Viking,
past president ; past national director,
1979 -81. SCMS.
George D. Lawrence, Michiana, past
president.
Mel A. Lindblad , Northwest Suburban
Chicago.
Roy A. M cKin n o n , Massachusetts
Route 128.
R al p h L. M eyer, San Diego, past
president.
Britton H. Miller, Philadelphia
Joseph F. McDonald , Ft. Lauderdale,
past president.
Ralph J . Nagan , New York.
Jack B. Nicholson, I11owa.
Delbert L. Olsen, Illowa.
Ro bert L. Orewi ler , North Central
Ohio, past president. SCMS.
C. L. Packard , Atlanta Central.
Elizabeth A . Reid, Boston, past president, past national director, 1977 -79.
SCMS.
A. T. Samuel son, Washington, past
president; past national treasurer, 1973MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1984

76. SCMS.
A. Karl Scharff, Detroit.
Robert D. Schmeltz, Toledo.
Ri chard F. S ei d l er , Oma ha , past
president.
Charles J. Sewall, Brooklyn- Queens,
J. Edward Simmons, New York, past
president. SCMS.
Harold A. Sorensen , Racine - Kenosha.
William F. Stewart, Dayton.
Robert A. Stock, San Mateo County.
George A. Thomas, Oakland -East Bay.
Thomas J. Trogdon, Jr., Wabash Valley, past president.
Carl O, Westring, Omaha, past president; past national director, 1965 -67.
SCMS.
Donald S. Woodbury , Massachusetts
North Shore, past president.
Harry F. Zimmerman , Worcester Area.

In Memoriam
David A. Allison, 78, Westmoreland
County, 1948. Emeritus Life Associate.
Gary E . Ark , 29, West Central Ohio,
1981.
Louis N . Brando, 56, Mohawk Valley,
1980.
K. Dumcius, 61, Waterbury, 1956.
David C. Elkington , 92, Muskegon,
1950. ELA. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
Peter J . Evans, 74, Los Angeles, 1955.
ELA.
J. T. Funda, 50, Princeton, 1968.
John S. Garabedian, 68, Boston, 1946.
Ralph G. Gellatly, 44, Houston -Lone
Star, 1966.
Alphonse C. Hampel, 75, Dayton, 1941.
ELA.
John Hegedus, 60, New York, 1957.
W. M. Johnson , 71, Canton, 1960.
Richard C. Jorgensen , 79, Oakland East Bay, 1943. ELA. SCMS.
Jo h n F. Keely, 63, Connecticut Gateway, 1951. ELA.
Margaret S. Maroun , 71, Northern New
York, 1962. ELA.
W. G. M cLeo d , 59 , Atlanta North,
1967.
Michael J. McQuade, 50, East Jersey,
1968.
Dumont H. Meinhold, 65, Orange Coast
California, 1977.
J. A. Nelson, 74, Oakland -East Bay,
1947. ELA.

Gene D. Oglesby, 52, Charlotte Blue,
1975.
Duane R. Shellum, 54, St. Paul, 1964,
David B. Simmen , 79, Alameda CountySouth, pas t presi den t, 1943. E LA.
SCMS.
Fred N. Watters , Oakland -East Bay,
1980.
George H. Wilhite, 56, Evansville, 1977.
Howard M. Wolcott, 76, Cincinnati,
1937. ELA.
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avoid quantitative techniques, sooner or
later m anagers will turn to o the r s pecialists wit hin th e ir o rga n iz a t io n s to

solve their investment decisions. In such
an eventuality, managerial accountants
would both abandon their role as the
major producer of quantitative data and
encourage the i neffici ent use of the
firms' scarce resources. They would also
force a duplication in function upon an
organization 's manpower.
Mohammad Namazi
Assistant Professor of Accounting
The Pennsylvania State University.
University Park, Pa.

BUYYOUR
TOP QUALITY
ACCOUNTING
PADS
V i r e c tf r o m
V a n 4 a c t ur e r

• Best erasablepaper
• Keepnotes neatandclean
• TopBoundColumnar Pads
• SideBoundColumnarPads
• Audit Report Folders
• Exhibit Folders
• DetailSheets - LegalPads

Wrfte
Today. .
for Catalog Price List and sample forms.

audit
forms co.
Division of Robert Silverman, Inc.
1375 Euclid Avenue, Suite 218
Cleveland, Ohio 44115
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Penpad by Pencept, Inc. now lets business workers fill out forms, prepare
ch art s, an d d o o th er p ap erwork b y
hand, while the handprinted informa-
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Miller Accounting Publications
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Reston Publishing Co
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Teehtran Industries has introduced the
TR -4 Transaction Recorder, a new retail management system that improves
inventory management. The recorder
connects to a retailer's "standard" electronic cash register and records sales
transactions, as they are generated by
the cashier, onto a digital quality cassette tape. Up to 9,600 15- character
cash register tape lines may be recorded
on a single cassette. The TR -4 can link a
cash register, in a single or multiple
store environment, to its central computer or service bureau via telecommunication lines, which allows a retailer
to process sales data from a central site
immediately. As an alternative, the cassettes can be hand carried or mailed to
the store's data processing center if cost
is a consideration, and the speed of processing information is not so critical.
For more information, contact Frank J.
Atti (716) 3449640.

The Law & Technology Press newsletter, "Software Protection," will begin
monthly publication in June 1984 and
expand its coverage to include international developments and software licensing law. The newsletter focuses on
new court decisions, current legislation,
and new developments in the legal and
technical areas of software protection.
Its editorial board consists of software
law experts from Europe, the Far East,
and Australia. Available from Law &
Tech nol ogy Press, 11 12 Ocean Dr.
#201, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266.0

.

DSS Development has announ ced a
new concept in microcomputer applications for the integrated software environment— Optionware, a library of 52
important applications. With Option ware, no more than five principal keystrokes are required to enter data, calculat e, p ri n t , s ave, or grap h . All
applications use the same menus and
procedures. One appli catio n can be
learned in minutes, and all the others
work exactly the same way. This application has been created for use in the
Lotus 1 -2 -3 environment and is the fastest way to create graphs and obtain concise printouts. There are three types of
applications — annual history, current
monthly performance, an d forecast/
projections, all of which include plan information. The topics covered are: fi-

nancial statistics, sales and marketing,
organization /budget, personnel, sales
management, asset management, cash
management, personal organization,
and perso nal financial man agement.
Op t i o n ware req u i res n o co mp u t er
knowledge or programming and can be
used immedi ately for mani pu lati ng
dat a, pri n t in g repo rt s , o r creat i n g
graphs. For more information, contact
Daniel B. Chasins at (203) 243 -5554.

.

Micrografx introduces Jr. -Draw for the
IBM PC jr. This software package allows the user to produce a variety of diagrams, charts, schematics, and drawings. It comes with two symbol libraries
(software design and electrical design)
and multiple text fonts. Jr. -Draw provides users with the capability to design
their own symbols. It also supports an
optional light pen. Jr. -Draw is applicable to electrical designs, CADD -like
graphic illlustrations, data processing
design, floor plans, interior designs, and
other sophisticated drawing /drafting
applications. It requires an IBM PC jr
or XT, with 128k of RAM and a disk
drive. For more information, contact
Alan S. Fader at (214) 522 -5073.

Pencept's new Penpad.

tion is simultaneously accepted as direct
comput er inp ut (with no ex tra keyboard ing step s or data ent ry). With
Penpad, a tablet tracks the position of a
pen point as it prints onto plain paper,
blank or preprinted forms, or on the
surface of the tablet. Penpad is a practical application of an outgrowth of artificial intelligence research, called dynamic character recognition. The add -in
board that fits inside the PC includes its
own sophisticated microprocessor (an
MC- 68000) and programming that applies character recognition techniques,
processes both character and position
information, and makes the PC "think"
its input came from its own keyboard.
Penpad works unmodified with Lotus 12-3 and the IBM Personal Editor. For
more information, call (617) 893 -6390.

&

Datamension Corporation, the originators of 3 -D (cubic) spreadsheet software
for micros, now offers an advanced version of the spreadsheet for the IBM PC
(and soon other systems). Perhaps its
mos t uni qu e feature is a "cu t -an dpaste" capability that lets users import
columnar d ata from any program —
whether on a micro, mini, mainframe,
or time - sharing service. Other enhancements include improved color monitor
support, key -word .search, expanded local and global formatting, and nested
sorts. For more information , ph one
(312) 564 -5060.

Donna Marks, Editor

The ad that startedi"t all...
Let

uient 5trate
be your financial

Oil

Last fall we introduced our new general ledger software package, CLIENT STRATEGIST", with this
advertisement. We wanted you to be aware of a truly
outstanding and incredibly versatile tool for accountants, auditors and financial consultants. The tremendous response from all across the country told us that
we achieved that goal.

Today, we're happy to announce that CLIENT
STRATEGIST"" is now available complete with a tutorial and new reference manual that will make it even
easier for you to use.
What that first advertisement said, which created all
that excitement, can be summed up in these four
powerful pluses:

• CLIENT STRATEGIST'" runs on the most popular business computers including the IBM PC, XT
and its compatibles!
• CLIENT STRATEGIST " interfaces with Lotus 1 -2 -3 and dBASE Il as well as most of the other widely
used electronic spreadsheets and databases!
• CLIENT STRATEGIST " produces a complete set of working papers and lead sheets!
• CLIENT STRATEGIST " handles up to 32,000 transactions, 10,000 accounts in the Chart of Accounts
and up to three levels of client consolidation!

This all adds up to more time for you to devote to the
more profitable ways of serving your clients - consultation not write -ups.

For a demonstration or for more information about
CLIENT STRATEGIST " contact

CLIENT STRATEGIST'" is . . .
YOUR KEY TO ACCOUNTING PROFITSI
CLIENT STRATEGIST"
is a trademark of Dynamic Business Software Inc.
IBM PC and XT are trademarks of IBM Inc.
Lotus 1 -2 -3 is a Irademark of Lotus Development Corp.
dBASE II is a trademark of Ashton -Tate
ORESTON PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.

In the united States:
Reston Publishing Company, Inc.
A Prentice -Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia
1 -800- 336 -0338

In Canada:
Prentice -Hall Canada Inc.
1870 Birchmount Road
Scarborough, Ontario
M1P 2.17
(416) 293 -3621

"We specialize
foravery basic reason.
It'sgoodbusiness:
99

For us and for Vou.

Championship sports teams
feature "specialists — people who
perform specific jobs in specific
situations better than anybody
else. A place- kicker who can put
the ball through the goal posts
from 40 yards out with only 3 seconds left on the clock. A relief
pitcher who can come in from the
bullpen in the ninth inning with
the tying run on third base and
nail down the third out.
The same principle holds
true for businesses: the most successful companies today tend to
be companies whose products
and services meet a particular
need in a particular market better
than everybody else's. And it's a
principle that holds true, I'm
pleased to report, for Robert Half.
Personnel Specialists
DoA Better job, 'Ibo.
Robert Half specializes in
providing the best accounting,
financial and data processing personnel. And we are the largest
organization of its kind, with 80
offices throughout the U.S., and
in Canada and Great Britain. Not
that we haven't been asked to
broaden the scope of our services: indeed hardly a day goes by
when a client doesn't call on us
for a sales manager and an advertising director; even a production
person. But our philosophy today
is the same as it was when I

With Robert Hall, the odds
are in vour favor. You don't have
to compromise: you can find a
quality person with the precise
qualifications to fill your precise
requirements. And don't forget:
our international network of
offices can fill positions for you
almost anywhere in the world.
We Live By Our Reputation.

started the company 35 years ago.
We'd rather do a quality job in a
concentrated area than attempt
to deal with a host of unrelated
fields.
Quality Attracts Quality.
The fact that we're the hrgest in our field offer:~ vou.the
employer, significant henefits.
Through Robert Halt, you have
access to the highest caliber personnel in every job category
within our field of specialization:
the top accountants, controllers,
credit managers. Everybody—a
chief financial officer, and i bookkeeper, too. And in edp, you have
access to data processing managers, systems analysts, programmers, computer operators, and
even quality data entry people.
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accounting, financial and edp
po"onnel specialists.
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We have a saying at Robert
Half: there are some companies
who've never used us, but very
few companies who've only used
us once. The fact is, clients who
deal with us come back time and
time again. And for good reason.
We deliver what we promise.
LetUs Help You
Hire Smart
Choosing a specialist like
Robert Half to fill specialized jobs
in your company makes sense.
The prime advantage, is that if you
hire smart the first time, you'll
get a professional who will meet
your requirements and will get the
it,h done. There's another benefit
to you; less turnover.
Think about it. The next time
you need specialists in accounting, financial, bookkeeping or
data processing, call your local
Robert Half office. I can assure
you that it's one call you'll be
pleased you made.

